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Abstract 

 

Thinking Beyond Utility and Practicality: 
Art Education Discussion Viewed Through the Lens 

of a Three-Function Model 

 

Elizabeth Rachel Lee, MA 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2012 

 

Supervisor:  Paul E. Bolin 

 

This study was about language. Its purpose was to explore how a specific set of 

material culture ideas is represented in art education discussion through what is termed in 

this study “the three-function model.” The model states that all human-made objects, 

including images, perform multiple roles and/or serve multiple purposes, simultaneously, 

and without limit. These roles and functions of objects fall into three categories: 

technological (utilitarian); sociological (communicative); ideological (instructive).  

Discovering this model inspired two questions: (a) how might the three-function 

approach to the discussion of objects augment art education’s understanding and practice 

of Material Culture theory? (b) to what benefit might such an approach be integrated into 

art education practice? 

To answer these questions, I designed a two-stage analysis. First, the examination 

of literature written toward three audience groups (educator-oriented, practitioner-

oriented, general audience) in order to identify three types of information (definitions, 
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statements about objects, and statements about function) for the purpose of forming an 

overall understanding of how cohesive or disparate discussion appears to be within each 

audience group. Second, cross-analyzing the three information groups for the purpose of 

understanding the similarities of and differences between the discussions of the three 

audience groups. 

The results of this study suggest that the problem of multiple and contrary 

definitions for shared terminology may be restricted to only two important words: craft 

and art. Conceptual approaches employed by the writers included anthropological, 

philosophical, concrete, theoretical, advocate, and analytical. Although all 15 writers 

acknowledge the social nature of objects, and all employ the term function similarly, 

there are indeed gaps in art education discussion: social and ideological functions of craft 

and art objects that go unnoticed, and missed opportunities to explore those connections 

and their cultural relevance. The three-function model can provide names for the ideas we 

are talking around, but not quite about. 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction to the Study 

The purpose of this study was to explore how a specific set of material culture 

ideas is represented in art education discussion through what is termed in this study “the 

three-function model.” This idea is that all human-made objects, including images, 

perform multiple roles and/or serve multiple purposes, simultaneously, and without limit 

(Schiffer 1992, p. 10). These roles and functions of objects fall into three categories: 

technological (utilitarian); sociological (communicative); ideological (instructive). 

Technofunctions are defined broadly as utilitarian functions that relate directly to the 

technology of a culture (Deetz, 1977, p. 50); sociofunctions are involved in influencing 

behavior by communicating information about social facts/phenomena and social 

organization (Schiffer, 1992, p. 10); and ideofunctions are involved in symbolizing values 

and ideas and/or encoding knowledge and information and representing a culture’s 

ideology (Schiffer, 1992, p. 11). Material culture theory, which has its origins primarily 

in archaeology, is concerned with the relationships between artifacts and the social 

systems that influence their creation (Schlereth, 1985), and provides art education with a 

method of exploring the cultural contexts unique to various forms of art (e.g., Bolin & 

Blandy, 2003; Congdon, 1986; Lawless, 1997). Some objects may perform only a few 

functions in one category and a limited number in another category, while other objects 

perform several functions in just one category. This variation depends on the intent of the 

maker, the influence of the parent culture that produced the object, and the needs of the 

people currently using the object (Schiffer, 1992, p. 10). This model and these terms are 

discussed in much greater detail in later sections of this study. 

The analysis portion of this study was broken into two stages and thus into two 

chapters. Chapter Three represents the first stage, the purpose of which was to examine 
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literature about objects that was written toward three audience groups: educator-oriented; 

practitioner-oriented; general audience. By examining what definitions of terms the 

writers shared, how they talked about objects and techniques, and how (or if) they 

addressed the idea of function, my goal was to form an overall understanding of how 

cohesive or disparate such discussion appears to be within each group. This chapter has 

three sections: one for each audience group, and each section examines definitions, object 

statements, and functions statements offered by the writers. Chapter 4 represents the 

second stage, which involved cross-analyzing the three information groups (definitions, 

object statements, and functions statements) in order to understand the similarities of and 

differences between how these terms were used for these three audience groups. This 

chapter also has three sections, one for each information group. The purpose of the 

definitions section is to identify common terms and present information leading to an 

understanding of how the three audience groups used these terms. The object statement 

and function statement sections have similar purposes: to identify both similar and 

conflicting approaches. In the object statement section, this involved comparing the 

language used to describe objects (e.g., material; form or shape; decoration; style; etc.), 

makers (e.g., training; studio practice; interests; involvement in creative community; 

etc.), and techniques (e.g., traditional; handmade; mass-produced; unique; machine-

made; etc.). In the function statement section, each group’s overall concept of function 

was compared and examined for similarities, overlaps, and conflicts. 

CENTRAL RESEARCH QUESTION 

This research was based on the following research question: 
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How might the three-function approach to the discussion of objects augment art 

education’s understanding and practice of Material Culture theory?  To what benefit 

might such an approach be integrated into art education practice? 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

This investigation was directed through the lens of the three-function model 

described by Schiffer (1992), toward the study of language in contemporary art education 

literature used to describe and discuss objects.  The model developed and utilized in this 

study describes the three types of function that objects may perform (technofunction, 

sociofunction, and ideofunction) and situates all objects into a broader cultural context. 

Limiting the word function to mean practical utility leads to the use of other 

vocabulary to describe social and ideological functions (e.g., cultural value, social 

meaning, non-functional). This has the effect of isolating these ideas from each other: the 

use of non-parallel language leading to the perception that the concepts are non-parallel, 

not comparable, and not naturally discussed in relation to one another.  This is chopping 

the tree in half: unmooring the social and cultural (re: ideological) from the utilitarian 

underpinnings. Adopting a model that incorporates utilitarian, social, and ideological uses 

under the umbrella of function instantly opens up whole boulevards of discussion. 

An art educator will need to draw upon psychology, sociology, and anthropology, 

if s/he were interested in the social aspects of art (McFee, 1970).  Sullivan (2002) 

reaffirms this position when he asserts that many categories of making, including fine 

arts, graphic arts, plastics arts, high arts, and popular arts, “rely as much on cultural, 

social, or ideological distinctions as they do on technical processes” (p. 23).  Material 

culture theory has its origins in archaeology and is concerned with the relationships 

between artifacts and their parent social systems. The three-function model could provide 
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art educators with a framework for discussing these socio-cultural influences upon and 

distinctions between art-objects in a consistent manner. Consistency is desirable because 

it makes discussion easier by reducing miscommunication, the situation of being 

misunderstood as the result of using terms with multiple meanings. If the majority of 

people participating in a discussion (whether in person, or through written publications) 

employ terms and phrases similarly, they will be able to communicate more easily than 

those people who employ those same terms and phrase differently.  

The tremendous size of the English language blesses and curses writers with 

innumerable options for describing just about everything. Often the difference between 

two words is a matter of degree and nuance (what I like to call “flavor”). Words may 

have different connotations for different communities of makers and these differences 

may lead to confusion and conflict (Blackburn, 2000). For example, the word “craft” is 

positive and complimentary to some makers (Risatti, 2006), and so undesirable for others 

that is treated as an epithet and ill-defined euphemisms such as “functional art” are used 

in its place (Smith, 2009). Other writers addressing the use of language in art include 

Whittick, (1984), Congdon (1986, 2005), Hart (1991), Katter (1995), White and Congdon 

(1998), Blackburn (2000), Fariello and Owen (2004), Cooke, Jr. (2007). Collectively, 

they illustrate differences in meaning, the limiting effect of vocabulary on discussion, and 

conflicts of attitudes that occur between various communities of makers (e.g., craft, art, 

Native American, non-western, folk). While confusion over vocabulary may ultimately 

lead to meaningful discussion and debate, valuable classroom time may be lost that 

otherwise could have been spent addressing the art objects at hand. 
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MOTIVATION 

Put most simply: I love the quirks and nuances of the English language, although 

I do find them frustrating. As a lifelong word-nerd, I believe that precise vocabulary 

eases and expedites the communication of ideas and concepts between groups. Searching 

for just the right word is time well spent, in my opinion, especially considering how often 

we resort to metaphorical and idiomatic language when discussing intangible ideas and 

concepts. To paraphrase from one of my favorite sci-fi shows, if I cannot say what I 

mean, then I cannot mean what I say. The point of this maxim, spoken by a veteran 

intelligence officer, is that misinterpretation and miscommunication begin with 

imprecision of language and concept. My personal obsession with precision must have 

begun with my parents, who both possess high levels of scientific and mathematical 

training. They, and my education, placed a strong emphasis on humanist reasoning, the 

scientific method, and healthy skepticism.  

The results of this study provide me with the foundation to develop a resource for 

educators that helps to clarify some useful vocabulary for discussing objects that may be 

categorized as traditional, craft, or folk, craft, traditional, folk, non-western, design, etc. 

Having empirical data makes conclusions stronger and decisions about practice more 

justifiable. This, plus reasonable self-reflection, keeps us art educators from running on 

auto-pilot, habit, or inertia. 

METHODOLOGY/RESEARCH DESIGN OVERVIEW 

Two research methods were employed to undertake this study: historical research 

and literature analysis. The first part of this paper established the theoretical foundations 

of the study through an examination of two sets of literature. The first set comprised 

material culture writings addressing the three categories of function (technofunction, 

sociofunction, and ideofunction). The purpose of this set was to illustrate the evolution of 
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the three-function theory of objects, and to identify specific references to art objects.  The 

second set comprised art education writings dealing with elements of material culture 

theory and its purpose was to establish the use of material culture ideas within the field of 

art education. 

The second part of this paper analyzed contemporary (i.e., published after 1995) 

art education literature to identify the vocabulary used to discuss objects. This was 

limited to material published in Canada, the UK, and the USA, because of the high level 

of academic and cultural exchange between these countries. Editorial and theoretical 

writings in publications such as Metalsmith, Fiberarts, American Craft, and Ceramics 

were also included. Contributors to these publications and to craft-oriented conferences 

have much to say about the importance of critical and theoretical writing and its role in 

studio/classroom discussion (e.g., Koplos, 2002; Metcalf, 2000; Risatti, 2006; Ullirch, 

2004). Their insights and opinions, and those of their peers, benefit any discussion that 

includes so-called traditional/vernacular (Congdon, 1986) objects and/or techniques. To 

account for the variety of sources, the analysis set was organized into three groups of five 

individual articles/book chapters each: those aimed at art educators; those directed toward 

at studio practitioners; and those aimed at a general reading audience. Identifying general 

audience writings proved most difficult of the three, but as a researcher, I made the 

determination of these three categories and the article found within them. 

DEFINITION OF TERMS 

Technofunction Utilitarian; required “to the extent that an activity involves 

transport, storage, or alteration of materials” (Schiffer, 1992, p. 

10).  “Relates directly to the technology of a culture” (Deetz, 1977, 

p. 50).  
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Technology a corpus of artifacts, behaviors, and knowledge for creating and 

using products that is transmitted intergenerationally (Schiffer, 

1992, p. 44) 

Sociofunction “making social facts explicit without words” and thus influencing 

behavior by communicating information about social phenomena 

(Schiffer, 1992, p. 10) and social organization. 

Social Fact empirical details of an individual’s life, such as social role, group 

membership, wealth, rank within an activity or group, ethnicity, 

marital/sexual status, etc. (Schiffer, 1992, p. 11) 

Ideofunction symbolizing values and ideas and/or encoding knowledge and 

information; reflecting and representing a culture’s ideology 

Ideology “a society’s knowledge and belief systems” (Schiffer, 1992, p. 

130) “transmitted from or attributed to authorities or powerful 

entities,” both religious and secular, such as “ancestors, gods and 

spirits, founding fathers, philosophers and artists, parents and 

friends, and scholars and bureaucrats” (Schiffer, 1992, p. 11) 

Use Function of the object intended by the maker (McClung Fleming, 

1982, p. 166) 

Role Function of the object unintended by the maker (McClung 

Fleming, 1982, p. 166) 

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

This study does not provide a comprehensive history of material culture within art 

education, nor definitions of art, craft, or design. This study aimed to understand and 

illustrate the specific language being used in contemporary discussion of objects and 
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material culture within art education. Therefore, the literature analysis portion of this 

study was limited to works published during the last 15 years (since 1995).  This pool of 

sources was further limited to those from Canada, the UK, and the USA, owing to the 

extensive artistic, academic, and cultural exchange between these countries. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

Through this study, art educators stand to gain (a) an awareness of the language in 

contemporary literature being used to describe and discuss objects; and (b) an increased 

understanding of material culture theory, as it applies to art education. The three-function 

model enables art educators and students to deal with myriad fuzzy category labels: e.g., 

“folk art,” “tradition,” (Congdon, 1986, p. 93) “fine art,” “style” (p. 97) “popular art,” (p. 

99) “‘inside’ group,” and “‘outside’ group” (p. 102); “functional art” (Smith, 2009, p. 

C5); “graphic arts, plastic arts, high arts” (Sullivan, 2002, p. 23). Additionally, this model 

could make practical use of material culture theory and practice easier by providing a 

framework that necessarily includes all human-made objects and images. While this 

model is indeed relevant to fine art objects, it is particularly applicable to the discussion 

of craft, traditional art, folk art, non-Western art, etc. because it provides a structure for 

discussing culture. This study sought to address a present gap in art education’s 

understanding and practice of material culture theory, a problem of omission, and to add 

this three-function model to our collection of instructional resources. 

CONCLUSION 

In summary, the goal of this study was to understand how the three-function 

model of object analysis is manifested in art education literature by identifying 15 

individual writings representing three audience groups, and identifying three groups of 

information, definitions, object statements, and functions statements found within them. 
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This analysis was broken into two parts: (a) analysis of each audience group individually; 

and (b) analysis of each information group, effectively undertaking a cross analysis of the 

audience groups. 

Chapter 2 contains both a review of literature directed toward material culture in 

general and an overview of material culture in art education. These sections lay out the 

basic ideas of material culture theory and how it has been used in art education. 

Following these discussions is an examination of the meaning of a group of related words 

(function, purpose, and use), which leads directly into an overview of the development of 

the three-function model as proposed by Schiffer (1992). This chapter concludes with a 

more full and complete explanation of the text analysis methods used in this study. 
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Chapter 2:  Review of Relevant Literature 

MATERIAL CULTURE, IN ART & ART EDUCATION 

Chilton (1999) defines material culture as “the constitutive process of artifact 

manufacture, use, and discard” (p. 1). Bolin and Blandy (2003) expand this definition to 

include forms and expressions (p. 49) and to specify that objects being discussed or 

examined necessarily include “the truly commonplace objects, forms, and expressions 

that people…experience on a daily basis” (p. 52), “from a pot to a city” as Berger (1992, 

p. 8) explains. The key distinction between material culture theory and other approaches, 

according to Bolin and Blandy (2003), is the emphasis on utilizing multi-sensory 

information such as sound, smell, touch, spatial awareness, etc., in addition to sight. 

Bolin and Blandy (2003) state that material culture enables exploring the daily, multi-

sensory experiences and lifestyles of individuals (p. 255). The three-function model 

(explored in detail through this study) firmly connects objects with the activities engaged 

in and performed by people (Schiffer, 1992). Because culture is not static, but is created 

and modified continuously, the seemingly discrete physical object is in fact quite 

entangled with its parent cultural, its usage and significance affected at all times by 

human activity. Understanding the complexity of this relationship enables discussion of 

material culture to move easily beyond mere form. 

THE MEANING OF “FUNCTION” 

To further emphasize the connection between the function of an object and human 

activity, Fleming (1982) writes that any “discussion of the utility function will 

necessarily involve discussion of the human behavior associated with the artifact and the 

social groups of structures engaging in that behavior” (p. 169).  For Fleming, “function 

embraces both the uses (intended functions) and the roles (unintended functions) of the 
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object in its culture” (p. 166).  Uses are the functions intended by the maker and the 

parent culture, and these may fall into multiple categories simultaneously.  Roles are the 

functions that objects assume during their lives as the needs and characters of their parent 

cultures change; some objects may exchange one function for another while others may 

gain/lose functions outright. In A Theory of Craft (2007), Risatti employs use very 

differently than Fleming: he positions use in contrast to function. He states that “purpose 

initiates function and function initiates object, object being the physical solution to the 

problem posed by purpose” (p. 25). Purpose is “an end or aim to be achieved” (p. 24); 

and function is “that which an object actually does, by virtue of the intention of its maker, 

in order to fulfill a purpose”1 (p. 24). Risatti (2007) also employs the term applied 

function, which has virtually the same meaning as function (p. 26), and refers to physical 

functions exclusively. Risatti (2007) concludes that the applied function of an object 

cannot change (p. 28) because it is the reason the object exists in the first place. With 

function tied intimately to purpose, use defines all things an object can be made to do that 

are unrelated to its purpose or function; in other words, anything an object could do is a 

use, but only that which instigated its making is its function (p. 24). The intentions and 

needs of the maker are necessary for understanding an object fully. In summary, 

Fleming’s definitions include both utilitarian and symbolic functions, while Risatti’s 

definitions concern only physical, utilitarian functions. Fleming’s definition of use is 

essentially equivalent with Risatti’s applied function. Fleming’s definition of role 

includes both utilitarian and symbolic functions. Risatti’s definition separates and 

distinguishes between use and function. 

                                                
1 See Preston (2000, p. 24) for Larry Wright’s (1973) proposal: “A given performance X is the function of 
a thing Y if and only if (1) Y is there because it does X, and (2) the performance X is a result of Y’s being 
there,” with performance being what “the thing has the capacity or the disposition to do” even when the 
thing is not currently doing it. 
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In Matter, Materiality and Modern Culture (2000), Preston offers a 

“philosophical perspective” on several concepts of function within material culture (p. 

23). She begins by presenting two ideas about function that appear, at first blush, to 

exclude each other, but do in fact complement each other to create a more complete 

picture of function. These ideas are Millikan’s proper function (Preston, 2000, p. 26) and 

Cummin’s system function (Preston, 2000, p. 25). 

CATEGORIES OF FUNCTION 

To best understand the evolution and refinement of the functional categories of 

objects as discussed within material culture literature, it is useful to follow the creation 

and use of the terminology and concepts chronologically. The meaning of certain terms is 

drawn from and built upon earlier linguistic meanings. 

In “Archaeology as Anthropology” (1962), Binford describes three classes of 

artifacts based on the primary function of an object in its parent culture.  Technomic 

artifacts are those whose primary function is “coping directly with the physical 

environment” (p. 219).  These objects are foremost utilitarian in nature and used actively 

to compensate for the limitations of the human body (e.g., clothing to protect the body; 

tools to cut or shape materials) (p. 219).  Socio-technic artifacts reflect the “social sub-

systems” of the culture, functioning to identify members of various cohesive groups and 

to help individuals maintain those groups.  A king’s crown identifies his position as head 

of the government, while a warrior’s coup stick represents membership in an elite social 

group (p. 219).  Ideo-technic artifacts signify a shared ideology, such as figures of deities, 

and/or symbolize the ideological rationalizations for a given social system, such as clan 

symbols (p. 219). 
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In this model, Binford (1962) asserts that any given artifact, or object, belongs to 

one class only.  Form does not necessarily denote function in this model.  When 

discussing status symbols from egalitarian societies, he notes that status symbols (socio-

technic objects) often may take the form of utilitarian (technomic) objects.  Binford 

(1962) reasons that because the primary function of status objects is to distinguish or 

recognize particular individuals according to the values of a social system, the issue of 

whether or not the objects could be used in a practical manner is moot (p. 222).  These 

and other similarly multi-functional objects lead Binford, in 1965, to abandon the original 

1962 model for a two-part analytic model that addresses equally an object’s utilitarian 

and social contexts. 

However, something about Binford’s original model must have resonated with 

readers of the 1962 article.  Deetz, in his Invitation to Archaeology (1967), states: 

The same artifact might have served a number of functions, some simultaneously, 
in the culture of its origin, and the archaeologist must at least be aware of the 
difficulties inherent in assigning a function to a piece of something [his 
emphasis]. (p. 77)2 

It appears that Deetz is beginning to reformulate Binford’s (1962) original model 

by omitting the stipulation that multi-functional objects must eventually be assigned to 

one category only.  Also, Deetz (1967) prefigures the assertions by Fleming (1982) and 

Schiffer (1992) that function is defined by specific activity.  Deetz (1967) explains, by 

way of Yurok and Karok baskets as examples, how a difference in activity (i.e., a 

difference in intended function) can affect the choice of construction technique and the 

complexity of decoration.  Simply decorated cooking baskets are more difficult to 

execute (and likely more highly valued) than “fancy baskets” because the former requires 

a complex counting system for setting the motifs while maintaining water-tightness; 
                                                
2 The citation printed in the 1967 edition is incorrect.  It should read “Vol. 20 No. 2, 1962.” 
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“fancy baskets” are easy to execute but involve “frequent cutting and insertion of 

decorative materials” and the result is a leaky basket unfit for use in cooking (p. 79).  

Since the technology and techniques employed to fabricate an object can depend directly 

on the intended function of the object and can affect the actual function of the object, 

objects necessarily inhabit more than one level of function. 

A decade later, Deetz (1977) expands upon this line of thought.  The key 

development to recognize is that he is not categorizing the object, but rather the functions 

and uses of the object.  Deetz (1977) reaffirms his 1967 statement that an object may 

have more than one function simultaneously, renames “classes of artifacts” as “levels of 

function,” and makes explicit the connection between the levels of function and 

“different aspect[s] of a people’s behavior” (p. 51).  It is what a person or a culture does 

with an object that determines its function; the object cannot be considered separately 

from its context. 

Interestingly, Danto (1992) makes almost the same point in a chapter focused on 

distinguishing between art objects and artifacts using two hypothetical African tribes: the 

Basket Folk and the Pot People. The only difference between the two tribes is 

philosophical: the baskets of Basket Folk (but not the pots) and the pots of the Pot People  

(but not the baskets) represent their respective spiritual philosophies and ideologies. In 

nearly all ways (raw materials, form, decoration), the pots and baskets of the two tribes 

are virtually identical; only slight chemical traces in the clay and subtle differences 

between grass subspecies can reveal which tribe made which objects (p. 100). Danto asks 

what then makes the pots of the Pot People and the baskets of the Basket Folk more than 

mere artifact, since it is certainly not the negligible physical and chemical differences (p. 

101). After determining that each group perceives their pots and baskets differently; that 

art objects may enjoy “double identities” as both utilitarian and spiritual objects (p. 107), 
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and thus, like artifacts, belong to “interreferential system[s]” (p. 106); and that artworks 

put us “in touch with higher realities and [are] defined through their possession of 

meaning” (p. 109), Danto concludes: 

What makes one [object] an artwork is the fact that is embodies, as a human 
action gives embodiment to a thought, something we could not form a concept of 
without the material objects which convey its soul. (p. 110) 

Though he does not use the word function, it is quite clear that Danto is saying 

that context and intent provide vital information necessary for understanding objects. 

Since objects, including art objects (p. 106), can have multiple functions, categorizing or 

differentiating based on only physical attributes is insufficient, even farcical (p. 101). We 

must rely on other qualities and information, such as intent, philosophical embodiment, 

and spiritual value. 

Conkey (2006) provides a brief synopsis of the development of the terminology 

and concepts related to function with particular mention of Schiffer’s (1992) refinement 

of Binford’s (1962) original terminology and concepts, and Preston’s (2000) exploration 

of Millikan and Cummin’s complementary notions about function (discussed earlier in 

this section) (p. 366). Schiffer (1992), in turn, gives credit to Rathje and Schiffer (1982) 

for revising Binford’s concepts to categorize types of function rather than types of 

objects. While this claim is technically incorrect (see above: Deetz, 1977), Rathje and 

Schiffer’s terminology and definitions are more concrete and comprehensive than that of 

Deetz. Schiffer (1992) states explicitly that objects may perform multiple functions 

“without apparent limit” and that functions are defined by the specific activities in which 

objects are involved (p. 10). 

Schiffer (1992) defines technofunctions very broadly as utilitarian functions that 

are involved in most activities, “from economic to religious” (p. 10), since most activities 
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involve a society’s technology (defined as “a corpus of artifacts, behaviors, and 

knowledge for creating and using products” (p. 44)).  Objects perform sociofunctions by 

“making social facts explicit without words” and thus influencing behavior when used in 

activities “[involving] the communication of information about social phenomena” (p. 

10).  Schiffer (1992) defines ideology very broadly as “information transmitted from or 

attributed to authorities or powerful entities,” both religious and secular, such as 

“ancestors, gods and spirits, founding fathers, philosophers and artists, parents and 

friends, and scholars and bureaucrats” (p. 11).  Therefore, objects that symbolize values 

and ideas, or encode knowledge and information are serving ideofunctions (p. 11). 

Importantly, Schiffer (1992) provides a key to distinguishing between 

sociofunction and ideofunction: “Unlike social facts, the statements that make up 

ideology tend not to be capable of empirical disputation by the recipient [italics added]” 

(p. 11).  This recognition enables one to distinguish between the function and the content 

of objects such as books and images.  A book performing an ideofunction may or may not 

contain ideological statements.  For example, the form of a religious text symbolizes 

beliefs detailed by the ideological statements contained inside, whereas the form of an 

algebra textbook symbolizes that a given culture values mathematical knowledge.  

Schiffer claims, “this expanded concept of ideofunction makes it possible to assign 

functions to artifacts, like art and literature, that would be problematic in any other 

framework” (p.11).  Let it be presumed that Schiffer would include craft and design 

under the umbrella of art. 

As this section makes abundantly clear, one word can have several nuanced 

meanings. These nuances are like the many subtle flavors swirling around in a fine broth; 

the perceived intensity or importance of a particular flavor is influenced by the meal’s 

food pairings (the juxtaposition of ideas within the same writing), as well as the taste 
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sense and preferences of the individual (her/his understanding of the topic at hand and 

preferred conceptual model). Sorting through and making sense of the nuances was a 

complex and difficult process, even with the benefit of a chronological order in which to 

organize the many meanings. This is why I chose to undertake this study. 

METHODOLOGY 

Because this study was concerned primarily with identifying and systemizing 

information, I used a combination of two forms of text analysis labeled “classic content” 

and “semantic” by Ettinger and Maitland-Gholson (1990). They describe “five 

orientations to text analysis” (p. 89) that researchers may take depending on the nature of 

the material and the requirements of the research questions:.  The “classic content” 

orientation is characterized by a systematic and quantitative approach to texts (p. 92), and 

has its origins in journalism and analysis of mass communications (p. 94).  Researchers 

using this method play a passive role, attempting to describe and quantify information 

objectively (p. 90). The “semantic” approach is qualitative, emphasizing the effect 

context has on language and interpretation (p. 89). This model is more philosophical, 

encourages multiple interpretations, and enables the researcher to build models based on 

the language of the text and any internal textual connections (p. 89). External contexts 

(such as the author, interpreter, audience) carry little weight because meaning tied to the 

text and is determined by asking which interpretations are more consistent with and 

reasonable, based on the text itself (p. 94). 

The nature of this study, a search for specific information and language, guided 

the choice of literature analysis models. This study required empirical evidence to fulfill 

the dual goals of understanding contemporary art education discussion and explaining 

how the 3-function model of objects might augment art education’s theory and practice. 
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Accomplishing this analysis, which constitutes the bulk of the study, required that 

I create a set of rubrics to guide me through the literature. The first rubric (see Chapter 

Three), based upon the literature of material culture, was a chart of examples of the 

different ways in which an object may serve the three types of function. This chart 

enabled me to categorize most statements about the functions/roles/uses of objects I 

found in the relevant literature.  The second was a worksheet (see Appendix A) with two 

sections labeled “Terminology” (subdivided into “explicit definitions” and “implicit 

definitions”) and “Statements” (subdivided into “…about objects and/or techniques” and 

“…about function/role/value”).  I used this worksheet to analyze individual writings for 

the defined terms and statements that constitute the raw data of this study. Each of these 

rubrics is depicted and discussed in depth later in this study. 

WHAT COMES NEXT? 

Chapters Three and Four present the two stages of analysis of the accumulated 

definitions and statements. Chapter Three contains analyses of the definitions and 

statements organized according to the three audience groups identified in this study: 

educator-oriented; practitioner-oriented; and general audience. The purpose of Chapter 

Three is to understand how each individual audience group, as a whole, defines shared 

terms, talks about objects and techniques, and treats the concept of function. Chapter 

Four contains cross analyses of the audience groups organized by the three information 

groups: definitions; object statements; function statements. The purpose of this chapter 

was to understand the differences and similarities in the definitions and concepts used by 

the three audience groups. 
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Chapter 3:  Analyses of Individual Audience Groups 

This chapter contains the initial presentation and analysis of the definitions and 

statements identified in the 15 writings explored in this study. In this chapter, the analysis 

is offered in three sections, organized according to the three audience groups: educator-

oriented, practitioner-oriented, and general audience. Each section comprises analysis of 

the definitions, the object statements, and the functions statements of a single audience 

group. As a reminder for the reader, each section begins with a list of the writings 

analyzed therein. 

METHODOLOGY: STATEMENT SELECTION & ORGANIZATION OF ARTICLES AND 
ESSAYS 

My goal in this study was to collect definitions and statements objectively, and to 

support my claims and conclusions regarding those definitions and statements with 

empirical evidence drawn from published works. However, prudence demanded that I 

acknowledge how my choices influenced the process of research and analysis from the 

very beginning. 

The number of articles and chapters selected for study was fairly arbitrary, chosen 

primarily for reasons of practicality, not comprehensiveness. The three categories into 

which the writings were divided reflect an attempt to represent a few of the many 

audiences for art-related writings. The boundaries between the categories are inexact, and 

thus overlap in significant ways; some writings could be justifiably placed in two, or all 

three, of the categories. It is the “character” of the whole group of fifteen writings that 

influenced the category into which they were placed; a different group of writings might 

require different categorization of a particular book chapter or article. 
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However, the writings were not chosen at random. At one point during the 

research phase, I realized that I had several writings related to ceramics, many aimed at 

practitioners in general, but none focused specifically on other materials such as metals, 

fibers, or wood. Therefore, I felt it was necessary to deliberately select writings that 

covered as wide a range of makers and materials as possible, including, but not limited to, 

furniture, a community of painters, folk art, ceramic sculpture, American, Japanese, 

urban, and rural. 

My interpretations affect if and how I categorize statements. The implied 

definitions are largely the products of my interpretations of the authors’ phrasing and 

tone. To avoid the appearance of wild speculation based solely on perceived tone or 

attitude, I set the requirement that I would use only those implied definitions that I could 

support with quotes from the text that refer directly to the term in question. For example, 

Poser (2008) describes artists who employ craft techniques as choosing to “reject 

efficiency” (p. 81), which implies that craft is not efficient, that it is inefficient. 

Analysis of the vocabulary lists is reasonably straightforward and involves basic 

comparing and contrasting. The object statements and function statements are more 

complex to analyze, as each statement is a full and unique thought. This difficulty was 

overcome, in part, by identifying the types of function being referred to by each function 

statement. This approach enabled me to analyze the subgroups and to identify any 

changes in language or tone that occurred between them. The object statements are 

perhaps the most troublesome to sort because there are no subgroups into which they can 

be divided.  Here, the writer’s personalities and sensibilities, as I perceive and understand 

them through their writings, are included with the language analysis. The tone of a 

statement (e.g., clinical, dry, defensive, casual, precise, supportive, etc.) can reveal a 
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good deal about the author’s attitude toward objects, and about how they expect a person 

to interact with objects. 

METHODOLOGY: TYPES OF FUNCTION 

Determining that a particular statement is a function statement is only the first 

step in the selection process. The next step was to determine which type of function a 

particular statement referred to: technofunction, sociofunction, or ideofunction. Many 

statements referred to more than one type, so I counted them in each category. As part of 

an earlier project, I designed a set of informational charts illustrating the three types of 

function. I have included them here to illustrate the differences between and nuances of 

the three types of function. 



• 1

• 2

• “a corpus of
artifacts, behaviors, 
and knowledge for 
creating and using 

products” 3

Objects perform Technofunctions by:
Relating directly to the technology of the culture 4:
 Solving problems imposed by the environment 5

 Performing bio-compensatory 6 tasks

Handling materials 9 and information:
 Transporting 10

 Storing 11

 Altering 12

H: baskets 13

G: fl ash drive

I: coaxial cable

E: kiln

F: scissors

D: cleats
B: umbrellas

A: candles for light 8 C: scythe 7
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Illustration 1. Educational Handout Page 1: Technofunctions 



• 
1

• 2

Objects perform Sociofunctions by:

empirical details
such as social role, group 

membership, wealth, 
ethnicity, marital/sexual 

status, etc. 3

Being used in a social manner, rather than a technological manner 10:
 Organizing individuals into cohesive groups 11

 Reveal facts of an individual’s situation/standing in life 12

 Contributing to social aspects of life 13

Infl uencing behavior in activity areas 4:
 Constraining social interaction by physically dividing social space 5

 Making a space appropriate for a specifi c activity 6

 Identify special roles 7

K: cubicles

J: rope queues

L: meditation mat

R: team uniforms

O: candles at parties 14

Q: yarmulke

P: wedding bands

N: uniforms 9

M: insignia 8
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Illustration 2. Educational Handout Pg. 2: Sociofunctions 



• 
1

• 

Objects perform Ideofunctions by:
Representing widely shared views of reality 5:
 Literature 6, Theater 7, Film 8 , and Art 9,

“a society’s knowledge and
belief systems” 2,

“transmitted from or attributed to 
authorities or powerful entities” 3,

both religious and secular,
that govern how a society

organizes and perceives itself 4.

Encoding or symbolizing ideas, values, knowledge, and information 10:
 Opinions 11; Religious Beliefs 12; Political and Social Theories

Signifying/Symbolizing ideological rationalizations for a given social system 13:
 Use of artifacts in religious or ideological contexts 14

 Representing authorities and powerful entities 15

 Use in ceremonies 16

W: bumper sticker

AC: candles on
      a menorah 19

U: Animal Kingdom

Z: calaveras

S: Moby Dick V: JitterbugsT: Kabuki

X: rosary
Y: mezuzah

AA: fi gures of deities 18 AB: Scholarly
      communication 17
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Illustration 3. Educational Handout Pg. 3: Ideofunctions 



TECHNOFUNCTION
1.  Deetz, 1977, p. 50.
2.  Schiff er, 1992, p. 10.
3.  Schiff er, 1992, p. 44.
4.  Deetz, 1977, p. 50.
5.  Deetz, 1977, p. 50.
6.  Binford, 1962, p. 219.
7.  Rathje and Schiff er, 1982, p. 65. 
8.  Deetz, 1977, p. 50.
9.  Schiff er, 1992, p. 10.
10.  Schiff er, 1992, p. 10.
11.  Rathje and Schiff er, 1982, p. 65.
12.  Schiff er, 1992, p. 10.
13.  Deetz, 1967, p. 79.
SOCIOFUNCTION
1.  Schiff er, 1992, p. 10.
2.  Schiff er, 1992, p. 10.

IMAGES
A: Jon Ragnarsson, Old Book, (cc): http://www.fl ickr.com/
photos/jonragnarsson/2159843888/in/gallery-53406310@
N03-72157625172119606/
B: solidaether, yellow umbrella, (cc): http://www.fl ickr.com/
photos/solidether/1084349065/
C: Combined Media, Scythe, (cc): http://www.fl ickr.com/
photos/combinedmedia/3203200234/
D: Linh H. Nguyen, You’ve served me well, (cc): http://www.
fl ickr.com/photos/lng0004/5861408250/lightbox/
E: henry..., The kiln, (cc): http://www.fl ickr.com/photos/
henrybloomfi eld/2449196945/
F: James Bowe, Scissors, (cc): http://www.fl ickr.com/pho-
tos/29848680@N08/3708293822
G: AmsterdamPrinting.com, Custom Folding USB Flash 
Drives, (cc): http://www.fl ickr.com/photos/amsterdamprint-
ing/6984521465/
H: anjuli_ayer, Woven baskets en el Mercado Indio, (cc): 
http://www.fl ickr.com/photos/anjuli_ayer/5636327473/
I: Gerard Girbes, Catalogo 2006 - 01, (cc): http://www.fl ickr.
com/photos/strike/108433788/in/set-72157619499417231
J: Perfectance, Three Cheers for the Off -Season!, (cc): http://
www.fl ickr.com/photos/perfectance/5398721276/
K: sun dazed, cubicle row 2, (cc): http://www.fl ickr.com/
photos/sundazed/1450388845/
L: ideowl, Practice space, (cc): http://www.fl ickr.com/pho-
tos/ideowl/6372242937/
M: conner395, BADGE - Germany Polizei Bayern (Bavaria 
State Police) cap badge VARIATION, (cc): http://www.fl ickr.
com/photos/conner395/8235621223/
N: World Bank Photo Collection, Nurse hospital in 
Sri Lanka, (cc): http://www.fl ickr.com/photos/world-

3.  Schiff er, 1992, p. 10.
4.  Schiff er, 1992, p. 10.
5.  Rathej and Schiff er, 1982, p. 65.
6.  Schiff er, 1992, p. 10.
7.  Rathje and Schiff er, 1982, p. 65.
8. Rathej and Schiff er, 1982, p. 65.
9.  Rathej and Schiff er, 1982, p. 65.
10.  Deetz, 1977, p. 50.
11.  Binford, 1962, p. 219.
12.  Rathje and Schiff er, 1982, p. 65.
13.  Deetz, 1977, p. 50.
14.  Deetz, 1977, p. 50
IDEOFUNCTION
1.  Schiff er, 1992, p. 11.
2.  Schiff er, 1992, p. 130.
3.  Schiff er, 1992, p. 11.
4.  Rathje and Schiff er, 1982, p. 49.

5.  Rathje and Schiff er, 1982, p. 65.
6.  Rathje and Schiff er, 1982, p. 65.
7.  Rathje and Schiff er, 1982, p. 65.
8.  Rathje and Schiff er, 1982, p. 65.
9.  Schiifer, 1992, p. 11.
10.  Rathje and Schiff er, 1982, p. 49.
11.  Rathje and Schiff er, p. 65.
12.  Rathje and Schiff er, p. 65.
13.  Binford, 1962, p. 219.
14.  Deetz, 1977, p. 51.
15.  Schiff er, 1992, p. 11.
16.  Schiff er, 1992, p. 11.
17.  Schiff er, 1992, p. 11.
18.  Binford, 1962, p. 219.
19.  Deetz, 1977, p. 51.

bank/3487490818/
O: Reinis Traidas, dinner, (cc): http://www.fl ickr.com/pho-
tos/reinis/3045804785/
P: margot.trudell, Rings, (cc): http://www.fl ickr.com/pho-
tos/margottrudell/3305080111/in/faves-preit/
Q: Lance Cheung, 090904-LSC-113, (cc): http://www.fl ickr.
com/photos/lancecheungmedia/3904446569/
R: coconinoco, South London Storm Rugby League Festival, 
(cc): http://www.fl ickr.com/photos/coconino/541133676/
S: petesimon, Moby Dick, (cc): http://www.fl ickr.com/pho-
tos/petesimon/3382385085/
T: Susan Renee, Kabuki in Tokyo, (cc): http://www.fl ickr.
com/photos/susanrenee/426979929/in/faves-28528269@
N08/
U: US Public Domain, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
File:Poster_-_Animal_Kingdom,_The_01.jpg
V: William H. Johnson, Jitterbugs, (cc): http://www.
fl ickr.com/photos/smithsonian/4247253945/in/set-
72157623263871511
W: hullam, Untitled, (cc): http://www.fl ickr.com/photos/
hullam/4283220116/
X: Andres Rueda, Blessed Rosary, (cc): http://www.fl ickr.
com/photos/andresrueda/3056142152/
Y: Daquella manera, Mezuzah, (cc): http://www.fl ickr.com/
photos/daquellamanera/74839495/
Z:  juancar1os, Lleno de color..., (cc): http://www.fl ickr.com/
photos/jjuanchow/5138681446/in/photostream/
AA: matley0, Ganesh, (cc): http://www.fl ickr.com/photos/
matley0/2689620584/
AB: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Cover_nature.jpg
AC: Articulate Matter, Menorah, (cc): http://www.fl ickr.
com/photos/articulatematter/3130537080/

Binford, L.R.  (1962).  Archaeology as anthropology.  American Antiquity, 28(2), 217-225.
Deetz, J.  (1967). Invitation to archaeology.  Garden City, NY: The Natural History Press.
Deetz, J.  (1977).  In small things forgotten: An archeology of early American life.  Garden City, NY: Anchor Press/Double-

day.
Rathje, W.L., & Schiff er, M.B.  (1982).  Archaeology.  New York, NY: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.
Schiff er, M.B.  (1992).  Technological perspectives on behavioral change.  Tucson: The University of Arizona Press.
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Illustration 4. Educational Handout Page 4: References 
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METHODOLOGY: STATEMENT ENCODING 

For the analysis of the object and function statements, each statement was given a 

unique code. The purpose of this code was to make the in-text citations more precise 

since many of the statements are found on the same page, often following upon each 

other’s heels, and may address a congruent idea in slightly different ways. Since these 

statements were treated as data points as well as being analyzed for their content, 

identifying them individually helped emphasize the attention an author gives to a topic or 

concept. All the definitions and statements are available in the appendices, organized first 

by target audience, and then by information type (e.g., definition, object statement, 

function statement), and listed with the codes and the page numbers within the source 

text. The table below illustrates the ranges of the two sets of statements for each author. 

The codes begin at 1 with the object statements and continue uninterrupted through the 

function statements. 
   Object  

Statements 
Function 

Statements 
Audience Writer Code # Total # Total 

Heise He 1-7 7 8-22 15 
Katter Ka 1-8 8 9-21 13 
Manifold Mf 1-10 10 11-24 14 
Poser Po 1-5 5 6-21 16 

Educator-
Oriented 

White and Congdon WC 1-15 15 16-37 22 
Bachman Ba 1-3 3 4-11 8 
Koplos Ko 1-12 12 13-26 14 
Scollon Sn 1-8 8 9-12 4 
Stellaccio St 1-7 7 8-18 11 

Practitioner-
Oriented 

Ullrich Ul 1-6 6 7-28 22 
Burks Bu 1-25 25 26-56 31 
Godfrey Go 1-21 21 22-40 19 
Lucic Lu 1-38 38 39-81 43 
Risatti Ri 1-19 19 20-65 46 

General 
Audience 

Sennett Se 1-67 67 68-116 49 

Table 1. Statement Encoding 
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According to the coding structure in Table 1, for example, Heise’s object statements and 

function statements are coded He1-He7 and He8-He22 respectively. From this it is 

evident that Heise made just over twice as many function statements (15) as object 

statements (7) in the writing analyzed. Definitions were not coded and are cited in 

standard APA style. 

EDUCATOR ORIENTED WRITINGS 
Heise, D. (2010). Folk art in the urban art room. Art Education, 63(5), 62-67. 
Katter, E. (1995). Multicultural connections: Craft & community. Art Education, 48(1), 

8-13. 
Manifold, M.C. (2000). Valuing a rural aesthetic. Art Education, 53(4), 18-24. 
Poser, J. (2008). Contemporary craft: The look of labor. Art Education, 61(2), 80-86. 
White, J. & Congdon, K.G. (1998). Travel, boundaries, and the movement of culture: 

Explanations for the folk-fine art quandary. Art Education, 51(3), 20-24, 41. 

 

Chart 1. Individual Totals: Educator-Oriented Writers 
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Chart 1 illustrates the total number of unique terms, object statements, and 

function statements identified/made by each writer in this audience group. The number of 

unique terms ranges from 5 (Katter, Poser, and White & Congdon) to 10 (Heise); the 

number of object statements ranges from 5 (Poser) to 15 (White & Congdon); and the 

number of function statements ranges from 13 (Katter) to 22 (White & Congdon). All 

five writers made more function statements than object statements. Heise identified the 

most unique terms (10), and is the only writer in this audience group whose number of 

unique terms is large than her/his number of object statements. The profiles of each 

writer’s totals in this audience group are curiously similar. 

Definitions 

In my examination of five articles written by art educators, it appears that the 

terms defined most frequently are craft (14); folk art (12); crafted, fine art (4 each); folk 

artist, at risk, craftsy, embroidery, traditional (3 each); craft form, and craft tradition (2 

each). The other terms are defined once each (see Appendix B for full list).  

Katter (1995) and Poser (2008) both attempt to define the field of craft and related 

objects, and in doing so clearly have two different approaches to the task. Katter (1995) 

defines craft explicitly, focusing primarily on the social and cultural context of craft 

practice and the “dynamically interwoven” (p. 13) relationships makers have with their 

communities and cultures. Katter’s use of craft, taken together with his definitions of 

craft form and craft tradition, presents a coherent viewpoint of craft as the product of 

ongoing social and community interaction. Poser (2008) explicitly defines craft two 

ways: it is utilitarian; and its value is dependent on its function, by which Poser likely 

means “use” or “purpose” (p. 81). The remaining definitions are implied or suggested 

indirectly, and create a piecemeal notion of craft based partially on what it is not: not 
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efficient (“reject efficiency” p. 81), not digital (p. 81), neither industrial nor monumental 

(“Cole’s work takes the craft into an industrial, monumental, and public realm,” p. 84). 

Other implied attributes include slow (p. 82), and “feminized [and] domestic” (p. 81), all 

terms used to describe limitations and handicaps. Katter (1995) and Poser (2008) seem to 

contradict each other regarding definitions of craft, but their descriptions are not actually 

exclusive of each other. Perhaps they are describing two ends of the same spectrum. 

Both Heise (2010) and Manifold (2000) use the term crafted to mean constructed 

with technical skill and consideration. This implied definition is completely consistent 

with the vernacular usage I have heard my entire life. Perhaps Heise and Manifold are 

revealing a positive bias toward the category of craft by defining it based on what it is, as 

opposed to what it is not.  

Surprisingly, art and function are among those terms defined just once. “Use” is 

the implied definition of function, and the value of art depends upon the undefined 

“aesthetic, intellectual, and spiritual” (Poser, 2008, p. 81). Fine art is a useful term to 

have because it provides opportunity for nuanced distinctions between other types: folk 

art, industrial art, applied art, etc. White and Congdon (1998) imply certain details about 

fine art, that it is urban, salable (p. 24), and academic (p. 41). Innovation is a primary 

goal of fine art, but not to such a degree to eliminate all connection with or reference to 

previous works; the phrase they use is “tradition in innovation” (p. 41). These authors use 

the inverse to describe folk art: “innovation in tradition” (p. 41). Manifold (2000) implies 

a general meaning of traditional: realistic; frequently formulaic; guided by past 

community practice (p. 23). 

Summary and Conclusions 

Katter’s (1995) definitions of craft and craft tradition parallel those given by 

Heise (2010), and White and Congdon (1998) for folk art, with references on each side to 
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tradition, community, and cultural significance. However, they are not necessarily 

describing the same group of makers or objects, though there is overlap. White and 

Congdon (1998), and Heise (2010) describe folk art as a way-of-making that reflects, 

more than interacts with, the maker’s community and culture. Skill acquisition is informal 

(Heise, p. 62; White & Congdon, p. 24), and often handed down through families (White 

& Congdon, p. 23). 

• The emphasis in this audience group seems to be on how the individual artists 

interpret traditions in their work, as opposed to how their work engages viewers 

and society; and there is no mention of utility in any of the descriptions. 

• Folk art is idiosyncratic, individualist (White & Congdon, p. 22), original, and 

accessible (Heise, p. 64). 

• Folk art affirms and celebrates that which is unique and valued in the community 

(Heise, p. 65). 

Object Statements 

Considering that art educators teach about objects, these writings contain 

surprisingly few statements about objects: 45 total from the five authors. Heise discusses 

observable and verifiable elements, such as sources and types of materials (He5), 

construction technique, imagery (He3), and setting and manner of skill acquisition (He1). 

Her descriptions make clear the literal connections between the objects that artists 

construct, their families, and their communities. One maker uses objects in the area to 

build sculptures (He4) and another cuts up clothing from family members to make quilts 

(He6). Technique and process are learned informally, both through family tradition (He7) 

and from the community at large (He1). Over and over, Heise emphasizes the 
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connections to communities small (the maker’s immediate family) and large (the town or 

village). 

Manifold approaches artworks in a manner similar to Heise, focusing on concrete, 

observable elements of the images, such as composition, and of the artists’ painting 

techniques. She describes the way one artist supports her hand while painting in order to 

create a photorealistic result (Mf1), how she deliberately alters some elements of a 

structure to create a better composition (Mf3), perhaps even choosing to omit details 

deemed unnecessary to communicate symbolic meaning (Mf5). 

The painters’ demographics are important to Manifold, noting that most of the 

artists are elderly, retired people (Mf7). This suggests the possibility that the artists’ 

shared aesthetic may be generational. 

Katter, in contrast to Heise and Manifold, speaks about objects more 

philosophically, about elements that are not so easily observed. They are more subjective; 

most could also be statements about function and value, depending on one’s 

interpretations.  He describes objects as connected to makers and viewers (Ka1), as 

expressions of community-specific values (Ka4). The relationship between people and 

craft objects is dynamic (Ka8), meaning that groups adapt and recreate traditions (Ka7) as 

makers borrow and assimilate ideas and practices from other cultures (Ka3). His 

description of craft makers is refreshing. In Katter’s view, craft makers work within a 

larger tradition (Ka4) and are free to reinvent forms to reflect changes in their culture 

(Ka7). Put succinctly, Katter views craft traditions and craft objects as fundamentally 

social in nature; they are defined by their relationships to people (Ka2). 

I identified only 5 object statements in Poser’s writing, and each describes a 

different concept: the emotional effect of scale (Po1); the utilitarian origin and purpose of 

craft techniques (Po2); the effect produced by changing materials (Po3); a physical 
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description of an artwork (Po4); a description of technique (Po5). Three of the five 

statements mention materials (Po3, Po4, Po5), so, one might infer that the physical 

composition of art objects is important to this writer. 

White and Congdon begin by asking questions about the benefits of art and object 

categories. They want to know why art should be exempt from categorization (WC4) and 

how “blurring” existing categories benefits discussion (WC3) when people do want the 

ability to categorize art (WC1, WC2). 

White and Congdon pose the question of how Haring’s work and Burkholder’s 

work are different (WC13). It should be noted that White and Congdon describe the two 

artists’ work differently. There is a general description of the patterns and construction of 

Burkholder’s quilts (“sewn using black thread”), but even there the focus seems to be the 

“Amish colors” and the use the traditional “nine-patch motif” (WC7). They also discuss 

cultural and social influences on her quiltmaking (WC5, WC6). The writers mention, 

almost in passing, that Haring used paint (WC11), and focus instead on his cartoon-like 

drawing style (WC12) and his repertoire of images (WC10). If White and Congdon are 

talking about the works so differently, does is follow that they are thinking about the 

works differently? 

Summary and Conclusions 

• Heise and Manifold use concrete examples in their discussions. 

• Katter takes a philosophical approach that does not rely on specific objects. 

• White and Congdon discuss folk art anthropologically, which is appropriate given 

how personal and/or community specifc folk art tends to be. 

• Each writer recognizes, in some form, the social nature of the art objects they 

discuss. 
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Function Statements 

In writing about craft, each of the five authors considers “function” and “value” in 

a slightly different way: Heise writes as an advocate; Katter and Manifold write from an 

anthropological position; Poser is descriptive and questioning; White and Congdon take 

an analytical approach. 

Nearly all of Heise’s statements describe some form of ideofunction (as described 

by Schiffer, 1992, p. 11); two describe sociofunctions (as described by Schiffer, 1992, p. 

10). Given that Heise advocates for the inclusion of folk art in art curriculums (He8), and 

the benefits to students (He10, He11, He14, He16) and communities of folk art (He12, 

He11, He14), it is no surprise that she focuses on the cultural values attached to folk art, 

rather than on the communicative symbols present in folk art objects. Heise is not 

speaking of specific objects, but rather of a category of art: folk art, which she defines as 

accessible (p. 64), personal (p. 65), works that communicate (p. 65), and display concepts 

valued by the maker’s community. 

Heise begins by explaining the value folk art brings to art curriculum and to 

students. The key benefits are “exposure to role models” (He16), access to ideas (He14, 

He11), and empowering groups that are, or feel, marginalized or disenfranchised (He13), 

all in a supportive environment (He10). By naming specifically these non-tangible 

benefits, Heise is revealing that she values them. These benefits are achieved primarily 

through two parallel avenues: the personal expression of the maker, and the telling of 

stories to other members of the community. Stories can be told through “quilting, 

needlepoint, painting, basket weaving, carving, sculpting, singing, cooking3, and games” 

(He9), as well as verbally. In folk art, these stories are often spiritual (He18) or emotional 

(He22), and connect members of the community to each other (He14), some of whom 
                                                
3 Sennett (2008) mentions a few sociofunctions of cooking in his discussion of domain shifts (p. 129). 
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might serve as role models (He8, He12, He16). Reading the stories told by folk art 

requires knowledge of the local vernacular signs and symbols; makers will use cultural 

icons and invent their own symbols (He21). 

Stories represent and reinforce ideology, those shared beliefs (Schiffer, 1992, p. 

130) that govern how a society, however small or large, organizes and perceives itself 

(Rathje & Schiffer, 1982, p. 49). Expressing personal and communal stories through 

objects is an ideological act, with the objects serving multiple ideofunctions 

simultaneously: representing shared aesthetic (Rathje & Schiffer, 1982, p. 65); affirming 

forms of government and organization (not necessarily political ones) (Binford, 1962, p. 

219); connections to figures of authority or respect (Schiffer, 1992, p. 11). 

It should be obvious to Heise’s readers that she personally believes in the benefits 

she describes, that she is not merely making an academic argument. There is little doubt 

here that Heise cares about urban youth and sees the inclusion of folk art in art 

curriculum as an important part of making art relevant to these students. 

Like Heise, Katter reveals some opinions, but does so more directly and less 

frequently. Katter states that in his mind craft “implies connectedness” (Ka9). When 

discussing shopping and making purchases, Katter describes two kinds of bags used to 

carry purchases. Rather than saying that adult or intimate items “are put in a plain brown 

wrapper,” he uses the phrase “discreet purchases” (Ka10); this implies an opinion about a 

category of objects that may not be favorable. By describing the decision to use a cotton 

bag as “politically correct” (Ka11), Katter is identifying the beliefs attached to that 

decision, the ideology that influenced it, and the signal the person carrying the bag wishes 

to send. 

Also like Heise, Katter discusses a category of objects, craft, rather than specific 

objects. The bags discussed above are described only in terms of the material from which 
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they were made. With no mention of size, color, logos, handles, texture, etc., these can 

hardly be read as specific objects. Katter’s interest is in the relationship between craft 

objects and the people and cultures that encounter them (Ka13). His opinion of that 

relationship is embodied by this statement: “Crafts are meaningful as an expression of 

culture only if the crafts of that culture are examined in context” (Ka21). The danger of 

examining them out of context, without an understanding of the cultural values and 

symbolic meanings attached to them, is that their ability to communicate is diminished 

drastically (Ka19) because those overlooked values are often specific to the object’s 

parent culture (Ka17). Katter is speaking of sociofunctions, the communication of facts 

(Schiffer, 1992, p. 10), and ideofunctions, the expression of shared beliefs (Schiffer, 

1992, p. 130). Outsiders lack the intimate knowledge of the culture to read and fully 

understand these functions (Ka20). Over time, however, sustained contact with other 

cultures can affect the expression of those values (Ka15), perhaps widening the audience 

that understands the objects. Katter suggests that ethnography is a useful way to approach 

an understanding of the context of objects because it accounts for the makers, the 

consumers, and the wider community (Ka18). 

Katter’s statements reveal his anthropological leanings through his emphasis on 

identifying and understanding the cultural context that surround a given object. Objects 

are intimately intertwined with their makers and parent culture is what endows them with 

symbolic power, an idea that underlies the entire article (Ka20). 

Manifold focuses on the community of Orleans, Indiana, and on the town’s 

painters in particular. Her goal is to explain the value of what she calls the rural aesthetic. 

Manifold is the only one of these writers to explain that a compositional style itself can 

have a function; a style can identify the painter as rural (Mf21) and indicate that the 

painting carries a certain type of information (Mf19). Titles (Mf18) and subject (Mf15) 
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may also perform this function. Recognizing these sociofunctions requires being 

“conversant in the vernacular (visual) language” (Mf20) of the area. Signs and symbols 

are the essence of communicating information, both factual and conceptual. Manifold 

describes the painters as wanting to express community values through their works 

(Mf22), values such as the home (Mf13) and the family (Mf14). 

Different generations of Orleans residents perceive the paintings in starkly 

dissimilar ways. Some younger residents dismiss the paintings as “old fashioned 

nostalgic sentiment” (Mf17), while others go so far as to label the work and painters as 

“culturally backward” (Mf22). A possible explanation for this age-related difference of 

perception might be found in Manifold’s description of how the act of painting itself is 

perceived, as a creative outlet that does not provide a reliable income (Mf24). A person in 

need or want of money understandably would value activities that provide it and objects 

that represent that activity. Similarly, someone who values the idea of family may honor 

objects that represent it (Mf13). For the painters of Orleans, the physical houses in the 

town embody this idea (Mf14). 

Manifold draws many conclusions about the painters in Orleans while managing 

to avoid stating personal opinions. She is more philosophical in tone than Katter, and this 

works to her advantage since she suggests that the painters place significant emotional 

value on their compositions (Mf13, Mf19). I suspect that Manifold is making a 

connection between the painters’ activity and their mental health by describing the often-

painted landmarks of Orleans as “psychological community homesteads” (Mf16). The 

sites chosen as subjects represent “my home” to the artist as an individual and “our 

home” to the artist as a member of the community. One could argue that the painters 

Manifold discusses are folk artists, but I believe she deliberately avoided categorizing the 

artists and their work. Her point was not directed toward the type of paintings made in 
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Orleans, but the value placed on the images by the painters. One could also argue that the 

painters Manifold discusses are folk artists, but it appears she deliberately avoided 

categorizing the artists and their work. Her point was not directed toward the type of 

paintings made in Orleans, but the value placed on the images by the painters. 

Poser does not draw connections between the objects she describes and the 

communities or cultures of the people who made them. This is curious given that she 

raises issues of production (Po19, Po21), gender (Po12), and labor (Po16). Nor does she 

mention personal expression, as Heise, Katter, and Manifold have done. This is especially 

curious since her article focuses on three self-described artists and their art objects. The 

idea of value is her focus; indeed, the word “value “appears in half of her sixteen 

statements. 

Something very much worth noting is the fact that Poser asks questions. Her 

article is intended to be used as a lesson guide for art teachers and she offers several sets 

of questions and discussion topics for students, three of which ask the reader or student to 

consider the ways objects acquire value (Po11, Po19), and represent value (Po10). Tied 

up in her discussion of value is the idea of labor (Po18), specifically manual labor (Po19). 

What Poser means by the value of labor is the value of the time spent and effort expended 

“whether or not it has a product” (Po16). Poser asks readers to consider the cultural 

contexts and historical narratives (issues of sociofunction), and gender associations 

(issues of ideofunction) of craft techniques (Po21). One could extrapolate from Poser’s 

statements to form the conclusion that she believes objects can become representations of 

human activity. 

Poser raises the issue of originality, which other authors have not. Specifically, 

she connects uniqueness and originality with a change in status (Po13). One could infer 

that Poser ranks original and unique objects higher than those that are mass-produced. In 
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fact, she describes the transformation of mass-produced (Po13) and utilitarian (Po18) 

objects into precious (Po15) originals (Po17) that “assume a very different status from” 

(Po13) before. Poser limits her discussion of makers to those who produced the works 

she analyzes. The one exception appears in a classroom discussion suggestion: Poser 

refers to the person who makes things as an anonymous laborer, and asks the reader to 

consider how that supposed anonymity affects the people who will use the objects made 

by the laborer (Po20). 

The majority of Poser’s statements concern ideofunctions and, as mentioned 

above, half of her statements include the word “value.” Value is an ideological concept 

because value is based on opinions and conventions that rarely have empirical facts 

behind them. Value is determined by convention and tradition. 

White and Congdon are interested in labels, in the categories educators use to 

describe objects and makers. They believe that categories are essential (WC18). They 

also believe that the meanings of images change (WC32) as they travel from place to 

place (WC37). It follows then, that categories may change as meanings change (WC34). 

White and Congdon call this travel (WC29) a migration (WC37) and a journey (WC31). 

This metaphor is essential for understanding why people categorize images the way they 

do. Images that have traveled from one community to another may acquire new meanings 

(WC32) that are sufficiently different and that people in the new community may be 

wholly unaware of the original context and meanings (WC22). In the case of Keith 

Haring, the physical placement of his images (WC25) in New York likely influenced 

their association with graffiti art (WC24). This is what White and Congdon call cultural 

diffusion (WC37), which is equal parts sociofunction and ideofunction. The fact that 

graffiti is painted most often on walls, plus possible assumptions about graffiti artists, 
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may lead one to conclude that Haring’s images are also graffiti and that he shares the 

motivations and values of other graffiti artists. 

Another term White and Congdon use is conceptual neighborhoods, which are 

collectively-understood ideas or categories, which may be enduring but are not 

permanent (WC34). Sometimes, the opinions of viewers are at odds with those of the 

makers (WC26), much to their chagrin (WC28). When this happens, clearly the two 

groups are making different associations and reading various meanings into the same set 

of signs and symbols. White and Congdon mention signs and symbols a number of times. 

One artist, Burkholder, takes advantage of symbolism on the sign for her shop (WC20) to 

indicate what she has for sale and where to find her (WC21). They connect Haring’s 

distinctive figures to ones found in his hometown (WC23, WC24). Groups of signs 

comprise symbolic domains, which seem to be more localized than conceptual 

neighborhoods and based on individual experience, if people are able to “migrate among” 

them (WC36). This concept enables the numerous and nuanced interpretations of objects 

and images that people experience daily, and allows for the changes in interpretation that 

occur over time.  

Summary and Conclusions 

Overall, these authors focus on the socio- and ideofunctions of objects, even when 

discussing craft and folk art. Poser mentions technofunctions once or twice (Po18), but 

not in such a way that we can infer any sort of definition or identify a statement. 

Therefore, it seems that none of these five writers made any statements about 

technofunctions. Ideofunctions (61) were discussed more than twice as many times as 

sociofunctions (26), even after accounting for the occasional overlapping statement. 
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• Each author adopted a different approach to discussing objects and functions: 

Heise is an advocate; Katter and Manifold take an anthropological view; Poser is 

descriptive; White and Congdon take an analytical approach. 

• The emphasis appears to be primarily in the ways images, paintings, craft, and art 

represent and challenge ideas and values (ideofunctions). 

• These writers focused more on how objects may represent abstract concepts 

(ideofunctions) than on how objects may communicate facts about the makers, 

their communities, their process of working, etc. (sociofunctions). 

• The greater focus on what art can do for its audience than on what art tells the 

audience about the maker was unexpected. 
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Chart 2. Individual Totals: Practitioner-Oriented Writers 

Chart 2 illustrates the total number of unique terms, object statements, and 

function statements identified/made by each writer in this audience group. The number of 

unique terms ranges from 6 (Bachman) to 13 (Stellaccio); the number of object 

statements ranges from 3 (Bachman) to 12 (Koplos); and the number of function 

statements ranges from 4 (Scollon) to 22 (Ullrich). There is no clear pattern to the total 

numbers of unique terms or statements made by these writers. Bachman, Koplos, 

Stellaccio, and Ullrich present more function statements than object statements, and for 

all but Stellccio, the number of function statements is the highest of their totals. For 

Bachman, Scollon, and Stellaccio, the number of unique terms is the highest of their 

totals. For Bachman, Stellaccio, and Ullrich, the number of object statements is their 
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lowest total. The profiles of the writers’ totals in this audience group are all different, 

although two, Bachman’s and Ullrich’s, are somewhat similar in shape but not size. 

Definitions 

The most defined terms found in these writings are craft (16); pottery (11); 

function (10); art, functional (6 each); mingei, sculpture (5 each); Arts and Crafts object, 

functional art, functioning, unself-consciouness (4 each); ceramic sculpture, direct 

perception, non-functional (3 each); art forms, Arts and Crafts movement, artwork, 

mimetic, subject (2 each). The other terms are defined once each (see Appendix C). 

The definitions of function are split between a utilitarian interpretation and a 

broader use that incorporates the affects of culture and society. Stellaccio (2010) uses the 

phrase “purposeful action of the object” (p. 108), which could describe a number of 

social functions, as Schiffer (1992) defines them. However, Stellaccio is being literal, 

describing what an object does physically when being manipulated by a person. 

This connection to activity appears also in the use of functional and functioning. 

In particular, the implied meanings of functioning suggest that objects, in addition to 

being usable, are also capable of doing something even when not currently being 

manipulated by a person. Ullrich (2006) defines function as dynamic, and intimately 

intertwined with aesthetics, morals, and politics (p. 14), and employs functional to mean 

useful. Her concept of functional art depends completely on a relationship to human 

action, to the human body, which she defines as the “location of personal identity” (p. 

14). This is slightly at odds with one statement she makes implying that being functional 

(re: useful) is not an aspect of art (p. 14). 
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If art does not possess function, despite being tied to abstract elements of human 

culture and society, how can one have functional art? How can this be reconciled with 

Bachman’s (2002) statement that functional crafts are an interactive art form (p. 48)? 

In contrast to the 27 definitions related to function, approximately half as many 

are related directly to craft: 11 stated explicitly; five implied. Crafted is used once to 

mean constructed or made (Stellaccio, 2010, p. 108). Craft object is used once and 

describes objects with utilitarian purposes that also “can exist in the conceptual space of 

art (Scollon, 2008, p. 105). Phrases such as “tradition of social engagement” (Bachman, 

2002, p. 47), “luxurious and celebrated” (p. 47), “[can] access a range of human 

experiences” (p. 47), “carve aesthetic experiences out of everyday situations” (Scollon, 

2008, p. 105), and “possesses a relational and social nature” (p. 105) strongly suggest that 

craft objects perform non-utilitarian functions -- what Schiffer (1992) calls socio-

functions -- and can actively represent these functions. 

The authors do not deny a utilitarian aspect of craft. Bachman (2002) describes 

craft as tactile and portable (p. 47), lists as craft-materials several that have been used to 

make utilitarian objects for centuries: ceramics, glass, metal, textiles, wood (p. 46). 

Scollon (2008) echoes this with a similar list (p. 104) and the assertion that craft is 

“always tied to a certain set of materials” (p. 104). The ubiquitous presence of craft 

objects (Bachman, 2002, p. 47) is possibly what keeps craft rooted to its history of utility 

(Scollon, 2008, p. 105), while allowing it to create meaning through interactions with 

people in their daily lives. 

Taken together, all these definitions begin to describe the parameters of craft for 

these writers: utility is a fundamental element; typically made from a certain set of 

materials; objects interact directly with people and affect daily life; used by people, they 

can create aesthetic experiences. 
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 At first glance, art seems underrepresented with only six definitions. However, 

when the terms art forms, art object, artwork, and sculpture are included, there are 16 

definitions that relate to art. As with craft and function, some of the definitions are 

conceptual, while others are more technical. Ullrich (2006) describes an artwork as the 

product of interactions that occur between it and a viewer, which in turn creates physical 

experiences (p. 15), and describes art forms as dynamic and full of meaning (p. 14). This 

description is visceral and assumes the fundamental importance of viewers to an artwork. 

Stellaccio (2010), on the other hand, offers more objective definitions. Being categorized 

as art does not depend on particular materials or construction technique (p. 107). 

• The term function is defined narrowly as utility. 

• Only Ullrich connects function/functional to human action. 

• The category of craft is tied to specific materials. 

• Objects, both art and craft, interact with people in their daily lives. 

Object Statements 

I am very surprised that the practitioner-oriented writers have barely half as many 

object statements (36) as they do function statements (59). I had assumed that the bulk of 

their discussions would revolve around objects, not their functions. 

With only three object statements present, it is difficult and ill-advised to form 

any conclusions about how Bachman thinks about objects or techniques. She explains 

that art objects live in isolated settings (Ba1), yet the people who make art objects are not 

so different from the people who make craft objects. Both can rely on “disciplinary 

focus” (Ba2) to produce their work. The remaining statement dances around a definition 

of craft by describing craft objects as both interactive and a subcategory of art (Ba3). It 

seems the only tenuous conclusion to draw is that, for Bachman, craft objects are a sub-
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type of art objects, and the primary difference between them is function, which Bachman 

defined as utility (p. 48). 

Koplos talks about design and style more than any other concept when discussing 

objects. Twice she compares Japanese mingei objects with contemporary design, calling 

them “surprisingly congenial to Western modernist tastes” (Ko1), especially to those 

promoted by the Museum of Modern Art (MOMA) (Ko2). Koplos describes the 

decorations as standardized (Ko6) and speculates that many styles are in fact very old, 

despite the dearth of objects from earlier than the 19th century (Ko3). Several times when 

identifying objects, Koplos relies on material and form as the descriptors. The list of 

unique objects described includes a “wooden lamp” (Ko12), “ceramic bowls, brass 

braziers, bamboo baskets, cotton jackets, iron kettles and lacquered wooden boxes” 

(Ko2). Koplos identifies some materials as used mostly for mass-produced objects (Ko4). 

In addition to materials and designs, Koplos discusses production. Artisan 

families working to produce large quantities of objects seem to have been typical (Ko9), 

and even necessary to meet demand (Ko4). Large-scale production often leads to 

simplification (Ko10) and abstraction (Ko6). Koplos also presents the argument that 

mingei objects are not merely “everyday goods (Ko2),” but top tier objects made by 

specialists (Ko7). 

Several of Scollon’s statements (Sn4, Sn6, Sn7, Sn8) do make reference to 

function, which he defined as utility (p. 104). What makes these object statements and 

not function statements is that Scollon is attempting to define categories of ceramic 

objects partly based on the presence or absence of utility, but not discussing the nature of 

utility. In fact, Scollon’s primary purpose in his article is to understand and define some 

categories of ceramic objects. He identifies four: pottery (Sc2), craft (Sn2), ceramic 

scuplture (Sn8), and axiomatic vessel (p. 104). Scollon begins with the assumption that 
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several types of ceramic objects all belong under the umbrella of “ceramics” (Sn2). He 

pulls and picks at the categories, pointing out failures to account for certain objects (Sn5), 

and indentifying incorrect assumptions (Sn6). The four categories Scollon offers are 

interrelated and based on the only two properties he identifies in his writing: function and 

mimesis. 

His dicussion of techniques is limited. Both references describe the conceptual 

(Sn1) and physical (Sn3) approach employed by one maker, Voulkos, in his work. Both 

references are made as part of Scollon’s attempt to determine the edges, the limits, of the 

four object categories. 

Stellaccio made only seven object statements. Any conclusion drawn from them 

should be considered tentative at best. He begins by identifying problems with specific 

labels: ceramist, pottery, and ceramic scuplture (St1). The problem, as Stellaccio sees it, 

is that ceramist implies certain choices about material (St3) but does not account for 

making different types of ceramic objects (St1). Stellaccio wants to understand why 

ceramists choose to use clay (St4) because the choice is very possibly what determines 

into which category the object fits (St6). 

Ullrich made the second fewest object statements of the writers in this audience 

group: only six. Five of her statements dance around the idea of function, but stay far 

enough away that it is possible to take them as object statements. The only completely 

object-oriented statement she makes is in regards to craft studios in Germany and the 

United States (Ul5). Even her description of a specific work and the intentions of its 

maker (Ul1), and her description of “functional craft art” (Ul2), incorporates the idea of 

social and political meaning. It appears Ullrich does not want to separate objects from 

social value and meaning. I think she sees all objects, not just art or craft objects, as 

subject to social changes (Ul3). 
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Summary and Conclusions 

• Koplos provides a brief yet detailed narrative of the production and lives of 

Japanese mingei objects. 

• Scollon seeks to categorize ceramic objects into four groups defined by the 

presence/absence of function (utility) and mimesis. 

• Stellaccio’s interest in material revolves around issues of choice: why the maker 

chose clay, and how s/he chose to use it. 

• Ullrich appears to view objects and social meaning as entangled and 

interdependent. 

Function Statements 

In contrast to the educator-oriented authors, each of the practitioner-oriented 

authors describes technofunctions of some kind. This is important to note because all the 

writers discussed in this study address objects, even those that limit themselves to 

images. Images that exist independently of computers are objects because they are 

supported by physical materials that people can manipulate and with which they can 

interact. It is reasonable then to expect all writers in this study to discuss technofunctions, 

even if only in passing. 

Bachman’s statements are split evenly between addressing ideofunctions, and 

addressing sociofunctions and technofunctions. She focuses on contemporary craft and 

takes issue with what she claims is its “often uncritical valourization of the hand” (Ba6) 

and view of craft as a “witness of humble labor” (Ba5). It is possible that Bachman views 

the “fetishization of labour for its own sake” (Ba9) as a response to the ever increasing 

presence of digital technology in daily life (Ba4). This is a conflict of ideologies: one 

favoring the handmade; the other embracing new digital technology. She gives the 
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impression that she thinks these two views have missed the point. Bachman explains that 

craft can have a greater impact than simply representing an ideological position (Ba6), 

that it has lost some of its social significance by its absence from public life (Ba7). 

The difference between art and craft, for Bachman, comes down to human 

interaction. Art objects are autonomous (Ba8); people can interact directly with craft 

objects (Ba8). Bachman questions why craft makers would want to abandon the field’s 

unique history of being socially engaged (Ba8), especially since the “public sphere” 

(Ba10) of crafts is growing smaller. It is craft’s particular tradition of producing 

utilitarian objects that provides its claim to public space (Ba7) and contemporary life 

(Ba10). This history also makes craft uniquely suited for exploring issues of “function 

and non-function” (Ba11), by which Bachman means utility and non-utility. 

The concepts that motivate Bachman’s discussion are the ideas of utility 

(technofunction) and social relevance (ideofunction). She advocates reexamining the 

emphasis placed on being handmade in favor of being engaged with the public as “a 

living, questioning, vital aspect of contemporary life” (Ba11). This involves not just 

people’s lives, but public life (Ba7, Ba10). I suspect that one or two of Bachman’s 

comments are tongue-in-cheek, and that the humorous hyperbole is meant to draw the 

reader’s attention to the larger issue: the perception of craft and craft objects by craft 

makers and the public. 

Koplos (1996) writes about a category of Japanese objects known as mingei. The 

word was coined in 1920 and translates, approximately, as people’s craft or art (p. 90). 

The original definition holds that mingei are traditional, utilitarian objects that were 

designed communally, “made of natural materials by using simple and appropriate 

techniques,” and produced in large quantities for “the masses for daily use” (p. 90). The 

examples given by Koplos (1996) include hats and rain capes (p. 91), clay pots (p. 93), 
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metal and lacquer boxes (p. 92), and lamps (p. 93). Koplos explains that most mingei 

were made to meet the most basic utilitarian needs, such as warmth and water storage 

(Ko13), and were thought of as “valueless remainders” from the remote and isolated parts 

of Japan (Ko15). These objects signified a rural and unsophisticated life, until they were 

“discovered” during the Taisho Democracy when “well-bred young men were 

establishing Tolstoian communes for the common folk and pursuing other idealistic 

projects” (Ko14). This comment describes the first change in the perception of mingei, a 

shift in cultural value: from worthless and backward (Ko15), to representing the ideal of 

traditional Japanese life (Ko20). The fact that a traditional, handmade hat and rain cape 

were more practical and more comfortable than a contemporary factory-made rain coat 

(Ko16) would have been very attractive to a young Tolstoian. This would not be the first 

time extant objects were adopted to complement someone’s ideology. 

Of course, a system changes in the act of being observed. Koplos describes the 

profound influence collectors had on the production of mingei. Prior to being 

“discovered,” most mingei pottery was produced in “seniority-based” cooperatives and 

the potters were effectively anonymous to the outside world (Ko20). After “discovery,” 

collectors imposed their own aesthetic ideals on the potters and singled out the work of 

individual potters for collection (Ko20). Valuing the community’s efforts and designs 

gave way to valuing those of the individual. Schiffer (1992) explains that shared aesthetic 

preferences are a form of ideology, and that to express specific aesthetics is to serve an 

ideofunction (p. 11). 

One major point of the article is the change in status of the original mingei 

objects, and the shift in meaning of the category mingei from one that is era-specific, to 

one that is function-specific. Some, including Yangai’s son Sori, argue that today, mingei 

are the “design industrial goods” people buy to meet their daily needs (Ko22). Because 
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the older mingei are now available only to deep-pocketed connoisseurs (Ko21), and likely 

are not used as the makers intended, this subtle shift in the definition seems appropriate. 

Industrial goods are produced in factories by workers who are as anonymous to 

contemporary consumers as the nineteenth-century potters were to their consumers. 

This statement from Koplos sums up the change in perceived value: “mingei has 

become art, in the museum sense and in the past tense” (Ko24). The museum is perceived 

as an authority and its labeling of mingei as art changes mingei’s status and cultural 

value. Public perception of these objects very likely has changed since they were placed 

in a museum. Also, Koplos claims that the Japanese are forgetting the functions of mingei 

objects (Ko23) 4. There are several possible reasons why the Japanese might be forgetting 

these original functions: (a) early mingei objects served daily needs that no longer exist; 

(b) the daily needs mingei served still exist but contemporary people now use very 

different objects and methods; (c) the daily needs mingei served still exist but 

industrialization and modern commerce have made it possible for the majority of people 

to simply purchase goods and services, rather than having to make or do something 

themselves. Any of these would likely make it so contemporary people could not 

recognize the functions of early mingei. 

Koplos uses the word function once (Ko23) most likely to mean utilitarian 

functions, as in technofunctions, but describes them several times: dealing with the 

environment (Ko13, Ko16); relating to technology (Ko22); being part of people’s daily 

lives (Ko26). This explanation of how an object’s placement in the home reveals its value 

is quite poetic: “People hang their pictures high up on walls, but they place their objects 

for everyday use close to them and take them in their hands” (Ko26). In the end, the 
                                                
4 Risatti (2007) would approve of Koplos’ statement (Ko23) because it is his opinion that though objects 
may gain and lose symbolic meanings over time, objects never lose the functions intended by their makers 
(what he calls purpose), the functions that motivated the maker to create the objects (p. 28). 
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objects one needs and uses most are kept close, no matter how plain or fancy they may 

be. All told, Koplos discusses socio- and technofunctions equally (4 times each), but 

discusses ideofunctions more than techno- and sociofunctions combined (10 times). This 

emphasis placed on symbolic meaning is unsurprising considering that Koplos’ article 

appeared in Art in America, a publication aimed at an educated audience. 

Of all the authors in this study, Scollon discusses function, purpose, and value in 

the fewest statements (5), divided evenly between technofunctions (2) and ideofunctions 

(3): a nearly even split between hand and mind. Both Scollon’s approach and tone are 

highly analytical; he even includes a chart to help explain the relationships between the 

different categories of clay objects that he is attempting to define: ceramic sculpture, 

pottery, craft, and axiomatic vessel (p. 104). Scollon bases his definitions on two 

concepts: function and mimesis (being representational (p. 105)). 

Scollon uses functional to mean utilitarian when describing the category of 

ceramics. He also implies that sculpture is not functional, not utilitarian (Sn9). He 

describes craft objects as possessing utilitarian functions because they are part of “the 

everyday” (Sn11), and also as having “the potential to carve aesthetic experiences out of 

everyday situations” (Sn10). I appreciate Scollon’s choice of visceral and active language 

and the suggestion that inanimate objects are not always passive. Aesthetics, as 

mentioned above, is a form of ideology (Schiffer, 1992, p. 11). By connecting craft and 

pottery to aesthetics (Sn10), Scollon is associating these two categories and the medium 

of clay to ideofunctions. This basic syllogism would seem to answer well the problem of 

clay being associated with craft (therefore with being utilitarian (Sn11)), and thus being 

“intolerable to sculpture” (Sn12): if craft can serve ideofunctions and if craft can be made 

using clay, then clay can serve ideofunctions. The medium is thus differentiated from the 

category of object. 
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Stellaccio also takes an analytical approach to defining different categories of clay 

objects, though he bases his definitions on function and subject. Throughout the article, 

Stellaccio demonstrates his interest in precise language, noting in particular that language 

must actively consider the intentions of makers, the makers’ perceptions, and the 

perceptions of outsiders (St18). Much like the authors already discussed, Stellaccio uses 

function to mean utility (St9, St10, St11) and resorts to other complicated language to 

describe sociofunctions and ideofunctions, phrases such as “art status” (St11), “privileges 

of the title” (St12), “socio-historical value” (St14), “socio-cultural commentary” (St14), 

“content laden associations and references” (St15), and “expression of the work” (St15). 

Clay frequently carries specific “associations and references.” For this reason it is 

chosen for a particular work (St15). This leads Stellaccio to ask the reader to consider 

what clay says that other materials do not and, if the clay is mimicking another object, 

what the clay says that the original object does not (St16). He asks the reader to consider 

the sociofunctions and ideofunctions of the clay itself and of the choice of clay over other 

mediums by the maker. Stellaccio gives as an example a “life-size porcelain statue of 

Michael Jackson and Bubbles” (St14), and there are several possible social and historical 

connections to examine: the history of porcelain, its frequent use in making figurines, the 

history of portraiture, and the nature of celebrity. 

One concept that Stellaccio does not mention is aesthetics. He refers to form (St8, 

St9), subject (St8, St9, St10), and content (St8, St9, St15), though he does not define 

these terms explicitly. Form comes close, but in context, it is likely that Stellaccio means 

physical shape rather than style. The closest he comes to mentioning aesthetics is saying 

that clay can mimic the appearance of other materials (St16). 

Stellaccio’s conclusion that it is important to understand the various perceptions 

of and those held by the makers of clay objects (St18) is intriguing. Other authors have 
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emphasized the importance of the intentions of makers, of how they view the objects they 

make, but have not mentioned understanding how the makers view themselves. This 

perspective shifts the viewer’s focus from the context of the object to the context of the 

maker, to the person. The implications are exciting! What happens if a maker rejects a 

label given in good faith as a compliment because there are competing negative 

interpretations of the label? Stellaccio acknowledges this question, in a sense, by bringing 

up the term craft. He describes the “title” (itself a loaded word) as one that bestows 

“honours and privileges” and yet is rejected by many (St12). Stellaccio uses “title” again 

when referring to the label ceramic sculpture, a label he rejects as segregating and 

isolating clay objects, and their makers, within the sculpture category (St13). This differs 

from Scollon’s use of ceramic sculpture as a subcategory of clay objects, separate and 

distinct from sculpture built of other media (p. 104). 

Ullrich is the only author in this group to use the words function and functional 

differently, and they appear in 11 of her 22 statements. This would suggest that the 

concept of function is important to her. Ullrich uses function very broadly, sometimes 

employing it to mean “utility” (Ul7, Ul17), and other times to mean, approximately, 

“something an object does” (Ul10, Ul11, Ul12). The most specific definition she gives 

describes function as being connected to essentially every part of human life (Ul12). 

Ullrich also says function is “performative” (Ul12) and “not a static quality” (Ul11), and 

states explicitly that function has aesthetic meanings (Ul10), all of which is extremely 

helpful for those who wish to include human-object interactions in their discussions about 

aesthetic objects. Ullrich uses the word functional always to mean utilitarian (Ul8), and 

emphasizes the connections to the human body (Ul14, Ul28) and society (Ul15, Ul16, 

Ul18). Her goal for the article, and for the reader, is to explore issues related to what she 

calls functional art, objects that locate “meaning in the fluidity of bodily participation and 
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sensation” (Ul14). Because the body is the “location of personal identity” (Ul13), it 

follows that how humans interact with functional art objects is determined by that 

identity, and that those interactions can then affect identity (Ul15, Ul21, Ul25). For 

Ullrich, art is a form of perception (Ul18), since perceptions can be shared within and 

among groups of people, they are a form of ideology (Schiffer, 1992). Challenging 

identity and perceptions (Ul16, Ul24, Ul25), therefore calls to question ideology (Ul20, 

Ul22). 

The Arts and Crafts movement figures prominently in Ullrich’s investigation of 

the “aesthetic meaning of function” (Ul10). She mentions it by name six times. What 

interests Ullrich about the Arts and Crafts movement is the desire to effect social change 

(Ul21, Ul26) through functional objects. Part of challenging existing modes of thinking 

and feeling (Ul25) is recording “the history of human making” (Ul27). The reasoning 

might be that recognizing the hand of the maker (perhaps even of a particular maker, as 

opposed to the anonymous factory worker) would highlight the physical and ethical 

deficiencies of industrialization (Ul22, Ul24). This is a highly political act (Ul16) because 

life is politics (Ul23) and politics reflect ideology (Schiffer, 1992). 

Of all the authors discussed in this section Ullrich appears to offer the most 

compelling example of how much objects depend on human activity for meaning, and the 

intertwined nature of functional objects and society. Her summary is wonderfully 

succinct and precise: “Meaning is worked out in the acute particulars of a specific body, a 

specific location, and a specific time” (Ul28). Context becomes something more than 

mere helpful information that it is wise to consider (St18), more than an explanation of 

value (Ba10, Ko14). Context becomes essential to everything. 

Summary and Conclusions 
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As a group, the authors in this sections mentioned technofunctions in 20 (33.89%) 

of their 59 statements, sociofunctions in 13 (22.03%), and ideofunctions in 45 (76.27%). 

The absolute numbers add up to 78, which is indeed greater than 59. This is because 

several statements mentioned more than one type of function and thus were counted more 

than once; this is also why the percentages add up to 132.19%. The clear emphasis on 

ideofunctions is to be expected if one accepts Schiffer’s (1992) view of aesthetics as 

being a form of ideology (p. 11). Among the numerous assertions of social relevance, the 

authors describe objects representing ideas and concepts (ideofunctions) three times more 

often than those communicating information or facts (sociofunctions). Scollon and 

Stellaccio write with obvious attention to nuances of meaning and inject very little 

personal opinion into their analyses. Clearly, they both value precision in language and 

can remove themselves from their writing. Both Scollon and Stellaccio are ceramists, so 

perhaps their intensely analytical and precise styles relate to the technical precision 

required in building and firing ceramics. The group as a whole is interested in the issue of 

perception; by viewers of individual objects; by the public of groups of objects, of 

categories, of types. Bachman, Ullrich, and Koplos all discuss human interaction, but 

Bachman and Ullrich discuss this notion very narrowly, in terms of the body and the 

hand. Bachman is concerned with the idea of manual work and how it is valued, 

sometimes inappropriately or excessively. Ullrich is interested in the human body as the 

source of meaning, as the medium through which the mind understands the world. Seen 

through her writing, interactions with objects, especially with those intended to inspire 

social change, become continuing relationships, possibly even intimate ones (in an 

emotional sense). 

• All five writers use either function or functional as equivalent to utility, though 

they all discuss symbolic functions (socio- and ideofunctions). 
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• Bachman states that craft needs a larger presence in public life because craft 

objects are by nature interactive. 

• Bachman places great importance on the utilitarian nature of craft objects; this 

nature makes them ideal for discussing utility/non-utility issues. 

• According to Koplos: the value (function) of objects can change over time; the 

meaning of a label applied to objects may change; the label itself may shift as 

society and technology progress. 

• Scollon is the only writer in this group concerned with defining categories of 

objects according to an objective, analytical model: combinations of function/non-

function (utility/non-utility) and mimetic/non-mimetic. 

• Both Scollon and Stellaccio are concerned with teasing out the relationships 

between the medium, clay, subject, and category. 

• In this group, only Stellaccio mentions exploring the idea of how a maker might 

view her/himself (as opposed to how others view the maker). 

• Ullirch is the only writer in this group to make an explicit connection between 

function and aesthetics. 
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Chart 3. Individual Writer Totals: General Audience Writers 

Chart 3 illustrates the total number of unique terms, object statements, and 

function statements identified/made by each writer in this audience group. The number of 

unique terms ranges from 7 (Godfrey) to 27 (Sennett); the number of object statements 

ranges from 19 (Risatti) to 67 (Sennett); and the number of function statements ranges 

from 19 (Godfrey) to 49 (Sennett). There is no clear pattern to the writers’ totals. Burks 

and Lucic made slightly more function statements than object statements while Godfrey 

proffered slightly more object statements than function statements. Risatti asserted over 

twice as many function statements as object statements while Sennett made over third 

more object statements than function statements. Risatti is the only writer whose lowest 
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total is not the number of unique terms. The profiles of these writers’ totals are very 

dissimilar. 

Definitions 

These terms were defined with the following frequencies: fine (8); craftsman (7); 

metamorphosis, art object (6 each); craft (5); craft object, anthropomorphosis, fine 

design, function, maker’s mark (4 each); domain shift, fine art, fine craft, honest brick, 

human products, industrial art, simulation, traditional, type-form (3 each); aesthetic, art, 

brick wall, functions, jewelry, luxury, material consciousness, presence, slips, stucco, 

utilitarian craft, utilitarian design (2 each). The remaining terms were defined once each 

(see Appendix D). 

There is little overlap in the terms used by the authors identified in this section. 

Only four terms are used by more than one author: art by Risatti and Sennett; craft by 

Lucic and Sennett; fine art by Lucic and Risatti; function(s) by Burks, Godfrey, Lucic, 

and Risatti. Three pairs of terms are related but distinctly different: aesthetic and 

aesthetic quality, art object and artful object, and maker and maker’s mark. 

“Aesthetic” is a sticky word and is not defined concretely by any of the authors. 

Lucic uses aesthetic to mean style (p. 56) and appearance (p. 54), while Risatti defines 

aesthetic quality as something an object possess in full or not at all (p. 242). 

Lucic’s use of artful object overlaps with several of Risatti’s uses of art object: the 

aesthetic properties of an object must be deliberate, and meet high standards and 

expectations. There is reason not to expand art object to include artful object because it 

literally means “full of art,” and implies the possibility that though an object possesses 

many qualities particular to an art object, it is not itself necessarily an object of art. Risatti 
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makes a statement to this effect by declaring that “possessing some aesthetic qualities is 

not enough to make an object art” (p. 243). 

Together, Sennett’s use of maker’s mark and Lucic’s employment of maker 

describe an intimate relationship between objects and people. The person who designs 

and builds an object is the maker (p. 58). A maker’s mark is not left accidentally as a 

result of the process of manufacture; it is political (p. 144) and left deliberately to record 

the presence (p. 130) and existence (p. 135) of the person building the object or structure. 

A mark can be a symbol representing a location or affiliation (p. 134), the name of a 

person or place (p. 134), and/or intentional and necessary deviations from the planned 

design (p. 134). 

Returning to the terms used by more than one author, function is a good place to 

begin. Several terms used by the authors in this group include “function,” “use,” and 

“serve” in their definitions. The deeper implications and nuances of those statements are 

explored in later sections. Here, the discussion is limited to the definitions of the word 

function itself. Burks (pp. 31, 39), Lucic (p. 57), and Godfrey (p. 15) define the noun 

function simply as the purpose, use, or job of an object. Godfrey uses function as a verb, 

as a synonym for behaves (p. 11), as in the act of performing a purpose or job. Risatti is 

alone among the general audience writers in limiting function to utilitarian purposes (p. 

240), to technofunctions. Burks is the only writer to specify that functional is a use by a 

person (p. 33), but human interaction can be inferred in the other authors’ definitions. 

Of all the ways to organize the terms, three sets are of particular interest: craft 

related, with 7 unique terms; art related, with 7 unique terms; design related, with 4 

unique terms. They are identified as follows: 

Craft related (23 unique definitions): craft (5); craft object (4); craftsman (7), 
craftsmanship (1); fine craft (3); handcraft (1); utilitarian craft (2). 
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Art related (17 unique definitions): art (2); art object (6); artful object (1); 
conceptual art (1); contemporary art (1); fine art (3); industrial art (3). 

Design related (8 unique definitions): design object (1); fine design (4); industrial 
design (1); utilitarian design (2). 

It is noteworthy that Burks did not use any of these terms in her discussion of Shaker 

furniture and objects. Her language is highly concrete and specific, focused on materials, 

techniques, physical placement, and shape. Since she did not attempt to situate the objects 

in a context beyond the Shaker communities, it is possible that these conceptual terms 

were simply unnecessary and possibly inappropriate. 

These terms can themselves be reorganized into several groups. The first, art 

object/craft object/design object, explicitly declares the physical and tangible nature of all 

three categories. Though only Risatti uses these terms, the notion that all three ways of 

making produce objects, not just ideas or images, is important because it keeps the 

discussion grounded in the world of direct human experience and interaction. For Risatti, 

a craft object must be utilitarian (p. 243) and be handmade (p. 247). Compare this with 

the definition of design object as embracing “the concept of industrial production” (p. 

247). Risatti does not define “industrial” but Lucic does, implying that it is machine-

made and utilitarian (p. 57). It is possible for craft and design objects to be vehicles of 

personal expression and to possess aesthetic qualities because it is not specifically 

excluded by their definitions. This conclusion is supported by Risatti’s definitions of art 

object. Art objects always possess aesthetic qualities (p. 241), yet that “is not enough to 

make an object art” (p. 243). Therefore, non-art objects may possess aesthetic qualities. 

Also, Risatti is careful to point out that objects possessing utilitarian functions can be art 

(p. 241), and that lacking utility (lacking technofunction) does not make an object art (p. 

239). Finally, Risatti adds the requirement that art objects “adhere to a sign system” (p. 

242) and are vehicles of expression (p. 241). This clearly mirrors Schiffer’s descriptions 
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of both ideo- and sociofunction, and suggests strongly that the creation of art objects is 

influenced by cultural forces as well as the particular ideas and interests of the maker. 

The discussion of objects is followed with an examination of how the general 

categories are defined: art and craft. Design is not defined by any of the authors, though 

Risatti and Lucic do delineate three sub-categories of design to be discussed later: fine 

design; industrial design; utilitarian design. Sennett identifies the primary distinction 

between art and craft as being the amount of time involved in making the object: art is an 

“immediate event” (p. 123), while craft production is “stretched out” (p. 123). Lucic 

agrees with Risatti that craft must be handmade (p. 60) and adds the stipulation that it be 

unique (p. 59). Risatti states that for something to be art, the maker must intend it to be 

art (p. 246). If, when categorizing objects, one considers this requirement together with 

the above interpretation of artful object, then one might find that the desire to 

acknowledge the aesthetic and expressive properties of an object can be satisfied without 

disregarding the intentions of the maker, and vice versa. 

The next three groups cover the sub-types of object categories: fine, industrial, 

and utilitarian. Risatti defines fine in great detail. Generally, it means refined, subtle, and 

made or “performed with extreme care and accuracy” (p. 244). When referring 

specifically to art, Risatti admits that the word may often have a circular meaning (p. 

244) and is used to identify a class of objects that is separate in quality and type (p. 244) 

from a larger group of visual objects (p. 245). The most helpful definition offered is that 

fine is used when one wants to make clear the intentions of the object’s maker (p. 246). In 

fact, Risatti states that both fine craft objects and fine design objects must be intended by 

their makers to be special (p. 247) and exceed aesthetic requirements (p. 247). Objects in 

both groups are “instrumentally functional” (p. 248), which means that they are 
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fundamentally utilitarian in nature. He describes the term fine art as “very restrictive and 

selective,” and implies that it is applied subjectively (p. 245). 

Lucic defines industrial as machine-made (p. 57), yet states that industrial art 

includes both “unique handmade” and mass-produced objects (p. 53). This must mean 

that only certain aspects of industrial are required of industrial art objects: the utilitarian 

functions (p. 53). Perhaps also a sense, an appearance of being manufactured is required 

since Lucic equates industrial art with the contemporary usage of applied arts and 

decorative arts (p. 53), which suggests a commercial aesthetic or popular appeal. All 

Lucic requires of industrial design is that it be intended for mass-production (p. 53). 

According to Risatti, the main difference between utilitarian craft and utilitarian 

design is production. Utilitarian design objects are “made in large quantities for a mass 

market” (p. 247). Objects in both categories must be practical and do nothing more than 

serve (p. 247). Because utilitarian craft is a sub-type of craft, the requirement that it be 

handmade (Lucic, 1995, p. 60; Risatti, 2007, p. 247) should still apply. Since Risatti 

never defines industrial, saying utilitarian design is a product of industrial production (p. 

247) is not very helpful. Using Lucic’s definition (p. 57), one could assume that Risatti 

means utilitarian design is the result of machine processes, that it is machine-made. 

Returning to Sennett’s definition of craft, that it is practiced over time (p. 123), 

and let it be the jumping off point for a new discussion. Sennett is the only one of the 

authors in this section to address the maker of a specific category of objects: the 

craftsman. According to Sennett, a craftsman is defined by an interest in (p. 120) and 

engagement with material and other craftspeople (p. 125). This is what Sennett calls 

material consciousness, the process of thinking about how to change materials (p. 120). 

This awareness is essential to being a craftsman (p. 119). For Sennett, the name 

craftsman “represents the desire to do something well for its own sake” (p. 144), a 
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sentiment that fits nicely with Risatti’s description of craft objects as being made with 

“far more effort, skill, and thought than necessary to make the object suitable to perform 

its function” (p. 240). Of all the human-object relationships, for craft, the primary 

relationship is the one between the object and its maker, as opposed to the relationship 

between the object and its user. 

Of the all the authors in this group, only Sennett and Burks define actual 

materials, media, and techniques. Sennett defines eleven: brick wall (p. 135), brickwork 

(p. 135), Coade stone (p. 135), compound (p. 135), glassis (p. 135), honest brick (p. 135), 

Liardet’s cement (p. 135), mixture (p. 135), slips (p. 135), stucco (p. 135), and synthesis 

(p. 135). Burks defines nine: asymmetrical balance (p. 36), balance (p. 36), bilateral 

symmetry (p. 36), paint (p. 56), pattern (p. 37), scale (p. 39), shellac (p. 56), symmetry (p. 

36), and varnish (p. 56). Clearly, this means that materials and techniques are important 

to Sennett and Burks, but we would be wise to avoid making the inverse assumption, that 

the other three writers are not interested in materials because they omitted discussion of 

them. Interestingly, each of these terms is unique, used by one writer only. 

Burks’ language is concrete, precise, and, most importantly, observational. It 

always refers back to the objects under discussion. Of all the shared terms, Burks uses 

just one: function (pp. 31, 39). Of all the closely related terms, Burks, again, uses just 

one: functional (p. 33). These two terms, plus the nine unique materials/media/technique 

terms discussed above, provides that Burks defined only eleven terms in total. 

Summery and Conclusions 

• These writers employ only four commone terms: art, craft, fine art, and function. 

• As with the other audience groups, function has a limited meaning, primarily 

utilitarian purpose or use. 
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• Craft is the most frequently defined category, but also the least consistenly 

defined.  

• These writers were very concerned with distinguishing between 16 categories of 

objects: craft, craft object, fine craft, handcraft, utilitarian craft, art, art object, 

artful object, conceptual art, contemporary art, fine art, industrial art, design 

object, fine design, industrial design, and utilitarian design. 

Object Statements 

Burks mentions form, as in the shape and configuration of an object or group of 

objects, in 19 of her 25 object statements. This is why I see her approach as being 

philosophical and concrete. She describes the appearance of individual objects (Bu6, 

Bu9, Bu25), the probable origins of certain shapes (Bu10), the placement of objects 

throughout rooms and buildings (Bu2, Bu3, Bu17), and a few examples of deliberate and 

sophisticated asymmetry (Bu7, Bu8). 

Despite a lack of written evidence (Bu23) regarding Shaker color theory, I am 

comfortable asserting that the Shakers chose materials and colors deliberately, but not 

rigidly. The extant objects show that color was employed in a consistent manner (Bu20), 

even when accounting for the preferences of different communities (Bu21). Burks also 

points out that the Shakers acknowledged the preferences of the surrounding 

communities, as well as price and availability (Bu19), as all sensible, practical business 

people should. The choice to use or avoid certain materials was made for specific 

reasons, such as: resistance to insect infestation (Bu11), allowing the wood grain to show 

(Bu16), an aversion to “cheating” (Bu15), or aesthetics (Bu22). 

Both human interaction and the effect the surrounding physical environment can 

have on interaction are the focus of Godfrey’s writing. Godfrey makes a compelling 
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argument that the purpose of art is experience. Art objects are unpredictable (Go4) and 

can inspire mental journeys (Go6); they are something to be encountered, not merely seen 

(Go21). An art object can be experienced up close and intimately (Go15, Go19). One can 

have a “conversation with an [art] object” (Go8). 

Of course, where a person physically encounters an art object affects how s/he 

reads the art object. Placing an object intended for a domestic setting (Go19) in a large 

museum gallery changes our relationship to it. The museum is a restrictive environment 

that de-emphasizes the unique nature of each art object (Go3). Usually, the art object 

itself does not change from location to location, even as its relationship to the viewer may 

change. There are some artists who have created objects that must change with each 

installation (Go17) because the surrounding environment is incorporated into the object. 

Godfrey is the only writer to propose active methods of reading an art object, as 

opposed to passively applying someone else’s standards (Go9). Asking questions inspired 

by the object (Go5), exploring the history of and around the object (Go7), and discussing 

the object with others (Go9) are ways of reaching meaningful and personal conclusions. 

More than any other aspect, Lucic focuses the physical form of objects. Because 

she wants to develop evaluation standards appropriate for American craft objects, Lucic 

points our several examples of form reflecting the early twentieth-century American 

environment, style, and mindset. Furniture often resembled architecture, especially 

skyscrapers (Lu6, Lu23, Lu27) which were unique to America at the time. References to 

machine production were common (Lu9, Lu25, Lu26), even in handmade objects (Lu28), 

and also uniquely American. 

Sennett made 67 object statements, which is the highest total of the writers in this 

audience group (see Chart 3), and is higher than the totals for both the educator-oriented 

writers (45) and the practitioner-oriented writers (36) (see Chart 5). Nearly half of 
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Sennett’s object statements (28) were devoted to technique. Sennett describes a few 

methods and tools for clay pots by hand (Se1, Se2), with a wheel (Se3, Se4, Se6), and 

why the invention of the potter’s wheel is so significant (Se5). He also describes various 

ways to make and fire bricks: “sun-firing” (Se38), “sautéing” irregular shapes (Se48), by 

machine (Se62), and in wood kilns (Se39). For Sennett, the history of brick making 

illustrates the ever-changing relationship we humans have with objects and buildings. 

Sometimes brick is primitive (Se66), or handmade of local materials (Se57). Other times, 

the shape and size of brick permitted new architectural designs (Se41, Se45, Se46). In the 

eighteenth century (Se61), a desire for reduced cost and consistency of color (Se64) led 

to the increase of machine production. Aside from Burks, Sennett is the only other writer 

in this audience group to mention color in any significant way. Sennett discusses how 

advances in kiln technology led to increased use of color on pots and bricks (Se20, Se27, 

Se42) and how local geology affects the color of the clay itself (Se57, Se67). 

Summary and Conclusions 

• Burks essay is an excellent example of evidence-based writing about objects. Her 

entire discussion is thoroughly grounded in the world and objects made by the 

Shakers. 

• Godfrey was the only writer to place so much emphasis on the relationship 

between art objects and viewers. 

• Lucic wants to develop evaluation standards appropriate for American craft 

objects because Euro-centric standards fail to account for differences between the 

cultures. 

• Risatti’s primary concern was to figure out a system for distinguishing between 

art objects and craft objects that did not rely on function. 
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Function Statements 

Burks’s chapter on Shaker furniture focuses equally on the expression of ideals 

through objects, and how their placement within spaces affects personal interactions and 

physical movement. Objects placed and/or made in such a way would encourage specific 

behaviors: wheeled beds are easy to move and encouraged thorough cleaning (Bu46); peg 

board and hooks placed along walls conserve valuable floor space by replacing free-

standing shelves and bureaus (Bu31), and prevent people from piling up objects rather 

than putting them way; walls, steps, and railings guide movement between buildings 

(Bu35); large rooms built without pillars accommodate assemblies and dancing (Bu27). 

However, the Shaker’s acknowledged the futility of attempting to change certain 

behaviors, and so to protect floors and carpets from their users they modified the rear legs 

by adding swivels or tilting feet (Bu51). These are all examples of objects encoding and 

symbolizing the Shaker’s philosophy and world view in addition to their sociofunctions 

of organizing people and spaces. 

Hierarchy in the Shaker community was represented subtly. For example, the 

leaders sat at a short table (Bu33) while the rest of the large family used longer tables 

(Bu32). At some point, various Shaker communities began installing locks on storage 

areas to prevent use by “non-covenanted members” (Bu53) who had no permanent 

commitment to the community. Pattern and decoration, both by their presence and 

absence, represent the primary tenets of the Shakers: simplicity, cleanliness, utility, 

perfection (Bu45). If a piece had a pattern, then it was executed perfectly using precise 

and accurate tools (Bu39) in order to maintain uniformity across all products (Bu40). 

Shaker makers loved bold color (Bu55) but also valued the natural grain of the wood they 

used (Bu54). A compromise was to use thin paints on some pieces (Bu54) and opaque 

paints on others (Bu55). Changes in thought and practice led to changes in the physical 
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environment. Increasing intricacy in dance formations required the addition of wooden or 

copper pieces in the dance floor to provide visual cues (Bu34). Reconsideration of what 

materials were unnecessary led to replacing brass knobs with wood (Bu44). 

Godfrey is interested in artworks as objects and in their physical nature. Each of 

his 19 statements makes this abundantly clear. Godfrey is also interested in the changing 

roles5 of objects, acknowledging explicitly that this happens (Go35, 38, 39) and that 

cultural contexts are important (Go26). He also presents several examples of how 

contemporary audiences’ experiences with many art objects in museums are quite 

contrary to what the artists intended: Rembrandt’s (Go24) and Raphael’s (Go23) works 

for private homes; a Kabuto helmet and a painted shop sign both reside, unused, in 

museum displays (Go35); utilitarian chairs and lacquer boxes (Go22). This mention of 

artist intention allows Godfrey to discuss the audience experience in an interesting way. 

The physical setting of the artwork affects the viewer: finding images in unexpected 

places, such as public toilets (Go33); ecclesiastical objects now in museums (Go23); non-

advertising images appearing where only advertising images are expected (Go33). 

What Lucic emphasizes most in her chapter is the symbolism of objects/images, 

styles, and materials. Lucic employs a slew of dynamic words such as “connote” (Lu40), 

“symbolic” (Lu42), “embodies” (Lu46), “gestures” (Lu50), “reveal” (Lu59), “acquires” 

(Lu62), “allies” (Lu65), “invocation” (Lu66), “represents” (Lu68), “suggests” (Lu73), 

and constantly speaks from the point of view of the objects, so much so that one might 

begin to believe the objects themselves are active participants. Also, Lucic discusses 

socio- and ideofunctions almost exclusively, mentioning technofunctions just once 

(Lu41). Style and appearance come up frequently in her discussion, both as a concept 

expressed by the object, and as an expression of social or cultural ideals.  
                                                
5 roles as defined by Fleming (p. 166). See Definitions in Chapter 1. 
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Lucic argues that American craft objects are on the same level as European craft 

objects (Lu46, Lu48, Lu50), despite a history of being considered second-tier (Lu39, 

Lu51, Lu53, Lu58, Lu77). She questions the validity and wisdom of evaluating American 

objects using Euro-centric standards (Lu58) that represent many ideals and cultural 

expectations (Lu53) not shared by American makers (Lu42, Lu59, Lu70). Lucic is not 

advocating eliminating those standards. Rather, she desires the development of standards 

appropriate for American objects, standards that account for the values and circumstances 

of American makers. European objects represented European ideas of luxury (Lu51) and 

American objects represented American ideas of innovation and modernity (Lu81). 

The first thing to mention about Risatti’s chapter is his particular use of the words 

function and functional: he employs them exclusively to mean utility and utilitarian in at 

least 15 statements. This use is clearest when he rejects the existence of the purely 

utilitarian object (Ri31); nonfunctional refers to non-utilitarian functions such as artistic 

expression (Ri33), visual communication (Ri45), and fulfilling social requirements 

(Ri53). The purely nonutilitarian object does not exist, because even the most basic 

objects possess at least a few aesthetic qualities (Ri24, Ri64), which Risatti categorizes as 

non-functional qualities, specifically meaning non-utilitarian (p. 247). For the sake of 

consistency and clarity with preceding and following sections that employ a broader 

definition of function, I use the terms utility and (non-)utilitarian here, even though an 

observant reader of the appedices will notice that Risatti utilizes these terms perhaps once 

or twice. 

Risatti talks about intention and function together at great length. This occurs 

because he believes that taking into account the intentions of an object’s maker enables 

greater understanding of the object itself (Ri25), even when non-utilitarian functions are 

present unintentionally (Ri32), existing as accidents of the process even in the most crude 
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and basic objects (Ri64). Because functions are determined by what the object is 

supposed to do and not merely what it can do (Ri26), understanding intention can help 

one to avoid imposing inappropriate values onto objects (Ri44) and to appreciate the 

multiple roles the maker intended the object to play (Ri 45). Intention is so very 

important to Risatti because it is completely intertwined with function. One cannot be 

understood without the other. Risatti goes on to argue that understanding intention is 

essential for categorizing aesthetic objects (Ri63). Objects intended to be aesthetic and to 

communicate visually are purposed by their makers to perform socio- and ideo-functions. 

For Risatti, an object intended to be highly aesthetic and expressive is an object intended 

to be art (Ri56). Since utilitarian objects can be aesthetic (Ri33), and since an absence of 

utility does not automatically make an object art (Ri21), Risatti argues that using function 

to distinguish between categories of objects is ill-advised (Ri37) because the 

function/non-function split has its roots in reactions to the growth of industrial 

manufacture and commercial art (Ri59, Ri60). Because this approach is based more on 

taste (Ri60) and socially- and class-based biases (Ri61) rather than on philosophical 

grounds, Risatti rejects this art-versus-utility “gradient” (Ri36), sealing the point with the 

observation that in nonindustrialized and noncommercialized countries, utilitarian objects 

have not been devalued in comparison to their non-utilitarian counterparts (Ri62). 

Rather than ponder the meaning of function or the relationship between functions 

and intentions, Sennett discusses clay pots, kilns, marker’s marks, and brick making, and 

by way of these things, explores various types of function. However, Sennett uses the 

word function exactly once, to mean “perform their tasks properly” (Se88). He does use 

“utility” (Se69, Se70) and “utilitarian” (Se72, Se 114), which suggests that Sennett 

distinguishes between types of function, that he might not equate utility with function. 

When discussing socio- and ideofunctions, Sennett uses permutations of “value” (Se99, 
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Se109) such as “symbolic value” (Se80), “economic value” (Se89, Se74), and “conscious 

value” (Se108). Related words and phrases include “emblem” (Se107), “encoded” 

(Se85), “carried...significance” (Se86), and “embodied” (Se106). Sennett also uses 

several active words and phrases to describe the functions being performed: “serving” 

(Se73), “entertain” (Se75), “instruct” (Se75), “create a narrative” (Se78), “attest” (Se90) 

and “declare” (Se94) both appear in reference to slave builders’ marks, “mirrors” 

(Se100), “stresses” (Se111) is used as a synonym for emphasizes. This has the effect of 

anthropomorphizing objects, especially brick (Se98). 

For Sennett, bricks embody a slew of socio- and ideofunctions: existence, 

evidence of prefered construction techniques, communication of cultural values, and 

politics. Sennett describes how brickmakers began to “invest cooked lumps of clay with 

human qualities of an ethical sort” (Se95) and consider them to be honest (Se95, Se101) 

or friendly (Se95). For Sennett, the act of linking materials and ethical qualities is an 

expression of value (Se99), of ideofunction. He describes how the very act of making a 

brick carried ethical implications: individually (Se107), or industrially(Se109). The value 

of brick lies in being hand-sized (Se93) and portable (Se83), revealing a connection to the 

human body and to construction practices. Another body and hand connection, one more 

political in nature (Se91), is the mark left by a brickmaker, particularly those left by 

Roman slaves. Sennett explains that the value of these marks is that they “declare, ‘I 

exist’”(Se94), they offer factual proof of the slaves’ presence in Rome (Se90). These 

marks also call attention to the brick itself (Se92). 

Summary and Conclusions 

As a whole, this group of writers made just over 30% more function statements 

(188) than the other two audience groups combined (139 total). This is primarily because 

all the writings in this group are essays or chapters in books, whereas all the writings in 
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the other two groups are journal articles of shorter length. Burks’ and Lucic’s essays 

appear in an exhibition catalogs. Godfrey’s essay is part of a group written by teachers 

and consultants at the Sotheby’s Instutute. Risatti’s and Sennett’s writings are single 

chapters from their own books. 

Burks’ essay is a wonderful example of how to understand objects through the 

context of the makers’ beliefs and intentions. Also, she builds a picture of the Shakers as 

an active community that evolves and changes as the world and their ideas change. Lucic 

and Godfrey explore various issues surrounding perception of objects, and how physical 

and cultural contexts influence those perceptions. Godfrey is concerned with how 

changes in physical setting alter the viewer’s understanding of and relationship to objects 

and imges. Lucic explores how differing aesthetic movements and political environments 

influenced American and European craft makers, and how the differences affected 

perception of their objects. Risatti and Sennett explore the concepts of art, craft, 

handwork, and simulation.  

• Burks, Lucic, and Godfrey write philosophically and concretely about specific, 

descrete objects and spaces. 

• Godfrey asserts that physical context affects the viewer’s experience and 

interpretations. 

• Lucic advocates for the development of standards that take into consideration the 

values and circumstances of the makers and objects being evaluated. 

• Risatti and Sennett write philosophically about archetypes of objects such as 

bricks, knives, and clay pots. 
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CHAPTER SUMMARY 

The analysis in this chapter was broken into three sections so that I could examine 

each writing group’s definitions, object statements, and functions statements. The 

purpose of this chapter was to understand how each individual audience group, as a 

whole, defines shared terms, discussed objects and techniques, and approached the 

concept of function. My goal was to do so as objectively as possible, while fully 

acknowledging when and where I had to make decisions based on personal preference 

and interpretation. These choices were made during selection of the articles and chapters, 

identification of implied definitions, and determining which, if any, types of function 

were being discussed. 

The following chapter contains cross analyses of the audience groups organized 

by the three information groups: definitions; object statements; function statements. The 

purpose of this chapter is to understand the differences and similarities in the definitions 

and concepts used by the three audience groups. 
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Chapter 4:  Cross-Analyses of the Information Groups 

In contrast to the previous chapter, which analyzed the audience groups 

individually, the purpose of this chapter is to analyze the information groups by cross 

examining the definitions, object statements, and function statements drawn from the 

selected writings. The intent of the definitions section is to identify common terms and to 

present information leading to an understanding of how the three groups used these 

terms. The purpose of the object statement and function statement sections is to identify 

both similar and conflicting approaches to how language is used. In the object statement 

section, this process involved comparing the language used to describe objects (e.g., 

material; form or shape; decoration; style; etc.), makers (e.g., training; studio practice; 

interests; involvement in creative community; etc.), and techniques (e.g., traditional; 

handmade; mass-produced; unique; machine-made; etc.). In the function statement 

section, each group’s overall concept of function was compared and examined for 

similarities, overlaps, and conflicts. 

DEFINITIONS 

The education-oriented writers, as a group, identified 30 unique terms. Adding up 

the individual writers’ totals given in Chart 1 in Chapter 3 suggests a higher total (50 

unique terms). However, after accounting for terms identified by multiple writers, the 

actual total number of unique terms identified by the education-oriented writers, as a 

group, is in fact just 30. Following this process for the practitioner-oriented writers and 

the general audience writers, I determined that the practitioner-oriented writers identified 

41 unique terms, and the general audience writers identified 77 unique terms (see Chart 4 

below). I followed this process once more to determine the grand total number of unique 

terms identified by all 15 writers: 135 unique terms. 
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Chart 4. Definitions: Absolute Totals of Unique Terms 

After scanning through the complete list of terms identified by the three audience 

groups (see Appendices B, C, D), I was surprised by the shortage of common 

terminology. Only three terms appear in writings from all three groups: art 9 times; craft 

30 times; function 15 times. 
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Term Audience Writer # of Definitions 

art Educator Poser 1 
 General Audience Risatti 1 
 General Audience Sennett 1 
 Practitioner Stellaccio 2 
 Practitioner Ullrich 4 
   9 total 
craft Practitioner Bachman 8 
 Educator Katter 4 
 General Audience Lucic 3 
 Educator Poser 7 
 General Audience Sennett 2 
 Practitioner Scollon 8 
   32 total 
function Practitioner Bachman 1 
 General Audience Burks 2 
 General Audience Lucic 1 
 Educator Poser 1 
 General Audience Risatti 1 
 Practitioner Stellaccio 3 
 Practitioner Ullrich 6 
   15 total 

Table 2. Definitions Shared by the Three Audience Groups 

An additional six terms appear in only two writings: fine art 7 times in educator-oriented 

and general audience writings; art object 7 times in educator-oriented and practitioner-

oriented writings; craft object 5 times in general audience and practitioner-oriented 

writings; crafted 4 times in educator-oriented and practitioner-oriented writings; 

functional 5 times in general audience and practitioner-oriented writings; traditional 6 

times in educator-oriented and general audience writings. 
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Term Audience Writer # of Definitions 

art, fine General Audience Lucic 1 
 General Audience Risatti 2 
 Educator White and Congdon 4 
   7 total 
art, object Practitioner Bachman 1 
 General Audience Risatti 6 
   7 total 
craft, object General Audiene Risatti 4 
 Practitioner Scollon 1 
   5 total 
crafted Educator Heise 1 
 Educator Manifold 2 
 Practitioner Stellaccio 1 
   4 total 
functional Practitioner Bachman 2 
 General Audience Burks 1 
 Practitioner Koplos 1 
 Practitioner Scollon 1 
 Practitioner Ullrich 2 
   7 total 
traditional Educator Manifold 3 
 General Audience Lucic 3 
   6 total 

Table 3. Definitions Shared by Two Audience Groups 

Including both sets of terms (those used by two groups, and those used by all three 

groups) brings the number of terms available for cross-examination to 9 of 135 unique 

terms. This tiny primary sample, only 6.67%, provides a thin understanding of 

vocabulary usage, unless closely related terms are included in the discussion as well, 

even though only one writer or group may have used them. 
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Art 

None of the 5 authors who used the term art agree about the definition of art. This 

is not a surprise because the definitions are narrowly focused, and therefore must 

represent only a small part of each authors’ personal definition of art. The general 

audience and practitioner definitions do not exclude each other, nor do they overlap. 

However, some of the definitions do appear related (in the familial sense 

described at the beginning of the chapter), and I wonder how the authors might respond if 

asked about each other’s definitions. 

One could argue that Risatti and Poser both value deliberateness and concept: 

Risatti’s focus on intention (p. 246) is an emphasis on conscious action, which must be 

part of anything described as “intellectual” (Poser, 2008, p. 81). It is no great leap from 

the idea of the “spiritual” (Poser, 2008, p. 81), something intangible and abstract, to the 

idea of being untouched by daily life (Ullrich, 2006, p. 14). Sennett’s (2008) emphasis on 

immediacy (p. 123) intertwines nicely with Ullrich’s focus on kinetic interaction (p. 15), 

as does the idea of art being an event. Compared to all the other definitions, Stellaccio’s 

is the most specific and empirical, being based on mostly objective criteria (p. 108). 
Audience Writer Type  
Educator-oriented Po E use value determined by “the aesthetic, 

intellectual, and spiritual” p. 81. 
General Audience Ri E intention to be such is essential, p. 246. 
General Audience Se E immediate event, p. 123. 
Practitioner-oriented St E characterized by form, subject, and content, 

p. 108. 
Practitioner-oriented St E not defined by medium, p. 107. 
Practitioner-oriented Ul E should be untouched by daily life, p. 14. 
Practitioner-oriented Ul E contemporary: emphasis on experience and 

sensation, p. 15. 
Practitioner-oriented Ul E form of perception, p. 15. 
Practitioner-oriented Ul E quality of activity, p. 15. 

Table 4. Definitions: Art 
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Art, Fine 

Of all the categories of art identified by the writers, only one term was defined by 

at least two groups: fine art. All but one of the other terms were used each by only one 

author6. As with the term art, none of the authors apparently agree or disagree with each 

other. There is so little overlap because the issues they are interested in are so different. 

White and Congdon (1998) are focused on teasing out the differences between folk art 

and fine art, while Risatti is focused on the distinction between art and fine art. Lucic’s 

lack of interest in fine art is evidenced by the fact that her definition depends on knowing 

how she defines industrial art. 
Audience Writer Type  
General Audience Lu E separate from industrial art, p. 61. 
General Audience Ri I part of a larger class of visual objects, p. 

245. 
General Audience Ri I the term...is very restrictive and selective in 

order to separate the vast majority of visual 
images, including commercial art, from ones 
deemed of sufficient aesthetic quality to 
actually be art, p. 245. 

Educator-oriented WC I tradition in innovation, p. 41. 
Educator-oriented WC I salable, p. 24. 
Educator-oriented WC E academic, p. 41. 
Educator-oriented WC E urban, p. 24. 

Table 5. Definitions: Art, Fine 

Art Object 

Technically, the term art object is used by writers in two groups, but the reality is 

that six of the seven definitions come from just one writer, Risatti, and his point of view 

is fairly complete. 

                                                
6 contemporary art (Godfrey, p. 10); folk art (Heise, pp. 62, 63, 63, 64, 64, 65, 65, 65; White and Congdon, 
pp. 22, 22, 23); functional art (Ullrich, pp. 14, 14, 15, 15); industrial art (Lucic, p. 53 (3 times)); decorative 
arts (Ullrich, p. 15). 
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Bachman asserts that art objects are not used (p. 47), as in, not utilitarian, an 

assertion Risatti would understand, but also dispute. Risatti implies that objects with 

utilitarian functions can be art objects (p. 241). 
Audience Writer Type  
Practitioner-oriented Ba E autonomous, rarefied, not touched or used, p. 

47. 
General Audience Ri E the object must possess sufficient aesthetic 

qualities marshaled by the maker in the 
service of artistic expression, p. 241. 

General Audience Ri I Not all objects absent function are actually 
art objects, p. 239. 

General Audience Ri I it is possible for all kinds of objects to be 
works of art, not just those that are 
nonfunctional like paintings and sculptures, 
p. 241. 

General Audience Ri I possessing some aesthetic qualities is not 
enough to make an object art, p. 243. 

General Audience Ri I a way to distinguish between the 
aesthetic/art object and the non-
aesthetic/non-art objects...will have to entail 
subjective decisions made on an object by 
object basis, p. 243. 

General Audience Ri E must adhere to a sign system, p. 242. 

Table 6. Definitions: Art Object 

Craft 

Craft was defined by two writers in each of the three audience groups and is the 

most defined of all 133 terms. It was defined 32 times: 4 times each Katter and 7 times by 

Poser, both educator-oriented authors; 3 times by Lucic and twice by Sennett, both 

general audience-oriented authors; and 8 times each by Bachman and Scollon, both 

practitioner-oriented authors. However, the definitions are varied and shared by only two 

groups at most. For example, the idea of craft having social aspects is shared by two 
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practitioner writers, Bachman (p. 47) and Scollon (p. 105), and one educator writer, 

Katter (p. 12), but not by the general audience writers. 
Audience Writer Type  
Educator-oriented Ka E dynamically interwoven with context (shared 

experience, aesthetic tradition, patterns of 
use), p. 13. 

Educator-oriented Po E utilitarian, p. 81. 
Educator-oriented Po E use value determined by function, p. 81. 
Educator-oriented Po I feminized “combines feminized domestic 

American tradition of knitting,” p. 84. 
Educator-oriented Po I domestic “combines feminized domestic 

American tradition of knitting,” p. 84. 
Educator-oriented Po I inefficient “reject efficiency,” p. 81. 
Educator-oriented Po I slow “meticulously/painstakingly crafted,” p. 

82. 
Educator-oriented Po I neither industrial nor monumental “Cole's 

work takes the craft into an industrial, 
monumental, and public realm,” p. 84. 

General Audience Lu I method, p. 54. 
General Audience Lu I handmade, p. 60. 
General Audience Lu I unique, p. 59. 
General Audience Se E practice is stretched out, p. 123. 
General Audience Se I separated from art by the elapse of time, p. 

123. 
Practitioner-oriented Ba E (the crude, contemporary construction) 

“neutral” disciplinary practices or skills: 
ceramics, glass, metal, textiles and wood, p. 
46. 

Practitioner-oriented Ba E tradition of social engagement, p. 47. 
Practitioner-oriented Ba E interactive art form, p. 48. 
Practitioner-oriented Ba E tactile and mobile, p. 47. 
Practitioner-oriented Ba E ubiquitous and banal, p. 47. 
Practitioner-oriented Ba E luxurious and celebrated, p. 47. 
Practitioner-oriented Ba E access a range of human experiences from 

personal to public, p. 47. 
Practitioner-oriented Ba E many practices surrounded by nostalgia and 

romanticism, p. 46. 

Table 7. Definitions: Craft 
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Table 7 (continued) 
Practitioner-oriented Sn E most commonly identified by material, 

primarily textiles, wood, fine metals, glass, 
ceramics, p. 104. 

Practitioner-oriented Sn E functional and mimetic, p. 104. 
Practitioner-oriented Sn E has the potential “to carve aesthetic 

experiences out of everyday situations,” p. 
105. 

Practitioner-oriented Sn I always tied to a certain set of materials, p. 
104. 

Practitioner-oriented Sn I doesn't include every ceramic object, p. 105. 
Practitioner-oriented Sn I distinct from pottery and sculpture, p. 104. 
Practitioner-oriented Sn I history of utility, p. 105. 
Practitioner-oriented Sn I possesses a relational and social nature, p. 

105. 

Craft Object 

Though craft object was, technically, defined by writers in two audience groups, 

Scollon’s definition was merely implied once and Risatti’s was stated explicitly four 

times. There truly is no overlap among these definitions, even though both writers 

reference utility: “functional base” (Risatti, p. 243); “interact and use” (Scollon, p. 105). 

Scollon states the craft objects can overlap with art (p. 105), an idea about which Risatti 

is silent. Instead, Risatti focuses on the utilitarian nature of craft objects, even going so 

far as to specify what types of objects qualify: containers, covers, and supports (p. 244). 
Audience Writer Type  
General Audience Ri E objects into which has gone far more effort, 

skill, and thought than necessary to make the 
object suitable to perform its function, p. 
240. 

General Audience Ri E possess a functional base, p. 243. 
General Audience Ri E “composed of the sets ‘containers,’ ‘covers,’ 

and ‘supports,’” p. 244. 
General Audience Ri E must be made by hand, p. 247. 
Practitioner-oriented Sn I can exist in the conceptual space of art, 

while also being physical facts of the 
everyday with which to interact and use, p. 
105. 
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Table 8. Definitions: Craft Object 

Crafted 

All the definitions of crafted proposed by the writers are implied. Each author 

used the word, but did not define it explicitly. Despite this omission, it is the most 

cohesively defined term examined so far. These definitions are based on the context 

provided by the sentence/passage in which the word was used. All three writers use 

crafted to mean physically constructed or built; that it exists as a tangible object and not 

merely as a digital/paper design. The educator writers agree that crafted also carries the 

sense that the objects were thought out in advance and were built carefully. 

Though the definition is narrow, its application is wide. Manifold describes 

paintings as being crafted; Stellaccio discusses ceramic objects; Heise applies the term to 

quilts. 
Audience Writer Type  
Educator-oriented He I constructed, designed, p. 64. 
Educator-oriented Mf I deliberately, p. 21. 
Educator-oriented Mf I considerately and skillfully built, p. 23. 
Practitioner-oriented St I constructed, made, p. 108. 

Table 9. Definitions: Crafted 

Function 

Seven writers, from all three groups, used the term function. Four of the writers 

limit the term to utility: Bachman (p. 48), Risatti (p. 247), Stellaccio (p. 108), and Ullrich 

(p. 14). Burks, Poser, and Lucic define function very broadly, but still as limited to 

practical utility. “Purpose” (Burks, p. 39; Lucic, p. 57) could mean anything, socio-, 

techno-, or ideofunction. “Use” (Burks, p. 31; Lucic, p. 57) feels narrower, perhaps 

limited to just socio- and ideofunctions. Only Ullrich mentions socio- or ideofunctions: 

politics, morals, and aesthetics (p. 14). 
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Audience Writer Type  
Practitioner-oriented Ba I (noun) use, utility, p. 48. 
General Audience Bu I (noun) use, p. 31. 
General Audience Bu I (noun) purpose, p. 39. 
General Audience Lu I (noun) use, purpose, p. 57. 
Educator-oriented Po I use, p. 81. 
General Audience Ri I (noun) utilitarian use, p. 247. 
Practitioner-oriented St E the subject of utilitarian vessels, p. 108. 
Practitioner-oriented St E the purposeful action of the object and the 

contents for which the object is a medium, p. 
108. 

Practitioner-oriented St I utilitarian, p. 108. 
Practitioner-oriented Ul E not static, p. 14. 
Practitioner-oriented Ul E performative, p. 14. 
Practitioner-oriented Ul E tied to aesthetics, p. 14. 
Practitioner-oriented Ul E tied to morals, p. 14. 
Practitioner-oriented Ul E tied to politics, p. 14. 
Practitioner-oriented Ul E tied to existential possibilities, p. 14. 

Table 10. Definitions: Function 

Traditional 

Like with many of the other terms, the writers who employed the term traditional 

seem to talk past each other, neither agreeing nor disagreeing with one another regarding 

how the term is used. These definitions are broad, with fuzzy edges where they might 

intersect each other, if one interpreted these terms a particular way. 
Audience Writer Type  
General Audience Lu I pre “modern,” p. 53. 
General Audience Lu I pre-machine, p. 56. 
General Audience Lu I familiar, p. 56. 
Educator-oriented Mf I guided by past community practice, pp. 18, 

23. 
Educator-oriented Mf I formulaic composition, p. 18. 

Table 11. Definitions: Traditional 
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Summary and Conclusions 

I was surprised by how often the writers examined in this study assumed the 

reader would understand the intended meaning of a term, either through context or 

previous exposure to the specific term and its meaning. For most terms, I was able to 

determine an intended, or implied, meaning from the context of the whole article or 

chapter. However, for some words, context provided few helpful clues. To satisfy my 

curiosity, I did look up some of them: German functionalism (Lucic, 1995); synchronous 

relationship to time (Manifold, 2000); and direct perception (Koplos, 1996). Because of 

the methods of text and content analysis I employed in this study, I could not use the 

definitions I found outside of the text, however enlightening they were. The table below 

illustrates the total number of definitions made by each audience group. These numbers 

are significantly larger than the numbers found in Chart 4 in Chapter Four. This is 

because Table K is concerned with the total number of definitions given to each unique 

term. For example, craft was counted as one unique term with 32 definitions, some made 

explicitly and other merely implied. 
 Total # of 

Definitions 
Explicit Definitions 

# / % of Total 
Implied Definitions 

# / % of Total 
Educator-oriented 69 37 / 53.62% 32 / 46.38% 
Practitioner-Oriented 117 77 / 65.81% 40 / 34.19% 
General Audience 162 121 / 74.69% 41 / 25.32% 

Table 12. Explicit Definitions Vs. Implied Definitions 

Using the table above, examine the numbers for the general audience group: the writers 

in this group made 162 definitions, of which 121 were explicit definitions and 41 were 

implied definitions; all three absolute number are the highest of the three audience 

groups. 121 explicit definitions represent 74.69% of 162, which is also the highest 

percentage of the three audience groups; 41 implied definitions represent 25.32% of 162, 
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which is the lowest percentage of the three audience groups. The definitions made by the 

educator-oriented writers are nearly evenly split, with slightly more than half being 

explicit definitions. Although the educator-oriented writers clearly intended their articles 

for knowledgeable and academic readers (all five articles appeared in the NAEA7 

publication, Art Education), I assumed they would not presume that every reader would 

define all the terms in the same way as the writers. This assumption was influenced by 

my deeply seated preference for precise language, and my tendency to err on the side of 

providing too much information rather than too little. 

OBJECT STATEMENTS 

This section has two subsections. The first subsection deals with numbers: the 

total numbers of object statements made by each audience group; and the ratio of the 

number of object statements to the number of pages that make up the complied writings. 

The second subsection explores content: differences and similarities of approach, of 

concept, and of attitude. 

Fun With Numbers 

General audience statements are seen more frequently than either educator-

oriented or practitioner-oriented statements. This is because the general audience writings 

are essays or chapters in books, which contain more pages than the educator-oriented and 

practitioner-oriented writings contained in articles situated in magazines and journals. 

Since essays are typically much longer than articles, it follows then that the general 

audience writings would contain more object statements than the other two audience 

groups. Sennett, made 67 object statements, which is the highest number of the writers in 

the general audience group (see Chart 3 in Chapter Three), and is larger in frequency 

                                                
7 National Art Education Association 
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than the group totals for both the educator-oriented writers (45) and the practitioner-

oriented writers (36) (see Chart 5 below). 

 

Chart 5. Object Statements: Absolute Totals 

That Sennett made so many more object statements, beyond those made by an entire 

audience group, was staggering, until I adjusted for the disparity in writing length. The 

adjustments I made for this information group are less rigorous than those I made for the 

function statements (explained in the Function section of this chapter). 

To make adjustments for length, I calculated a ratio of the number of object 

statements to the number of pages that make up the complied writings. This is not a 

terribly precise measure because each article and chapter is formatted slightly differently, 

and some publications contain images. I decided against using word totals because some 
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writers are the souls of brevity and others are rather loquacious. Adjusting for that 

disparity in addition to overall length would take my analysis too far away from its 

primary purpose: comparing the content and tone of the statements of each audience 

group. Therefore, Chart 6 below illustrates, for each writer, the number of object 

statements per page. 

 

Chart 6. Object Statements: Number Per Page 

The most important thing to point out first is that Sennett has only the fourth highest ratio 

(2.39) of object statements per page, despite having the highest overall total. Two 

practitioner-oriented writers, Scollon (4.00) and Ullrich (3.00), and one general audience 

writer, Lucic (3.80) have higher ratios. 
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Comparing Content 

Half of the writers (8 of 15) examined in this study based their discussions on 

specific objects and people: Heise, Manifold, Koplos, White and Congdon, Lucic, 

Godfrey, Burks, and Poser. Two writers based their discussions on archetypes, on models 

of specific objects: Sennett and Stellaccio. The approach of the remaining writers is best 

described as philosophical, based on theory: Bachman, Ullrich, Risatti, Scollon, and 

Katter. All 15 writers examined in this study acknowledged, in some manner, the social 

nature of objects. 

First up is the majority approach: evidence-based discussion. Writers in all three 

audience groups used this approach: four educator-oriented writers (Heise, Manifold, 

White and Condgon, Poser); one practitioner-oriented writers (Koplos); and three general 

audience writers (Godfrey, Lucic, Burks). I expected that most of the writers examined in 

this study would refer to specific objects to support their discussions, and am pleased that 

at least half the writers do so. 

Heise discusses observable and verifiable elements, such as sources and types of 

materials (He5), construction technique, imagery (He3), and setting and manner of skill 

acquisition (He1). Poser’s statements are mostly descriptive, addressing appearance 

(Po4), technique (Po5), and materials (Po3, Po4, Po5). Manifold describes the technique 

one artist uses to create a photorealistic painting (Mf1), and how the artist alters (Mf3) or 

omits (Mf5) details to create a more satisfactory composition. White and Congdon 

describe the works of two artists, Haring and Burkholder. They discuss pattern and 

construction (WC7), materials (WC11, WC7), and style influences (WC5, WC6, WC12, 

WC10). 

Koplos focuses on material and form when describing objects: “wooden lamp” 

(Ko12); “ceramic bowls, brass braziers, bamboo baskets, cotton jackets, iron kettles and 
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lacquered wooden boxes” (Ko2); “a full belly that becomes an almost straight sided 

bowl” (Ko5). She also mentions cooperative production methods (Ko9). 

Burks describes the appearance of individual objects (Bu6, Bu9, Bu25), the 

probable origins of certain shapes (Bu10), the placement of objects throughout rooms and 

buildings (Bu2, Bu3, Bu17), and a few examples of deliberate and sophisticated 

asymmetry (Bu7, Bu8). Godfrey’s writing is indeed highly philosophical, but because he 

refers to specific art objects to support his arguments, I have placed him in the “evidence-

based” group. He refers to several states of a single etching to illustrate the creative 

process of an artist (Go10, Go12, Go13, Go14) and the effect of experiencing art in a 

domestic, human-scale setting (Go15). Godfrey is interested in the effect of physical 

location on an art object, and mentions two artists, Kosuth (Go17) and Rothko (Go19), to 

make his point. 

The philosophically inclined writers include one educator-oriented writer (Katter); 

three practitioner-oriented writers (Bachman, Scollon, Ullrich); and one general audience 

writer (Risatti). I find it curious that three of the five practitioner-oriented writers 

preferred the philosophical approach. 

Community connections are important to Katter (Ka2). He sees the relationship 

between people and craft objects as non-static (Ka8) because groups adapt and recreate 

traditions (Ka7) as makers borrow and assimilate ideas and practices from other cultures 

(Ka3). 

Because Bachman made only three object statements, the only safe thing to say 

here is that for Bachman, craft objects are a sub-type of art objects, and the primary 

difference between them is function, which Bachman defined as utility (p. 48). She 

mentions “disciplinary focus” (Ba2) as something shared by artists craftspeople, even art 

objects (Ba1) are so very different from craft objects (Ba3). 
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Scollon seeks to categorize ceramic objects into four groups defined by the 

presence/absence of function (utility) and mimesis: pottery (Sc2), craft (Sn2), ceramic 

scuplture (Sn8), and axiomatic vessel (p. 104). He analyzes the categories, pointing out 

gaps (Sn5), and indentifying what he views as incorrect assumptions (Sn6). Both of 

Scollon’s descriptions of technique include references to the maker’s conceptual 

approach (Sn1, Sn3). 

Like Scollon, Risatti is interested in categorizing objects. His focus, however, is 

on how to distinguish between art objects and craft objects without relying on the 

presence or absence of function, which he defines as utility (p. 247). 

I believe Ullrich has no interest in separating objects from social value and 

meaning. I believe she sees all objects as subject to social changes (Ul3). Her description 

of the intentions of a maker (Ul1), and her description of “functional craft art” (Ul2) both 

incorporate the idea of social and political meaning. 

Summary and Conclusions 

Only half of the writers in this study referred to specific objects or people in their 

discussions (Heise, Manifold, Koplos, White and Congdon, Lucic, Godfrey, Burks, 

Poser). The remaining seven writers took a philosophical approach, discussing either 

theory (Bachman, Ullrich, Risatti, Scollon, Katter) or archetypes of objects (Sennett, 

Stellaccio). All the writers identified some kind of social aspect of objects, ranging from 

minor symbolism to strong cultural significance and importance. 

FUNCTION STATEMENTS 

This section has two subsections. The first subsection deals with numbers: the 

total numbers of function statements made by each audience group; the total numbers of 

statements about each of the three types of function made by each audience group; and 
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the relative numbers (percentages) of statements about the three types of function made 

by each audience group. The second subsection explores content: differences and 

similarities of approach, of concept, and of attitude. 

Fun With Numbers 

According to Chart 7 below, there are slightly more than 3 times as many general 

audience function statements (188) as there are practitioner-oriented function statements 

(59), and over twice as many general audience function statements as there are educator-

oriented function statements (80). However, this simple comparison is misleading 

because, as mentioned in the Object Statements section, the general audience writings are 

essays and chapters in books, whereas the educator-oriented and praactitioner-oriented 

writings are sharter in length articles from journals and magazines. Essays and chapters 

are generally longer than articles, therefore, it is unsurprising that there are more function 

statements in the general audience writings than in the educator-oriented or practitioner-

oriented writings. Surprising or not, I had to account for the chasm between the numbers 

in order to gain any meaningful understanding of the differences and similarities between 

the audience groups. 
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Chart 7. Function Statements: Absolute Totals 

To reveal the actual similarities and differences between the groups’ discussions 

about the objects’ function, I compared the numbers of statements about each type of 

function against the total number of function statements made by each audience group. 

To do this, I first determined, for each audience group, the numbers of statements about 

each of the three types of function: these numbers are shown in Chart 8. 
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Chart 8. Types of Function: Number of Statements per Category 

Chart 8 suggests the education-oriented writers made 87 function statements, which 

seems incorrect and contradicts the total of 80 function statements in Chart 7. The 

difference is due to the fact that some statements referred to more than one type of 

function, and thus were counted more than once for the purposes of Chart 8. Second, I 

calculated, for each audience group, what percent of the total number of statements, 

shown in Chart 7, the numbers in Chart 8 represented; the results are shown in Chart 9. 
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Chart 9. Types of Function: % of Absolute Totals 

According to Chart 9, the 45 ideofunction statements and 20 technofunction statements 

made by the practitioner-oriented writers (see Chart 8) represent 76.25% and 33.89%, 

respectively, of the 59 total function statements (see Chart 7). Both of these percentages 

are higher than those of the general audience writers: 114 ideofunction statements and 54 

technofunction statements represent 60.64% and 28.72%, respectively, of 188 total 

function statements. This means that the practitioner-oriented authors wrote more about 

techno- and ideofunctions than the general audience writers. However, the general 

audience writers made 77 statements about sociofunctions (40.96% of 188) and the 

practitioner-oriented writers made 13 statements about sociofunctions (22.03% of 59). 

This recognition means that the general audience writers wrote about sociofunctions 

almost twice as much as the practitioner-oriented writers. 
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Comparing Content 

The writers included in this study adopted a wide range of approaches to 

discussing function. Heise and Lucic are advocates: Heise for folk art (He8) and Lucic 

for American craft (Lu46). Katter and Manifold take an anthropological view. Poser is 

descriptive; White and Congdon, Scollon, and Stellccio are analytical; Bachman and 

Koplos focus on human interaction; Ullrich centers on aesthetics; Burks and Godfrey 

write philosophically concrete examples, while Risatti and Sennett write philosophically 

about archetypes. 

Risatti rejects function as a feature distinguishing between craft objects and art 

objects because he employs function to mean utility. He suggests using aesthetic qualities 

to make such distinctions. I think Risatti’s approach parallels nicely the three-function 

model because that model states explicitly that aesthetics are ideofunctions. 

Most of the  writers were interested in social relevance, as evidenced by the fact 

that each of the audience groups emphasized ideofunctions by a wide margin. I am 

pleased, though not surprised, by this. What displeases me is the fact that only one writer, 

Ullrich, connected the word function to anything other than utility (Ul12), even though all 

the writers discussed social meaning, value, etc. The educator-oriented writers in 

particular were interested in the ways images, paintings, craft, and art represent and 

challenge ideas and values. Also, they seemed more interested in what art can do for its 

audience than in what art tells the audience about the maker. The practitioner-oriented 

writers were more varied in their focus. Bachman was concerned with the absence of 

craft in public life (Ba7). Both Scollon and Stellaccio attempted to identify the 

relationships between the medium (clay), subject, and category. Scollon’s specific goal 

was to define four categories of ceramic objects. 
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Some of the writers examined in this study conjured up several phrases that 

attempt to communicate the same ideas as sociofunction and ideofunction. Some are 

bland, yet familiar: “symbolic power” (Ka20), symbolic value” (Se80), “economic value” 

(Se89, Se74), and “conscious value” (Se108). Others are more interesting and colorful: 

“art status” (St11), “privileges of the title” (St12), “socio-historical value” (St14), “socio-

cultural commentary” (St14), “content laden associations and references” (St15), and 

“expression of the work” (St15). In context, I could infer the meaning of the second 

group of phrases. Pulled out of context, however, their meanings are difficult to 

articulate. This is rather similar to what happens when we examine objects separate from 

the context of their parent cultures. 

Perception of objects is another idea mentioned by several of the writers. 

Manifold describes how many members of the younger generation of Orleans, Indiana, 

view, negatively, the paintings created by the elder generation (Mf17, Mf21). Lucic 

explains how employing euro-centric ideas of connoisseurship (Lu53) creates a situation 

in which American designed and produced objects are perceived as lesser (Lu39, Lu51, 

Lu77), something Lucic believes it wholly inappropriate (Lu48, Lu58). Koplos explained 

that most mingei were made to meet the most basic utilitarian needs (Ko13), and were 

thought of as “valueless remainders” from the remote and isolated parts of Japan (Ko15). 

Stellaccio concluded that it is important to understand the various perceptions of and 

those held by the makers of clay objects (St18). For Ullrich, art is a form of perception 

(Ul18). 

Several of the writers see value as something fluid, changeable, and not static. 

Values change for many reasons. Objects may have been relocated to extremely different 

environments (Go22, Go35). Sustained contact with other cultures can affect the 

expression of values (Ka15), perhaps helping to expand the audience that understands the 
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objects that embody those values. Technological advancement can decrease the 

importance of an object’s technofunctions, without diminishing its socio- or 

ideofunctions (Ko24). Increased exposure to and understanding of objects can influence 

perception of value (Ko15, Ko20). According to White and Congdon, the meanings of 

images change (WC32) as they travel from place to place (WC37), and it follows then 

that some categories may change as meanings change (WC34). White and Congdon call 

this travel (WC29) a migration (WC37) and a journey (WC31). Changes in thought and 

practice, and deliberate reconsideration of values led to changes in the constructed 

physical environment (Bu34, Bu44). 

Still others (Godfrey, Ullrich, Lucic, Sennett) employed active and 

anthropomorphic language to describe objects performing functions. Physical words 

include “carve” (Sn10), “gestures” (Lu50), “mirrors” (Se100), and “acquires” (Lu62). 

Words suggesting interaction include “entertain” (Se75), “instruct” (Se75), and “allies” 

(Lu65). Lucic employs a slew of dynamic words such as “connote (Lu40),” “embodies 

(Lu46),” “reveal (Lu59),” “invocation (Lu66),” “represents (Lu68),” “suggests (Lu73),” 

“serving” (Se73), “create a narrative” (Se78), “attest” (Se90) and “declare” (Se94) (both 

of which appear in reference to slave builders’ marks), and “stresses” (Se111), which is 

used as a synonym for emphasizes. 

Summary and Conclusions 

All the writers in this study took it for granted that function means utility. Even 

Ullrich, who, as I mentioned earlier, did connect function with aesthetics (Ul12), and 

begins her writing employing function and functional to mean utility and utilitarian (Ul7, 

Ul8). Clearly, the restricted usage of the word is the default, even though the dictionaries 

impose no such limits on the meaning of the word. I wonder if the restriction of meaning 

originates with a limited conception of  what it means to do something, or to perform an 
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action. If “doing” requires actual movement through space and time, then it makes sense 

that so many people, like the 15 writers examinined in this study, would exclude the acts 

of symbolizing ideas and communicating information. We are biased by our very 

existence as corporeal beings. 

CHAPTER SUMMARY 

The analysis in this chapter was organized according to the three information 

groups (definitions, object statements, function statements) so that I could cross analyze 

the audience groups against each other. The purpose of this chapter was to understand the 

differences and similarities in the definitions, ideas, and conceptual approaches used by 

the three audience groups. 

The chapter that follows contains a collection of final thoughts. I discuss several 

assumptions I had made and findings in each information groups that surprised me. I then 

explain what they both might mean for the study and future research. 
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Chapter 5:  Conclusions 

 

This study was about language. Language shapes thought and ideas. Describing a 

concept without the necessary words is extremely difficult. The goal was to determine if 

writers actually talk about function (in the broadest sense of the word), then learn what 

they are saying and how they are saying it (word choice, tone, etc.). 

DESIGNING A STUDY 

This study was an investigation of a three-function model. My initial goal for this 

research was to understand how the three-function model of objects is represented in both 

formal and informal art education discussion. The model made so much sense the first 

time I encountered it. After puzzling over it for a few minutes, I realized that I already 

approached most objects in a similar manner, considering cultural contexts as well as any 

utilitarian features. In my mind, a high-concept, experimental chair should work as a 

support for a person as well as would a no-concept chair function as a support. 

The process of designing this study was difficult. My choices influenced the style 

of research and analysis from the very beginning. Issues of practicality outweighed my 

desire to be comprehensive, and so the study was limited to 15 articles and book 

chapters. I had decided on the three information groups (definitions, object statements, 

function statements) before determining the three audience groups (educator-oriented; 

practitioner-oriented; general audience), and fully acknowledge that the former had a 

strong influence on the latter. The object statements and function statements were more 

complex to analyze, since a statement is a full and unique thought. I overcame this 

difficulty in two ways: (a) by identifying the types of function being referred to by each 

function statement, and (b) by assigning each object and function statement a unique code 
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(see Appendices). Identifying function types enabled me to identify and understand each 

writer’s focus and interest. The statement codes made in-text citations more precise and 

enabled me to treat the statements as data points: determining relative and absolute 

numbers of object and function statements, of each type of function, and of explicit and 

implied definitions for each writer, for each audience group, and for each information 

group. After all, this study aimed, from the beginning, to be as empirical as possible. 

EXPECTATIONS, SURPRISES, AND CONCLUSIONS 

Definitions 

 The biggest surprise of this study was also its greatest disappointment. Of 

all the unique terms used by the three audience groups, they shared only three terms: art, 

craft, and function (see Table X in Chapter Four). At the beginning of this study, I had 

assumed that I would find at least a dozen or more terms shared by the three audience 

groups. I held this assumption so deeply that, when I realized I had only three shared 

terms, I very seriously reconsidered the feasibility of completing this study. How does 

one conduct a study with insufficient data? Adding terms shared by only two of the 

audience groups (see Table Y in Chapter 4) increased the total to nine, which I still find to 

be a significantly low number. 

Seven writers in this study defined the term function, and their overall use of the 

word to mean utilitarian and/or practical did not surprise me, but it did disappoint me. 

Only one writer, Ullrich, connected function to socio- and ideofunctions, mentioning 

morals, aesthetics, politics, and existential possibilities (p. 14). I had hoped that more 

than one author would do so. 

The most pleasant discovery I made in the course of this study concerns the term 

craft, which was defined 32 times by 6 writers in all 3 audience groups. Three of the 
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writers (Katter, Bachman, Scollon) state very clearly that craft extends beyond utility or 

technique to possess aesthetic (Katter, p. 13; Scollon, p. 105) and social (Bachman, p. 47; 

Scollon, p. 105) qualities, and represent shared human experiences (Bachman, p. 47; 

Katter, p. 13). 

I was surprised by how often the writers examined in this study assumed the 

reader would understand the intended meaning of a term, either through context or 

previous exposure to a term and its meaning. For most terms, I was able to determine an 

intended, or implied, meaning from the context of the whole article or chapter. However, 

for some words, context provided few helpful clues. To satisfy my curiosity, I did look up 

some of them: German functionalism (Lucic, 1995); synchronous relationship to time 

(Manifold, 2000); and direct perception (Koplos, 1996). Because of the methods of text 

and content analysis I employed in this study, I could not use the definitions I found 

outside of the text, however enlightening they were. I had assumed the writers would not 

presume that every reader would define all the terms in the same way as the writers did. 

This assumption was influenced by my deeply seated preference for precise language, 

and my tendency to err on the side of providing too much information rather than too 

little. 

Object Statements 

I had expected to find as many object statements as function statements, and that 

an overwhelming majority of the object statements would refer to concrete examples. 

Neither expectation was met: Chart 5 indicates a total of 251 objects statements, 

compared to a total of 327 function statements as indicated by Chart 7, both in Chapter 

Four. Only half of the writers in this study referred to specific objects or people in their 

discussions (Heise, Manifold, Koplos, White and Congdon, Lucic, Godfrey, Burks, 
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Poser). The remaining seven writers took a philosophical approach, discussing either 

theory (Bachman, Ullrich, Risatti, Scollon, Katter) or archetypes of objects (Sennett, 

Stellaccio). 

I am intrigued that all 15 writers examined in this study acknowledged, to varying 

degree, the social nature of objects. I had not expected that all these writers would do so. 

Perhaps the overall perception of the nature of objects is closer to the idea of 

sociofunctions and ideofunctions than I anticipated. 

Function Statements 

The discovery that interested me most about the function statements was that 

several of the writers see value as something fluid, changeable, and not static: Godfrey 

(Go22, Go35), Katter (Ka15), White and Congdon (WC32, WC37, WC29, WC31, 

WC34), Burks (Bu34, Bu44), Koplos (Ko24, Ko15, Ko20). Still others (Godfrey, Ullrich, 

Lucic, Sennett) employed active and anthropomorphic language to describe objects 

performing functions. Physical words include “carve” (Sn10), “gestures” (Lu50), 

“mirrors” (Se100), and “acquires” (Lu62). Words suggesting interaction include 

“entertain” (Se75), “instruct” (Se75), “allies” (Lu65), “reveal” (Lu59), “declare” (Se94), 

“serving” (Se73), and “suggests” (Lu73). 

Risatti rejects function as a feature distinguishing between craft objects and art 

objects because he employs function to mean utility. He suggests using aesthetic qualities 

to make such distinctions. I think Risatti’s approach parallels nicely the three-function 

model because that model states explicitly that aesthetics are ideofunctions. 

IMPLICATIONS 

The results of this study suggest that the problem of multiple definitions for 

shared terminology may be restricted to only two important words: craft and art. The 
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writers examined in this study shared so few other terms or employed them in similar 

ways. 

Usage of function to mean utility was consistent among all the writers, and seems 

very ingrained and thus unlikely to change in the near future. Despite this, I remain 

convinced that increasing awareness and understanding of the three-function model 

would benefit discussions in art education. If I assume that the writings examined in this 

study are at all representative of wider discussion, then perhaps I can also assume that 

most writers employ function to mean utility. Additionally, perhaps I can also assume that 

the wide variety of phrases used by the writers in this study to discuss sociofunctions and 

ideofunctions is reflected in the greater body of object-related literature. We are already 

talking about technofunctions, sociofunctions, and ideofunctions, but not doing so by 

utilizing those terms. Language shapes thought, and the lack of a word sometimes 

indicates the absence of that concept. As a result, there are indeed gaps in the discussion, 

functions of craft and art objects that go unnoticed, and missed opportunities to explore 

the cultural relevance and connections. The three-function model can provide names for 

the ideas we are talking around, but not quite about. 

IDEAS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

In many ways, this study was itself a methodology experiment. It was a test of a 

hybrid approach to text and content analysis. I believe the approach I designed for this 

study has merit, but requires further refinement. Analyzing a group of articles spanning 

several years from a single publication would eliminate the audience variable and provide 

an understanding of how much or little ideas and terminology have changed within one 

field. The value of such an analysis is similar to that of this study: to understand what is 

being said now, and how it might differ from what was said in the past. 
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The educational handout mentioned in Chapter Three requires further testing and 

refinement. I see three ways to pursue this: (a) for use as a professional development aide 

for art educators; (b) for use in the classroom with students; (c) for use in museums with 

student groups and/or public tours. Following any one of these paths would benefit 

discussion of all art objects, but especially craft, folk, and non-western objects. 

The third, and most involved, option for future research is a hybrid of the two 

mentioned above. Developing a function-based approach to discussing craft/vernacular 

art/popular art8 would require a major redesign of the educational handout based on an 

analysis of literature focused on those categories. A function-based approach would 

provide a model in which utility is on equal footing with social and ideological features, 

and encourage a more holistic discussion of objects. 

CLOSING 

More than anything else, this study strongly supports my academic suspicion that 

the use of non-parallel language leads to non-parallel thought and discussion. 

Technofunctions were described and discussed separately from socio-and ideofunctions, 

as if they were unconnected ideas. The three-function model makes it clear that they are 

indeed very much connected. Because culture is not static, but is created and modified 

continuously, the seemingly discrete physical object is in fact quite entangled with its 

parent cultural experience, its usage and significance affected at all times by human 

activity. As cultures change, the functions an object serves may change as well according 

to the demands of the people currently using the object. Understanding the full range of 

functions served by an object, even art and craft objects, and how those functions affect 

each other, naturally leads to understanding why a particular object exists in the first 
                                                
8 “Popular” in the sense of being not-academic and not-elite, of belonging to the people or a community, 
not merely in the sense of being widely enjoyed or preferred. 
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place, why someone chose to make it just so, and why another person would choose to 

own or use it. 

I feel a combination of surprise and non-surprise at the lack of common 

terminology in art education discussion. The English language provides innumerable 

choices of words and phrases to describe the nuances and subtleties of our thoughts. It 

follows naturally that each writer would choose the words and phrases that best suit 

her/his writing. However, I believe the needs of the field outweigh personal preferences 

of language. The scientific community has established a body of standard terms and 

phrases that represent very specific ideas. Some differ from common usage. One well-

known example is the word theory. In the vernacular, theory often means guess or 

supposition. In a scientific setting, however, the word theory is defined very narrowly as 

an idea put forth to explain the evidence in hand. This narrow definition reduces 

miscommunication between scientists of all disciplines. 

Several times throughout this study, I have stressed my interest in using precise 

language. The trick is to find a balance between that which is overly specific and 

simultaneously too broad. If a word or phrase is defined too narrowly, its application is 

limited. Conversely, if defined too vaguely, the word’s usefulness is limited. The three 

categories of function discussed in this study, technofunctions, sociofunction, and 

ideofunction, strike that balance. Being defined broadly but with very specific boundaries 

means that virtually every object made by humans can be described using the three-

function model, and that is the best argument in its favor. It provides the perfect 

beginning for talking about art. 
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Appendix A: Analysis Worksheet 
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Appendix B: Educator-Oriented Writers 

DEFINITIONS 
Author Term Type Definition 
WC Amish 

colors 
E muted and bright PLAIN fabrics, p. 22. 

Po art E use value determined by "the aesthetic, intellectual, and 
spiritual." p. 81. 

Mf art making E in Orleans, IN, painted imagery, p. 18. 
He at risk E describes students at risk of failing academically, p. 62. 
He at risk E used to label ethnic minorities, academically 

disadvantaged, disabled, low socioeconomic status, 
those on academic probation, p. 62. 

He at risk E any student who "regardless of gender, age, race, or 
socioeconomic status, has the potential to succeed but 
whose success is inhibited by specific academic or 
social risk factors,' p. 63. 

He autonomy E acting independently, with a sense of control, p. 65. 
Mf community I a group with a shared history, "shared community 

histories," p. 22. 
Po construction E grandiose, masculine, p. 84. 
Ka craft E living traditions, expressions of evolving cultures and 

communities, p. 10. 
Ka craft E often learned by watching and working with family of 

community members, p. 12. 
Ka craft E create social meaning and cultural cohesiveness, p. 12. 
Ka craft E dynamically interwoven with context (shared 

experience, aesthetic tradition, patterns of use), p. 13. 
Po craft E utilitarian, p. 81. 
Po craft E use value determined by function, p. 81. 
Po craft I feminized “combines feminized domestic American 

tradition of knitting,” p. 84. 
Po craft I domestic “combines feminized domestic American 

tradition of knitting,” p. 84. 
Po craft I inefficient “reject efficiency,” p. 81. 
Po craft I slow, "meticulously crafted," "painstakingly crafted," p. 

82. 
Po craft I not industrial or monumental, "Cole's work takes the 

craft into an industrial, monumental, 
and public realm," p. 84. 

Ka craft form I possessing "social meaning", p. 12. 
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Ka craft form I related to utility (patchwork, quilting, blacksmithing, 
tinsmithing, spinning, weaving, woodcarving, 
cabinetmaking, potmaking, p. 11.) 

Ka craft 
tradition 

I community, p. 12. 

Ka craft 
tradition 

I interaction, p. 12. 

He crafted I constructed, designed, p. 64. 
Mf crafted I deliberately, "crafted through processes that 

required...cognitive problem-solving activities," p. 23. 
Mf crafted I considerately built, "crafted through processes that 

required knowledge of and sensitivity to physical 
materials..." p. 23. 

Mf crafted I made with great technical skill, "crafted through 
processes that required...acquired technical skills..." p. 
23. 

Ka craftsy I "craft-like," p. 15. 
Ka craftsy I cheap, p. 15. 
Ka craftsy I handmade or mass-produced, p. 15. 
He culture E personal communication, p. 65. 
Po embroidery E purely decorative, p. 85. 
Po embroidery E laborious, p. 85. 
Po embroidery E extravagantly inefficient, p. 85. 
Mf familism E the reverence community members have for their 

families and, by extension, for the community as family, 
sense-of-place or place-of-being in the home, 
community, natural environment, history of the region 
and nation, and synchronous relationships to time in 
terms of calendar seasons, seasons of life, and seasons 
of the heart, p. 19. 

WC fine art E tradition in innovation, p. 41. 
WC fine art I salable, p. 24. 
WC fine art I academic, p. 41. 
WC fine art I urban, p. 24. 
WC fine artist E innovative, p. 21. 
He folk art E skills acquired informally, p. 62. 
He folk art E is an accessible aesthetic, p. 64. 
He folk art E personal works...[that] reflect community values, beliefs 

and traditions, p. 65. 
He folk art E communicate strength, vision, persistence and problem-

solving skills, p. 65. 
He folk art I subject to reproach, p. 63. 
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He folk art I requires courage, p. 63. 
He folk art I original, p. 64. 
He folk art I celebrates the unique qualities of a culture or 

community, p. 65. 
WC folk art E has its individualist, dynamic and idiosyncratic 

characteristics, as well as traditional ones, p. 22. 
WC folk art E One commonly held definition of folk art, that learning 

craft is handed down within the family structure, is true 
in Haring's case, p. 23. 

WC folk art E innovation in tradition, p. 41. 
WC folk art I community oriented, not a business, p. 22. 
He folk artist E resilient individuals, p. 65. 
WC folk artist E traditional, p. 21. 
WC folk artist I not formally trained in art, p. 24. 
Po function I use, p. 81. 
Ka kitsch E mass-produced, abundant, trite, p. 12. 
Po knitting E traditional craft technique, private, domestic, gendered 

(female), p. 84. 
Po newspaper E utilitarian and ultimately disposable, p. 85. 
He problem-

solving 
skills 

E ability to think critically, to create multiple solutions to 
personal and social problems, p. 65. 

He resilience E social competence, problem-solving skills, autonomy, 
and sense of purpose, p. 65. 

He sense of 
purpose 

E requires dreams, goals, aspirations, persistence, and both 
internal and external loci of control, p. 65. 

He social 
competence 

E ability to interact socially within the environment with 
appropriate communication, empathy, caring, flexibility, 
responsiveness, and sense of humor, p. 65. 

Mf synchronous 
relationship 
in time 

I perceiving time as "running" in the same direction and at 
the same pace as ones cohorts, "terms of calendar 
seasons, seasons of life, and seasons of the heart," p. 19. 

Mf thereness I imitative realism, "Her painting suggests a specific place 
just as realistically reproduced facial features might 
identify a specific person," p. 19. 

Mf traditional I realism, "realism, and formulaic treatment of 
composition are characteristic of the images produced 
by artists of the Orleans community," p. 19. 

Mf traditional I guided by past community practice, "both traditional art 
expressions and unique student interpretations," p. 23. 
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Mf traditional I formulaic composition, "traditional pieced or appliqué 
patterns with exact edges and attention to straight, even 
stitches," p. 18. 
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OBJECT STATEMENTS 
Code Statements About Objects and/or Techniques 
He1 The skills necessary for these art forms are often taught in homes, parks, or 

on the streets, acquired informally from generations of family, extended 
family, and friends in the community, p. 62. 

He2 [Hunter] started painting later in life, and although she could not read, she is 
considered a major contemporary folk artist and cultural historian, p. 63. 

He3 Using art, [Hunter] created a visual history of daily life, including washdays, 
baptisms, and harvesting, p. 63. 

He4 [Rowe’s] playful creations include drawings, dolls made from scrap fabric, 
and chewing gum sculptures. She also created assemblages using found 
objects, p. 64. 

He5 Although geographically isolated for many years, this community in central 
Alabama created beautiful imaginative compositions using materials that 
were available in the home, p. 64. 

He6 Each quilt was crafted with aesthetic sensitivity, compiled of strips of fabric 
representing attire from individuals in the family, p. 64. 

He7 This quilt making tradition is learned, and passed down from one generation 
to the next outside of formal education, p. 64. 

Ka1 There is an inherent connectedness between an object and its maker and its 
perceiver, p. 9. 

Ka2 Craft forms are the result of the merger of people and materials, p. 9. 
Ka3 Craft objects reflect the blending and borrowing that takes place among 

cultures, p. 10. 
Ka4 While craft artists may work within an established community tradition and 

build upon the past, they also may borrow and adapt materials and forms to 
express new, emerging values, p. 10. 

Ka5 Or they might examine the patterns of continuity and change in craft 
traditions, such as the adaptation of a craft from one culture to another or the 
way craft traditions evolve to meet changing times, p. 12. 

Ka6 They might examine the relationship between physical objects and 
community values, beliefs, experience, and identity, p. 12. 

Ka7 Craft traditions are constantly recreated, renewed, and relived as individuals 
and communities traditionalize aspects of their experience to create social 
meaning and cultural cohesiveness, p. 12. 

Ka8 Meaningful crafts experiences are best achieved by considering crafts as 
dynamic experience rather than static objects: as essentially process rather 
than product, p. 13. 

Mf1 Holding a straightedge with her left hand and bracing the little finger of her 
right hand against the ruler, she then drew out precise brush lines in oil on the 
canvas, faithfully reproducing the photographic image (see Figure 1), p. 18. 
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Mf2 Realism, and formulaic treatment of composition are characteristic of the 
images produced by artists of the Orleans community, p. 19. 

Mf3 In order to structure a composition that presents the house advantageously, 
Ringle has omitted or reordered factual environmental details, p. 19. 

Mf4 Specific community landmarks are a favorite subject for pictorial 
representation by Orleans artists and exemplify identification with place, p. 
19. 

Mf5 Incidentals to the home may be altered or ignored altogether, except insofar 
as those features add to symbolic referencing or persons, place, and/or time, 
p. 19 

Mf6 ...each artist prides himself or herself on presenting the structure from an 
original or unusual point of view, p. 19. 

Mf7 Orleans artists are predominately elderly individuals, many of whom began 
painting only after retiring from non-art careers, p. 21. 

Mf8 These images are rarely actual representations of specific local sites. Rather, 
they are crafted compositions referring to the recurring seasons and cycles of 
life, p. 21. 

Mf9 Historically, utilitarian objects were crafted through processes that required 
knowledge of and sensitivity to physical materials, acquired technical skills, 
and cognitive problem-solving activities, p. 23. 

Mf10 The relationship between cognition of visual symbols and emotion or feeling 
elicited by imagery has been described as a response to the complex 
interaction of content and form (Arnheim, 1989; Goodman, 1968; Reimer, 
1992), p. 23. 

Po1 Although the bear form may be cute, its material and scale render it sinister 
and disquieting, p. 84. 

Po2 Most craft methods were originally used to make something practical, p. 85. 
Po3 This comes about...through translation of the materials from ink on paper to 

embroidery threads and applique...through Reimer’s omissions and 
compositional reorganizing of the text, p. 85. 

Po4 Her embroidered pieces often appear to be replicas of mass-produced texts 
such as newspaper pages, receipts, and other disposable items... p. 85. 

Po5 Reimer embroiders directly on top of her newspaper clippings, thereby 
destroying the original... p. 85. 

WC1 Not only do our students and the general public want to know if something 
can be categorized as art or not, but further categorization into the kind of art 
a work might be continually sought, p. 21. 

WC2 They ask if folk art is ethnic, naive, primitive, lower art, traditional, or rural, 
p. 21. 
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WC3 If we engage in the process of diminishing or blurring boundaries among art 
categories, do we not make it more difficult for art critics to communicate 
easily and quickly about an image? And what about making things difficult 
for children? p. 21. 

WC4 How do we not categorize art forms for youngsters who are learning 
categories of color, animals, and shapes? p. 21. 

WC5 However, her (Mabel) work clearly has traditional aspects as well as 
innovative ones, p. 22. 

WC6 Burkholder’s quiltmaking has strong roots in Mennonite culture; it is a family 
affair (other family members help sew, piece, and sell the work), p. 22. 

WC7 Many of her quilts use traditional Amish colors (both muted and bright plain 
fabrics), are sewn using black thread, and often employ a nine-patch motif, p. 
22. 

WC8 It is fair to say that Mabel Burkholder’s work is culturally complex, p. 22. 
WC9 Haring’s imagery is undoubtedly familiar to most readers who may know it 

through city streets, vodka ads, automobile ads, the popular press, or political 
activist organizations, as well as fine art publications, p. 22. 

WC10 The subject matter included flying saucers with beams of energy, barking 
dogs, and radiant babies, small comic-like androgynous people and strange 
monsters that appear to be part human and part animal, p. 23. 

WC11 While Haring is well-known for his artwork imposed on subway spaces, he 
liked to paint on any surface he could find, p. 23. 

WC12 As a young boy Haring developed a cartoon-like linear drawing style that he 
learned from his father and never discarded. [His] work also has affinities 
with the hex signs and distelfinks of Pennsylvannia German folk culture that 
are common throughout the region, p. 23. 

WC13 So we ask, is Mabel Burkholder[‘s work] really so different from the work of 
Keith Haring or Malcah Zeldis? p. 24. 

WC14 As images travel, they adapt, propagate, recede, and many disappear leaving 
only a trace or resonance of their original form, p. 41. 

WC15 And if both Malcah Zeldis and Mabel Burkholder are correctly labeled folk 
artists, what is it they have in common that is “folk”? p. 24. 
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FUNCTION STATEMENTS 
Code Statements About Objects and/or Techniques 
He8 Folk art can enhance urban art education in a variety of ways. It can (1) 

address the challenges often associated with urban education, (2) empower 
formerly marginalized youth, (3) provide access to original works of art (4) 
introduce students to resilient individuals who thrived despite obstacles, and 
(5) provide an inclusive learning environment that is culturally relevant, p. 
62. 

He9 Through folk art, stories told visually and verbally using quilting, 
needlepoint, painting, basket weaving, carving, sculpting, singing, 
storytelling, cooking, and games, reveal what we treasure, p. 62. 

He10 Instead of internalizing negative stereotypes, folk art integration gives urban 
youth an opportunity to experience success as they boldly express their own 
ideas. It can encourage them to take risks within a supportive environment, p. 
63. 

He11 Integrating folk art in the art room can provide access to content and 
knowledge for urban youth relevant to their culture, p. 63. 

He12 [Folk art] introduces them to artists in their communities who exhibit the 
courage, talent, and motivation to express themselves visually without the aid 
of formal training, and who overcame fear of reproach, p. 63. 

He13 Some focus on the role of education and the benefits of culturally inclusive 
curriculum for empowering marginalized or disenfranchised populations...and 
colleagues at the Institute for Educational Inquiry claim that the purpose of 
schooling is to prepare youth for living in a democracy, p. 63. 

He14 Through folk art, urban youth have access to primary resources in their 
families and communities and who courageously voice their ideas and 
opinions through folk art, p. 63. 

He15 In the South, strip quilts were often the first type of quilt young girls were 
taught to make, p. 64. 

He16 Folk art can also offer students exposure to role models who are resilient 
individuals and creative artists, p. 64. 

He17 [Folk art] can provide a meaningful context for facilitating class discussions 
about aesthetics and the nature of art, p. 64. 

He18 Bessie Harvey uses found materials to communicate spiritual visions that 
helped her overcome a life of adversity, p. 65. 

He19 Other folk artists, such as Enoch Tanner Wickham, use folk art to honor 
heroes in society, p. 65. 

He20 While a work of art can be appreciated for its form, it may also convey 
meaning and powerful testimonials to the human experience, p. 66. 
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He21 To understand the intended meaning, we need information about the artist and 
the culture in which the artist lived, as well as information about the symbols 
the artist may have used. Symbols may be unique or personal to the artist, or 
may represent culturally significant icons, p. 66. 

He22 Some southern folk artists are influenced by stories of transformation, power, 
resilience, service to others, traditions, rituals, self-sufficiency, spirituality, or 
visions, p. 66. 

Ka9 For me, to speak of crafts in isolation is contradictory; the term ‘craft’ implies 
connectedness, p. 9. 

Ka10 Discreet purchases are put in a plain brown wrapper, p. 8. 
Ka11 And if we want to be politically correct, we use a 100% cotton cloth bag, p. 8. 
Ka12 Packages and labels sometimes create insular ways of looking narrowly at the 

world that eventually lead us to stereotypes, myths, and misconceptions, p. 8-
9. 

Ka13 Craft records the interaction of human beings, with each other and with their 
culture. Craft represents the work of individuals who are connected to 
communities, p. 9. 

Ka14 In some communities a craft might be traditionally a man’s work whereas in 
other communities, only women might participate in that craft, p. 10. 

Ka15 The forms, materials, and themes represented in craft traditions are influenced 
by the contact of cultures, p. 10. 

Ka16 Crafts are expressions of these evolving cultures and communities, although 
the meanings of those expressions are sometimes muted, p. 10. 

Ka17 We cannot ignore that handcrafted objects express values shared within 
specific communities throughout the world, p. 10. 

Ka18 An ethnographic approach to craft education seeks to develop understanding 
of craft objects in the social context of the lives of the makers and their 
customers, p. 12. 

Ka19 Even when separated from their original social context, artifacts continue to 
embody the image of that culture for outsiders, though the image may be only 
a pale reflection of the full range of values and meanings which are 
understood by cultural insiders, p. 13. 

Ka20 In the context of the communities sustained by shared experience, the artifact, 
its maker, the aesthetic tradition it embodies, and the patterns of its use are 
dynamically interwoven to create the symbolic power, or the lack thereof, of 
the handcraft object, p. 13. 

Ka21 Crafts are meaningful as an expression of culture only if the crafts of that 
culture are examined in context, p. 13. 

Mf11 Ringle’s treatment of the architectural image is an affirmation of the 
“thereness” of her house, p. 19. 

Mf12 Ringle’s painting visually represents values revered by members of the 
community, p. 19. 
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Mf13 The home or family homestead, for example, is a frequent subject of locally 
painted images, perhaps because in the minds of Orleans area artists, the idea 
of home conjures those loved ones who inhabited it and recalls shared events 
and experiences lived within its walls, p. 19. 

Mf14 The home becomes a transubstantiated object and the ideate embodiment of 
family, p. 19. 

Mf15 Specific community landmarks are a favorite subject for pictorial 
representation by Orleans artists and exemplify identification with place, p. 
19. 

Mf16 These sites serve as psychological community homesteads, p. 19. 
Mf17 ...many young people describe these paintings as ordinary, commonplace, and 

reflective of old fashioned nostalgic sentiment, p. 21. 
Mf18 Often the composition is given a title, such as Journey Home or Faraway 

memories, which implies symbolic context, p. 21. 
Mf19 Even when the story is metaphoric rather than explicit, formulaic composition 

and realism telegraph to others of the community [that] the image has 
emotional relevance, p. 21. 

Mf20 The affective “intent” is recognized by everyone conversant in the vernacular 
(visual) language, p. 21. 

Mf21 Local art in content and composition identifies the maker as a rural dweller, 
which young people see as synonymous with “hillbilly,” and thus stigmatize 
the creator and appreciator as culturally backward, p. 22. 

Mf22 Orleans artists believe, because the work they create presents communally 
shared aesthetic values, it is relevant to all members of the community, p. 23. 

Mf23 Contemporary Orleans artists combine materials and form as message or 
content carriers, p. 23. 

Mf24 Because painting is seen as an activity of creative expression, albeit not a 
reliable way of providing economic security, a wide age gap separates 
Orleans artists from school-age students of art, p. 21. 

Po6 Through adopting the methods and materials of craft many contemporary 
artists question longstanding divisions between domestic production and fine 
art, p. 81. 

Po7 The cascades of jewels are emblematic of the pleasure of making itself, p. 82. 
Po8 The notion of value is integral to this work, for while it is made with so cheap 

and impermanent a material as paper, it is painstakingly crafted and thereby 
made simultaneously worthless and valuable, p. 82. 

Po9 These installations are sites of reverie and the breakdown of material status 
where the valuable and the disposable collide in a sparkling burst of origami-
like splendor, p. 82. 

Po10 What items, other than gems, can you think of that are emblematic of value in 
our culture? p. 83. 

Po11 How does value get into an object? How does value change over time? p. 83. 
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Po12 Cole believes that The Knitting Machine challenges just such gendered 
divisions of the realms of labor and production while exploring complex 
notions of patriotism, p. 84. 

Po13 Her embroidered pieces often appear to be replicas of mass-produced texts 
such as newspaper pages, receipts, and other disposable items, but they 
assume a very different status from their originals, p. 85. 

Po14 Her process raises issues of originality and value, p. 85. 
Po15 The embroidered newspapers take on a unique and precious quality, p. 85. 
Po16 I was raised to think that work is of value in and of itself, whether or not it 

has a product, p. 85. 
Po17 Through both the artist’s editorial choices and her mode of execution, [the 

newspapers] become originals themselves, p. 85. 
Po18 Reimer’s process effects transformation on multiple levels, causing us to 

reconsider how the labor that goes into making objects, and the utilitarian 
nature of those objects affect our assessment of its value, p. 85. 

Po19 How does manual labor affect the value of the object it produces? p. 85. 
Po20 Discuss how the anonymity of the laborer affects both those who make the 

objects and those who use them, p. 86. 
Po21 Craft often inhabits a marginalized and frequently feminized and 

domesticated realm among the modes of production often done for and within 
the home, and runs the risk of being thought of as handiwork or busywork, p. 
81. 

WC16 Often, students tell us something we introduce to them (for some unstated 
reason) isn’t art work; rather it is social work, it is gardening, or it is a meal, 
p. 20. 

WC17 But breaking down categorical boundaries sometimes leaves students feeling 
painfully unsettled, p. 21. 

WC18 In fact, categorization helps us survive, p. 21. 
WC19 If you place any value in semiotics, you could get an inkling of the 

complexity of the situation by reading the sign for her shop, p. 22. 
WC20 When you look more closely you can see that Mabel Burkholder has included 

a few “footnotes” to the sign to lure in passing cars, p. 22. 
WC21 She indicates the distance down Richmond road to her shop and she often 

attaches a small swatch of traditional fabric, perhaps a distant cousin to the 
triangular flags that still flutter above car dealerships in Kutztown, p. 22. 

WC22 Few people consider Haring’s work the product of a small town boy who 
attended St. John’s United Church of Christ in Kutztown, p. 22. 

WC23 These traditional forms are Haring-like in that they are composed of shapes 
whose outlines and filled-in areas are brightly colored and flat. Both are 
graphic icons that are relevant to the people who produce and view them, p. 
23. 
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WC24 Connecting Haring’s work to these traditional forms, familial and 
environmental, makes as much sense as rooting his style in the graffiti art of 
the New York streets or the East Village art scene of the 1980s, p. 23. 

WC25 As magic-like images, they do their work through the positions they hold on 
the side of buildings and other human-made structures, p. 23. 

WC26 In a talk [Zeldis] gave in Boca Raton, Florida, she said that when she takes 
her paintings to galleries that aren’t folk-art-oriented, they look at her funny 
and tell her to go to a folk art gallery. So she does, p. 24. 

WC27 Zeldis’s work sell for good prices, and she had been collected by many 
museums in the United States, perhaps the foremost being the Museum of 
American Folk Art, p. 24. 

WC28 When [Zeldis] is asked why she is considered a folk artist, she seems miffed, 
p. 24. 

WC29 Travel is an apt metaphor to associate with works of art, their imagery and 
use, p. 24. 

WC30 How we think of travel and its impact on identity is relevant to our 
understanding of artworks and classrooms, p. 24. 

WC31 Each journey could be defined in terms of the interaction that occurs as 
cultural forms move from one location to another, p. 24. 

WC32 As images travel, meanings change, p. 24. 
WC33 Material culture and artworks can be read like maps that show the form of the 

exchanges made when people travel, p. 24. 
WC34 Terminology such as “art,” “artifact,” “folk art,” and “fine art” point to 

conceptual neighborhoods within a culture that have been established over 
time and that hold the potential to de-evolve, deconstruct, or be deemed 
useless as time passes, p. 24. 

WC35 The labels “fine art” and “folk art” are used to draw distinctions between 
different conceptual locations within the greater domain of the art world, p. 
25. 

WC36 Students, like artists, migrate among symbolic domains, bringing their home 
knowledge, street knowledge together, p. 41. 

WC37 Each migration of an image from site to site is a form of cultural diffusion, 
p.41. 
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Appendix C: Practitioner-Oriented Writers 

DEFINITIONS 
Author Term Type Definition 
St art E characterized by form, subject, and content, p. 

108. 
St art E not defined by medium, p. 107. 
Ul art E should be untouched by daily life, p. 14. 
Ul art E contemporary: emphasis on experience and 

sensation, p. 15. 
Ul art E form of perception, p. 15; quality of activity, p. 15. 
Ul art E quality of activity, p. 15. 
Ul art forms E vehicles of meaning, p. 14. 
Ul art forms E dynamic objects that helps us make sense of the 

world, p. 14. 
Ba art object E autonomous, rarefied, not touched or used, p. 47. 
Ul Arts and Crafts 

Movement 
E less a style, more a mode of critical thinking, p. 

15. 
Ul Arts and Crafts 

Movement 
E concerned with the social consequences of 

making, p. 15. 
Ul Arts and Crafts 

objects 
E dynamic, p. 15. 

Ul Arts and Crafts 
objects 

E transformative, p. 15. 

Ul Arts and Crafts 
objects 

E exist in a political world, p. 15. 

Ul Arts and Crafts 
objects 

E part of daily life, p. 15. 

Ul art work E accumulation of interactions between a viewer and 
the art, p. 15. 

Ul art work E results in an intertwining of physical and 
conceptual experiences, p. 15. 

Sn axiomatic 
vessel 

E not-functional and not-mimetic, p. 104. 

Ko bingata E bright cotton kimono, p. 93. 
Sn ceramic 

sculpture 
E not-functional and mimetic, p. 104. 

St ceramic 
sculpture 

E subcategory of sculpture, p. 108. 

St ceramic 
sculpture 

E distinct from, though overlapping some with, 
contemporary sculpture, p. 109. 
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St ceramist E adhere to a single material, p. 108. 
St content E distinct from subject, p. 108. 
Ba craft E (the crude, contemporary construction) “neutral” 

disciplinary practices or skills: ceramics, glass, 
metal, textiles and wood, p. 46. 

Ba craft E tradition of social engagement, p. 47. 
Ba craft E interactive art form, p. 48. 
Ba craft E tactile and mobile, p. 47. 
Ba craft E ubiquitous and banal, p. 47. 
Ba craft E luxurious and celebrated, p. 47. 
Ba craft E access a range of human experiences from 

personal to public, p. 47. 
Ba craft E many practices surrounded by nostalgia and 

romanticism, p. 46. 
Sn craft E most commonly identified by material, primarily 

textiles, wood, fine metals, glass, ceramics, p. 104. 
Sn craft E functional and mimetic, p. 104. 
Sn craft E has the potential “to carve aesthetic experiences 

out of everyday situations,” p. 105. 
Sn craft I always tied to a certain set of materials, p. 104. 
Sn craft I doesn’t include every ceramic object, p. 105. 
Sn craft I distinct from pottery and sculpture, p. 104. 
Sn craft I history of utility, p. 105. 
Sn craft I possesses a relational and social nature, p. 105. 
Sn craft object I can exist in the conceptual space of art, while also 

being physical facts of the everyday with which to 
interact and use, p. 105. 

St crafted I constructed, made, p. 108. 
Ul decorative arts I decorative arts - produced in domestic and 

commercial environments, p. 15. 
Ko direct 

perception 
I minimal/no labeling to aid intuition; “to ‘see’ is to 

go direct to the core; to know the facts about an 
object of beauty is to go around the periphery,” p. 
93. 

Ko direct 
perception 

I an argument against theorizing as well as against 
connoisseurship, p. 93. 
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Ko direct 
perception 

I “First, put aside the desire to judge immediately; 
acquire the habit of just looking. Second, do not 
treat the object as an object for the intellect. Third, 
just be ready to receive, passively, without 
interposing yourself. If you can void you mind of 
all intellectualization, like a clear mirror that 
simply reflects, all the better,” p. 133. 

Ko doro-e E mud pictures; documentary renderings of scenery, 
p. 93. 

Ko ethical pot E lovingly made in the correct way with the correct 
attitudes, p. 133. 

Ko ethical pot E contains a spiritual and moral dimension, p. 133. 
Ko ethical pot E characterizes the ‘craft’ of pottery, distinguishes it 

from ‘fine-art’ pottery, p. 133. 
St form I shape, p. 108. 
Ba function I (n) use, utility, p. 48. 
St function E the subject of utilitarian vessels, p. 108. 
St function E the purposeful action of the object and the 

contents for which the object is a medium, p. 108. 
St function I utilitarian, p. 108. 
Ul function E not static, p. 14. 
Ul function E performative, p. 14. 
Ul function E tied to aesthetics, p. 14. 
Ul function E tied to morals, p. 14. 
Ul function E tied to politics, p. 14. 
Ul function E tied to existential possibilities, p. 14. 
Ba functional I usable, p. 45. 
Ba functional I utilitarian, p. 47. 
Ko functional I utility, utilitarian, "both the purely decorative 

(such as a 17th- or 18th-century wooden 
crouching cat that looks like Brancusi gone 
sentimental) and the functional (a hand- warmer in 
the shape of a whimsical rabbit)," p. 93. 

Sn functional I utility, "It appears to be a functional object, but 
does not resolve into actual utility," p. 104. 

Ul functional I useful, p.14. 
Ul functional I not an aspect of art, p. 14. 
Ul functional art E depends on bodily participation to create meaning, 

p. 14. 
Ul functional art E connected to radical and progressive social 

movements, p. 14. 
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Ul functional art E emerges from and is integrated into the processes 
of a lived life, p. 15. 

Ul functional art E meaning determined by a specific body, location, 
time, p. 15. 

Ba functioning I (v) perform, pp. 46, 47. 
Ba functioning I (v) be of use, p. 47. 
Ba functioning I (v) serve, p. 47. 
Ba functioning I (v) act, p. 48. 
Ul human body E location of personal identity, p. 14. 
Ko Korean folk 

craft 
I natural, unself-conscious, "finding in them 

naturalness, unself- consciousness and relaxed 
imperfection, which he regarded as admirable," p. 
89. 

Sn mimetic, 
mimesis 

I representational; take on any appearance, p. 105. 

Sn mimetic, 
mimesis 

I Funk John must also act as a mimetic re-
presentation of a toilet. It appears to be a 
functional object, but does not resolve into actual 
utility, p. 105. 

Ko mingei E (min-gay) people’s craft or art, coined in 1920. 
also name of an aesthetic movement, p. 90. 

Ko mingei E (min-gay) “utilitarian; traditional; a communal 
rather than individual invention made of natural 
materials by using simple and appropriate 
techniques; inexpensive; made in quantity so as to 
be available to the masses for daily use,” p. 90. 

Ko mingei E (min-gay) ‘an expression of cultural 
consciousness’ that still had ‘room for personal 
variation,’ p. 91. 

Ko mingei E (min-gay) supposedly restricted to the goods of 
the common people; but some aristocratic items 
were included in the collection, apparently for 
purely esthetic reasons, p. 93. 

Ko mingei E (min-gay) “normal, natural, healthy, non-
egocentric, simple, free and intimate,” p. 133. 

Ko Nihon 
Mingeikan 

E Japan Folk Crafts Museum, p. 90. 

Ul nonfunctional I not usable, p.14. 
Ba non-functional I not usable, p. 45. 
Ba non-functional I not utilitarian, p. 47. 
St ornamentation E cannot be the subject unless it relates to form or 

function, p. 108. 
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Ko otsu-e E popular travel souvenirs originating in the 17th 
cen. “cranked out by teams. often families, taking 
the same few motifs (the beautiful wisteria 
maiden, a devil, a falcon trained and more), 
abbreviating representation in the interest in 
speed,” p. 93. 

Ul phenomenology E philosophy that searches for existential meaning 
by analyzing human consciousness and 
experience, p. 15; does not seek permanent 
abstract truths, p. 15. 

Sn pot I Why start with a form so recognizably rooted in 
pottery? p. 104. 

Sn pottery E functional and not-mimetic, p. 105. 
Sn pottery E culturally relational and social, p. 105. 
Sn pottery E A teapot may inspire other associations, but it is 

importantly a real object...for one to conceive of 
actually using, p. 105. 

Sn pottery E has the potential “to carve aesthetic experiences 
out of everyday situations,” p. 105. 

Sn pottery I speaks for that branch of culture which is too 
homey, too functional, too archaic, for the name 
‘sculpture’ to extend to it, p. 104. 

Sn pottery I [referenced] the functional and embraced the 
hobbyism of colorful, store-bought glazes, p. 105. 

St pottery E rich in form and content, p. 108. 
St pottery E possess a function, p. 108. 
St pottery E may possess or exhibit high levels of design, 

invention, crafting, p. 108. 
St pottery I not art, p. 108. 
St pottery E derives significance from cultural contexts and 

history, p. 108. 
St sculptural 

vessel 
E exists between pottery and sculpture, p. 108. 

Sn sculpture E not-functional and mimetic, p. 104. 
Sn sculpture I doesn’t cover every three-dimensional art object, 

p. 105. 
St sculpture E Western: 3D or relief work, primarily through 

subtractive processes or casting, p. 109.  
St sculpture E contemporary: making of objects and installations 

from a wide range of materials according to 
purpose and conceptual intent, p. 109. 
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St sculpture E contemporary: emphasizes the transformation of 
materials, p. 109. 

Ko self-conscious I a quality of art, "equates self-conscious art," p. 91. 
St subject E distinct from content, p. 108; 
St subject E to be present, requires a sacrifice of function, p. 

108. 
St theme E imbued by the ornamentation of a vessel, p. 108. 
Ko unself-

consciousness 
I 

Buddhist, p. 91. 
Ko unself-

consciousness 
I based on the practice of accumulating merit 

through repetition, p. 91. 
Ko unself-

consciousness 
I equated with folk crafts, "unself-conscious folk 

crafts," p. 91. 
Ko unself-

consciousness 
I 

innocent, p. 91. 
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OBJECT STATEMENTS 
Code Statements About Objects and/or Techniques 
Ba1 ...the model of autonomous art object, that rarefied object that is attentively 

viewed from a safe distance, never touched let alone used, whose home is the 
art gallery or museum, p. 47. 

Ba2 A disciplinary focus can be as true for a painter, a computer animator. That is 
to say that it is not the domain of the craftsperson alone, p. 46. 

Ba3 After all, crafts, particularly functional crafts, are among the earliest 
interactive art forms, p. 48. 

Ko1 Japanese folk crafts evolved in premodern times, but their appearance is 
sometimes surprisingly congenial to Western modernist tastes, p. 89. 

Ko2 These everyday goods of merchants, farmers and workers, such as ceramic 
bowls, brass braziers, bamboo baskets, cotton jackets, iron kettles and 
lacquered wooden boxes, may have a clarity of form that seems straight our 
of MOMA’s “good design” program, p. 89. 

Ko3 Most of the functional objects dated from the 19th century; although form and 
style might be much older, earlier examples have been used up or worn out, 
p. 90. 

Ko4 But most metalware, ceramics and textiles were essentially mass-produced by 
artisan families for an extensive national market that has been described as 
‘proto-industrial rather than pre-industrial in economic terms,’ p. 90. 

Ko5 It has a modest conical foot, a full belly that becomes an almost straight sided 
bowl (thus more than a hemisphere) and an open-trough spout that is long 
enough to avoid being stubby but not so long as to draw attention away from 
the bowl, p 92. 

Ko6 Mingei ceramics are more often decorated, although they are given 
standardized motifs that the process abstracted, especially when the artisan 
worked by rote to repeat learned forms for quantity production, p. 92. 

Ko7 The historian William B. Hauser starts out the Montgomery Collection 
catalogue by arguing that Mingei goods were not, in fact, common, everyday 
items but the best of the genre, and that the makers were not innocents but 
highly developed specialists at the crafts, p. 93. 

Ko8 These men were educated, individual creators, so what they make is not 
Mingei, by definition, p. 93. 

Ko9 [Otsu-e were] cranked out by teams. often families, taking the same few 
motifs (the beautiful wisteria maiden, a devil, a falcon trained and more), 
abbreviating representation in the interest in speed, p. 93. 

Ko10 The most dazzlingly simple Mingei forms tend to be the metal and lacquer 
objects, as well as some wooden boxes in which the physical properties of the 
material were obviously considered to be sufficient ornament, p. 92. 
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Ko11 Okinawan textiles and ceramics tend to be densely decorated with a softer 
stylizing less visually akin to modern design and more reflective of tropical 
color and vigor, p. 92. 

Ko12 A wooden lamp is shaded with used paper, probably for reasons of 
economy... p. 93. 

Sn1 Voulkos engaged with the conventions of the vessel--an interior volume and 
the idea of containment--but subverted each while he drew attention to them, 
p. 104. 

Sn2 Once we can see that craft objects, pottery, and sculptures are in fact different 
points within the field of ceramics, it is possible to extract further 
comparisons, p. 104. 

Sn3 [Voulkos] began toying with these [conventions] as he created forms using 
the potter’s wheel, and then tore, cut, and punched through them in order to 
reassemble the parts, p. 104. 

Sn4 As such, Rocking Pot is a push and pull with two descriptors; function and 
mimesis. More specifically, it is not-functional, and not-mimetic, p. 104. 

Sn5 If Rocking Pot is not sculpture, nor craft, how then to describe it? p. 104. 
Sn6 This grouping [of “crafts” by material] runs the risk of causing confusion by 

placing sculptural and functional objects underneath one heading. It 
incorrectly assumes an essentialism of these materials, p. 104. 

Sn7 [Ehren Tool’s] work is more than simple representation. It asserts itself as an 
object of utility, p. 105. 

Sn8 The possible combination of not-functional and mimetic might be a different 
way to describe ceramic sculpture, p. 104. 

St1 Understanding the art and craft debate requires a division between pottery 
and ceramic sculpture - a division not expressed in the term ‘ceramists’ and, 
therefore, often confusing to non-ceramists, p. 108. 

St2 For as long as the pot is predetermined in any respect, as long as it must 
fulfill obligations, the its commitment to expression is compromised, p. 108. 

St3 Rather, the issue is the contradiction between and unwavering choice in 
material (which those titles [‘ceramist’ and ‘ceramic sculpture’] indicate has 
been made) and how sculpture is understood, p. 109. 

St4 The ceramist, instead of choosing a variety of material for one reason, has 
traditionally worked with  single material that is chosen for any variety of 
reasons - some of them justified, some of them merely difficult, p. 109. 

St5 Consequently, these artists are fully able to bring together innovation and 
substance and this...is the difference between being revolutionary and being 
off on a tangent, p. 109. 

St6 The question...does not concern the material that is chosen but why a material 
is chosen and how it is used, p. 109. 
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St7 And as long as the equation [of ceramic sculpture and contemporary 
sculpture] is misunderstood, ceramic art will continue in its isolation and co-
dependence with the craft traditions from which it evolved, p. 109. 

Ul1 solidly useful, rooted by its maker in the socially progressive Arts and Crafts 
movement, p. 14. 

Ul2 Secondly, functional craft art - because of its honorable lineage within radical 
and progressive movements for social change - allows us to begin to think of 
objects as ‘events,’ as political and moral actions, p. 14. 

Ul3 But as what constitutes ‘the real stuff’ of the world has been transformed in 
the last century, so has the very notion of what constitutes the ‘real stuff’ of 
an artwork, p. 15. 

Ul4 If ‘good design’ was the goal for everyone, then it had to be affordable and 
machinery was more practical, p. 15. 

Ul5 Studios that integrated hand craft and small machinery under good working 
conditions for craftspeople flourished in the United States and Germany, p. 
15. 

Ul6 Vase contains the compressed energy of Frederick’s hands; it is a record 
of...’a calculus of presence,’ a ‘pure energy build up,’ p. 15. 
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FUNCTION STATEMENTS 
Code Statements About Objects and/or Techniques 
Ba4 Equally dramatic is the impact of digital technology on almost every aspect of 

daily life in both the developed and developing worlds, as well as the impact 
of popular and media culture in shaping - some would say dictating cultural 
values and social mores, p. 45. 

Ba5 [Contemporary craft theory] has also focused on a mastery of or strong 
relationship to materials and confirmed the craft object’s status as both a 
luxury good and as a kind of “spiritual” witness to humble labor, p. 46. 

Ba6 It is also time to rethink the often uncritical valourization [sic] of the hand 
and the handmade, so beloved and so prevalent in contemporary craft theory, 
p. 46. 

Ba7 I would suggest the inclusion of more expansive role for the craftsperson, a 
reclamation of the public space to which by their nature, history and 
functional tradition, crafts have such tremendous access, p. 47. 

Ba8 It has always struck me as a great irony that crafts, with their long and rich 
traditions of social engagement, their tactility, mobility and ability to function 
in so many registers of human experience, should adopt the model of the 
autonomous art object... p. 47. 

Ba9 I will also urge against the fetishization of labour [sic] for its own sake, p. 47. 
Ba10 Crafts have the potential to function as a living, questioning, vital aspect of 

contemporary life, to articulate alternatives in an ever dwindling public 
sphere, p. 47. 

Ba11 Droog Design...provides some of the most imaginative forms in 
contemporary design, challenging conventional notions of function and non-
function, design and art, managing even to revitalize macramé, that emblem 
of the 1970s, to produce their dynamic knotted chair constructed of carbon 
and aramid fibers, p. 48. 

Ko13 Yet most were produced by provincial artists to meet such rudimentary needs 
as water storage where there was no plumbing and warmth were there was no 
wool, p. 89. 

Ko14 His collecting of Japanese folk crafts was the consequence of a circuitous 
chain of events, but it was also a sign of his time--a period sometimes called 
the “Taisho Democracy.” when well-bred young men were establishing 
Tolstoian communes for the common folk and pursuing other idealistic 
projects, p. 89. 

Ko15 Only after this Korean inspiration did he discover the folk crafts of his 
homeland, things that were at the time mostly valueless remainders used 
primarily in isolated and backward parts of Japan, p. 90. 
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Ko16 A rain cape, tied over the shoulders and worn with a conical hat..., was an 
eminently practical garment for field work during the summer rainy season, 
when any closed coat would be too hot, p. 91. 

Ko17 Other lacquer examples in the exhibitions exemplify different tastes, such as 
pictorial decoration...and a rubbed surface that simulates the effects of age, p. 
92. 

Ko18 ...the vertical rows of calligraphic writing can be appreciated as decorative by 
exhibition viewers who cannot read them, p. 93. 

Ko19 Although Mingei encompasses the souvenirs of past centuries, mass-hand-
production souvenirs of the present day, such as Mashiko pottery, are held in 
low esteem and rejected as Mingei on a qualitative basis, p. 93. 

Ko20 They preferred certain forms and styles and thus elevated the work of 
particular potters, disrupting the community’s seniority-based cooperation 
and leading to the discontinuance of some traditional forms, the introduction 
of new styles and an end to the anonymity of the work, p. 93. 

Ko21 Mingei items now sell for high prices to a network of connoisseurs, p. 93. 
Ko22 [Yangai’s son Sori] argues that today’s true Mingei is not handcrafts but 

designed industrial goods that are modest in prices and made to meet the 
everyday needs of the community, p. 93. 

Ko23 Today the Mingeikan provides labels, because the functions and sources of 
these objects are being forgotten by the Japanese themselves, and were never 
common knowledge among foreigners, who want to know what they’re 
seeing, p. 93. 

Ko24 Mingei has become art, in the museum sense and in the past tense, p. 93. 
Ko25 These folk crafts illustrate the universality of the art impulse and allow one to 

believe that mass taste is not always bad taste, p. 93. 
Ko26 People hang their pictures high up on walls, but they place their objects for 

everyday use close to them and take them in their hands, p. 133. 
Sn9 If, as Krauss has suggested, “ceramics is too functional for the name sculpture 

to extend to it,” then we can understand why Voulkos would choose to 
subvert function, p. 104. 

Sn10 ...pottery, like craft, has the potential to carve aesthetic experiences out of 
everyday situations, p. 105. 

Sn11 By fusing [mimesis and function], craft objects can exist in the conceptual 
space of art, while also being physical facets of the everyday with which to 
interact and use, p. 105. 

Sn12 It was that the medium itself had craft associations. And these associations 
are intolerable to sculpture, p. 104. 

St8 Then examining pottery separately, one must address function as an additive 
to the varying ratio of form, subject and content which, no matter how 
literally or abstractly these terms are understood, characterize art, p. 108. 
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St9 While pottery is rich in both form and content, the subject of a utilitarian 
vessel can only be understood as its function - the purposeful action of the 
object and the contents for which the object is a medium, p. 108. 

St10 Consequently, for pottery to acquire a subject there must be, to a degree 
which is physically manifested in the work, a sacrifice of function that carries 
the vessel towards the decorative or the conceptual, p. 108. 

St11 More often pottery seeks validation as a particular kind of art. Yet pottery is 
handicapped in its effort toward art status by the requirements of its function, 
p. 108. 

St12 ...is craft a term that too many are culturally ill-equipped to accept despite the 
incumbent honours and privileges of the title? p. 108. 

St13 Title, however, is a very different issue when it come to ‘ceramic sculpture’. 
These two words segregate and isolate the ceramist by creating a subcategory 
of sculpture, p. 108. 

St14 An installation of lorry canvasses that traces the inroads of cultural pollution 
and a life-size porcelain statue of Michael Jackson and Bubbles that exploits 
the socio-historical value of a ceramic tradition to make a socio-cultural 
commentary, both share this approach to material, p. 109. 

St15 ...clay is also sometimes used for physical properties or material specific, 
content laden associations and references that are essential to the expression 
of the work, p. 109. 

St16 These works are more often imitations than transformations, and raise the 
question of ‘what value does the clay bring to the object which the imitated 
object and imitated materials do not possess?’ p. 109. 

St17 Mixed media sculpture or installations that include clay may find broader 
validation than ceramic sculpture, p. 109. 

St18 The language must also address and not merely avoid or take for granted, the 
choice of material, how ceramists view themselves, how they are viewed 
from the outside and why, p. 109. 

Ul7 The anthropologist Margaret Mackenzie compares talking about function to 
‘opening a wound,’ because craft artists so believe that these objects continue 
to be ghettoized into the lowest of art hierarchies, p. 14. 

Ul8 But I have begun to ask myself why we must manufacture meaning for 
functional objects from a nonfunctional stance, p. 14. 

Ul9 ...old-fashioned Kantian aesthetic categories that mandated that ‘art’ should 
never be impinged on by the sordid qualities of daily life (where usefulness 
resides), p. 14. 

Ul10 Wouldn’t it be more fruitful, however, to investigate the aesthetic meaning of 
function - not from the outside, banished into the useless parameters of fine 
art - but rather from within... p. 14. 

Ul11 Clearly function is not a static quality frozen into an object, p. 14. 
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Ul12 ...function is performative, bound up with social events and contexts, tied to 
the aesthetic, existential, moral and political possibilities present in the 
ordinary lives of human beings, p. 14. 

Ul13 The role of the human body - as the location of personal identity, as a site for 
radical action, and as a base to explore materiality - is increasingly being 
acknowledged in the way we construct out sense of the “reality” of the world, 
p. 14. 

Ul14 This has opened an aesthetic space for functional art, which traditionally 
locates meaning in the fluidity of bodily participation and sensation, p. 14. 

Ul15 The role of the functional object within the ideals of the international Arts 
and Crafts Movement provides an invaluable antecedent for contemporary 
artists who are exploring their world as a socially transformative practice, p. 
14. 

Ul16 To insist that functional craft art deserves an important place within a system 
of aesthetics and philosophy is a political act, p. 14. 

Ul17 In the field of philosophy, function’s alignment with the physical world and 
the process of the body...originally stigmatized it for engaging the ‘lowly’ 
bodily senses rather than the ‘higher’ abstract mind, p. 15. 

Ul18 Art’s role as a form of perception is currently echoed in cognitive science, 
digital theory, and philosophies of phenomenology, p. 15. 
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Appendix D: General Audience Writers 

DEFINITIONS 
Author Term Type Definition 
Lu aesthetic I style, p. 56. 
Lu aesthetic I appearance, p. 54. 
Ri aesthetic quality E cannot be pure or impure, it either is or isn’t, p. 

242. 
Se anthropomorphosis E imputing human qualities to a raw material, p. 

120. 
Se anthropomorphosis E investing inanimate things with human qualities, 

p. 135. 
Se anthropomorphosis E technique for manufacturing symbols, p. 144. 
Se anthropomorphosis E reveals the power of metaphor, p. 144. 
Ri art E intention to be such is essential, p. 246. 
Se art E immediate event, p. 123. 
Lu art moderne E indicates French influence, p. 52. 
Ri art object E the object must possess sufficient aesthetic 

qualities marshaled by the maker in the service of 
artistic expression, p. 241. 

Ri art object I Not all objects absent function are actually art 
objects, p. 239. 

Ri art object I it is possible for all kinds of objects to be works 
of art, not just those that are nonfunctional like 
paintings and sculptures, p. 241. 

Ri art object I possessing some aesthetic qualities is not enough 
to make an object art, p. 243. 

Ri art object I a way to distinguish between the aesthetic/art 
object and the non-aesthetic/non-art objects...will 
have to entail subjective decisions made on an 
object by object basis, p. 243. 

Ri art object E must adhere to a sign system, p. 242. 
Lu artful object I object manufactured with high aesthetic 

standards, p. 58. 
Bu asymmetrical 

balance 
E achieved by presenting equivalent but 

nonmatching forms on either side of a vertical or 
horizontal axis, p. 36. 

Bu balance E entails a state of equilibrium between opposing 
forces, p. 36. 

Se bedding-in E the process through which the actions of the hand 
gradually become tacit knowledge, p. 123. 
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Bu bilateral symmetry E in which the parts on either side of the axis are 
mirror images of each other. p. 36 

Se brick wall E aggregation of small effects, p. 135. 
Se brick wall I possesses a human and intimate quality not 

present to the same extent in stone architecture, p. 
135. 

Se brickwork E anti-monumental, restrained, p. 135. 
Se Coade stone E similar to terra-cotta, can be made to resemble 

marble, p. 139. 
Ri commercial visual 

imagery 
E graphic art, commercial design, billboards, p. 

248. 
Se compound E the whole is different than its parts, p. 127. 
Go conceptual art E questions, doesn’t assume that the viewer accepts 

it as art, p. 11. 
Go contemporary art E confrontational, not based on shared ideology (as 

in earlier centuries), doesn’t aspire to 
craftsmanship or beauty. p. 10. 

Lu craft I method, p. 54. 
Lu craft I handmade, p. 60. 
Lu craft I unique, p. 59. 
Se craft E practice is stretched out, p. 123. 
Se craft I separated from art by the elapse of time, p. 123. 
Ri craft object E objects into which has gone far more effort, skill, 

and thought than necessary to make the object 
suitable to perform its function, p. 240. 

Ri craft object E possess a functional base, p. 243. 
Ri craft object E composed of the sets ‘containers,’ ‘covers,’ ‘and 

supports, p. 244. 
Ri craft object E must be made by hand, p. 247. 
Se craftsman E possesses material consciousness, p. 119. 
Se craftsman E demioergoi, p. 125. 
Se craftsman E equally engaged with material things and one 

another, p. 125. 
Se craftsman E represents the desire to do something well for its 

own sake, p. 144. 
Se craftsman I focuses on what makes an object interesting, p. 

120. 
Se craftsman I driven by curiosity about material, p. 120. 
Se craftsman I highly and narrowly trained, p. 133. 
Se craftsmanship I work, talent, p. 140. 
Lu decorative arts I superficial, p. 54. 
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Ri design object E embraces the concept of industrial production, p. 
247. 

Se domain shift E refers to how a tool used for one purpose, or a 
principle use to guide one practice, can be applied 
to another task or activity, p. 127. 

Se domain shift E cross the borders between practices/activities, p. 
127. 

Se domain shift E can seem counter-intuitive, p. 128. 
Lu economical I cheap, p. 60. 
Go ekphrasis E poetic description of an artwork, p. 19. 
Go ekphrastic E object-based approach to art, p. 9. 
Ri family 

resemblences 
E proposed by Wittgenstein as a way of identifying 

and grouping together activities that exhibit a 
network of overlapping similarities, p. 246. 

Ri fine E refinement and delicacy of form, p. 244. 
Ri fine E having a delicate, subtle quality, p. 244. 
Ri fine E subtle or sensitive in perception or discrimination, 

p. 244. 
Ri fine E performed with extreme care and accuracy, p. 

244. 
Ri fine E in relation to art, has a qualitative, categorical, 

and perhaps circular, meaning, p. 244. 
Ri fine E defines painting and sculpture as belonging to the 

class ‘art’ and it implies that all the members of 
this class, all paintings and sculptures are of 
sufficient aesthetic quality to belong to this class, 
p. 244. 

Ri fine E seems to imply a completely separate category of 
objects that is unique unto itself, p. 244. 

Ri fine E used to make intention [to be art] clear, p. 246. 
Lu fine art I separate from industrial art, p. 61. 
Ri fine art E part of a larger class of visual objects, p. 245. 
Ri fine art E the term...is very restrictive and selective in order 

to separate the vast majority of visual images, 
including commercial art, from ones deemed of 
sufficient aesthetic quality to actually be art, p. 
245. 

Ri fine craft E analogous to ‘fine art’ as in refined craft, p. 247. 
Ri fine craft E intended from the outset to be special, to go 

aesthetically beyond what is demanded by mere 
utilitarian function, p. 247. 

Ri fine craft E instrumentally functional, p. 248. 
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Ri fine design E intended to be special because of their aesthetic 
qualities, p. 247. 

Ri fine design E may or may not be the product of industrial 
production, p. 247. 

Ri fine design E may or may not be made in large quantities for a 
mass market, p. 247. 

Ri fine design E instrumentally functional, p. 248. 
Bu function I (n) use, p. 31. 
Bu function I (n) purpose, p. 39. 
Lu function I (n) use, purpose, p. 57. 
Ri function I (n) utilitarian use, p. 247. 
Bu functional I (adj) meets needs of people, p. 33. 
Go functions I (v) behaves, p. 11. 
Go functions I (n) purposes/jobs, p. 15. 
Lu German 

functionalism 
I reduction of form and style to satisfy utilitarian 

purpose of an object, p. 52. 
Se glassis E a polishable mixture similar to stucco, p. 139. 
Lu handcraft I handmade in a studio, p. 61. 
Se honest brick E brick to which no artificial color has been added, 

p. 137. 
Se honest brick E a course in which all the brick laid comes from 

the same kiln, p. 138. 
Se honest brick E exposed brickwork, p. 138. 
Ri human products E always incorporate both utility and art in varying 

mixtures, and no object is conceivable without the 
admixture of both, p. 241. 

Ri human products E it has no preponderant instrumental use...its 
technical and rational foundations are not 
preeminent, p. 243. 

Ri human products E Kubler says ‘a work of art is as useless as a tool is 
useful’, p. 243. 

Lu industrial I machine made, utilitarian, p. 57. 
Lu industrial art E denoted mass-produced objects and unique 

handmade objects, p. 53. 
Lu industrial art E definitive feature was usefulness, not method of 

manufacture, p. 53. 
Lu industrial art E synonym for contemporary terms “applied arts” 

and “decorative arts”, p. 53. 
Lu industrial design I intended for mass-production, p. 53. 
Se jeu de main E French phrase, play of the hand, describes 

work/talent that elicits collegial admiration, p. 
140. 
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Ri jewelry E like all ornament and decoration, [it] doesn’t 
stand alone as an independent, self-sufficient 
‘thing,’ and it doesn’t possess a sense of 
objecthood, p. 245. 

Ri jewelry E [in] a separate category called 
‘adornment/decoration,’ located between ‘applied 
physical function’ and ‘visual communicative 
function’, p. 245. 

Se Liardet’s cement E a mixture even glossier than glassis, p. 139. 
Lu luxury I expensive, p. 59. 
Lu luxury I unique, p. 59. 
Lu maker I a person who has designed an object, p. 58. 
Se maker’s mark E a personal mark of presence, p. 130. 
Se maker’s mark E can take the form of a person’s name; a place 

name; a symbol representing place or tribe; 
adaptive irregularities in Roman brickwork, p. 
134. 

Se maker’s mark E declares “I exist”, p. 135. 
Se maker’s mark E political in the sense of establishing ones 

presence, p. 144. 
Se material 

consciousness 
E thought about changing materials through 

metamorphosis, presence, anthropomorphisis, p. 
120. 

Se material 
consciousness 

I interest in things people can change, p. 120. 

Se metamorphosis E change in procedure, p. 120. 
Se metamorphosis E arouses the mind, p. 123. 
Se metamorphosis E preoccupation of ancient mythology, p. 123. 
Se metamorphosis E change can occur through internal evolution of 

type-form, p. 125. 
Se metamorphosis E change can occur through joining of unlike 

elements (p. 126) or forms (p. 144) in 
combination or mixture (p. 127). 

Se metamorphosis E change can occur through domain shift, p. 127. 
Se mixture E the elements continue independent coexistence, p. 

127. 
Lu modernist I contemporary, p. 60. 
Se naturalness E the idea that the outside of the building should 

show the materials used internally, p. 138. 
Ri object of use E when the technical organization or the rational 

order of a thing overwhelms our attention, p. 243. 
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Bu paint E dry pigment that is dispersed in a liquid binder 
that solidifies and supports the pigment on a hard 
surface, p. 56. 

Go past, the E a foreign country from where all artworks come, 
p. 8. 

Bu pattern E involves the repetitive use of similar shapes, 
forms, or spaces, to create unity and organization 
within a design, p. 37. 

Ri post-Enlightenment 
aesthetic theory 

E imagines the world of man-made things as simply 
a binary opposition between purely functional 
objects with no aesthetic qualities and strictly 
nonfunctional objects that are completely given 
over to the aesthetic; the presumption that that 
man-made things can actually be separated into 
two such groups - the purely aesthetic... and the 
strictly non-aesthetic, p. 239. 

Se presence E leaving a maker’s mark, p. 120. 
Se presence E can indicate “I” or “it (the detail), p. 135. 
Go punctum E the element that stands out from the picture and 

gets our attention, or rather the element that 
bothers us and keeps catching out eye,” p. 11. 

Bu scale E refers to the size of an object relative to its 
surroundings, which includes other objects, the 
object’s users, and the space it inhabits, p. 39. 

Bu shellac E derived from a resin secreted by the lac insect of 
the Coccidae family, p. 56. 

Se simulacrum I indistinguishable from an original or genuine 
exemplar, p. 144. 

Se simulation E can be a synonym for “design” when considering 
CAD, p. 142. 

Se simulation E achieved by adding color, altering composition, 
applying stains, p. 142. 

Se simulation I mimic, replicate, p. 142. 
Se slips E lack the silica content of modern glazes, p. 121. 
Se slips E highly refined clays of different colors that can be 

painted on the surface of a pot, p. 121. 
Ri strictly 

informational 
visual imagery 

E street signs, maps, p. 248. 

Se stucco E mixture of lime and finely-sieved sand, p. 139. 
Se stucco E flexible, p. 139. 
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Bu symmetry E the distribution of equivalent forms and spaces on 
either side of a vertical or horizontal axis, p. 36. 

Se synthesis I complete blending, p. 127. 
Lu traditional I pre “modern”, p. 53. 
Lu traditional I pre-machine, p. 56. 
Lu traditional I familiar, p. 56. 
Se type-form E generic category of object, p. 125. 
Se type-form E change occurs through elaboration of species, 

which can become quite complicated, p. 125. 
Se type-form E develop within one practice/activity, p. 127. 
Ri utilitarian E visual works intended to serve commercial needs, 

not refined, may possess aesthetic qualities, p. 
246. 

Ri utilitarian craft E objects intended to serve and be useful in a 
practical way and nothing more or less, p. 247. 

Ri utilitarian craft E may possess some aesthetic qualities, p. 247. 
Ri utilitarian design E intended to simply serve everyday needs, p. 247. 
Ri utilitarian design E products of industrial production and made in 

large quantities for a mass market, p. 247. 
Bu varnish E a clear coating often applied over stained or 

painted surfaces to protect them, to add a measure 
of gloss and to produce a rich, saturated color on 
the surface, p. 56. 
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OBJECT STATEMENTS 
Code Statements About Objects and/or Techniques 
Bu1 Although no contemporary structures existed to satisfy their way of life and 

their religion, the Shakers borrowed aspects of existing architectural styles 
and modified them, p. 31. 

Bu2 This resulted in a Shaker system of efficient design that was characterized by 
a profusion of built-in storage units and a repetition of peg rail units, p. 31. 

Bu3 Built-in closets and cupboards were uncommon in single family New 
England houses, but the Shakers made the most of every inch on available 
space in each building, p. 31. 

Bu4 Pegboard, placed about 6 feet above the floor, was a ubiquitous feature of 
nearly every Shaker dwelling house or workshop room, p. 32. 

Bu5 These tables were not taken apart but were given a permanent location in the 
family dining room, p. 33. 

Bu6 The design of the distinctive chairs in figure 2-4 is derived from eighteenth- 
and nineteenth-century American Windsor chairs, which are characterized by 
turning spindles; splayed, swell tapered legs with four rungs; and shovel-
shaped, undercut plank seats, p. 33. 

Bu7 Counters and sewing desks are the most prominent examples of asymmetrical 
arrangements seen in Shaker work furniture, p. 36. 

Bu8 The opposing sections are balanced successfully, despite the different 
horizontal dimensions given to each half. The arrangements of unequal parts 
are organized around an imaginary visual centerline rather than a rigidly 
placed, geometrically accurate centerline, p. 37. 

Bu9 The most severe examples of Shaker clocks are rectangular boxes fitted with 
only one hole cut to receive the glass covering the dial, p. 43. 

Bu10 The distinctive design of the Shaker chair evolved from the Shakers’ dual 
position of being in the World and yet separate from it, p. 46. 

Bu11 Some other early chairs were fitted with rattan cane (fig. 2-11), a natural fiber 
that was appealing to the Shakers because, unlike upholstered material or 
fabric, it resisted insect infestation, p. 46. 

Bu12 The workshops for brethren and sisters were also supplied with state-of-the-
art equipment designed specifically for their needs, p. 51. 

Bu13 The Shakers often took the realities of human behavior into consideration 
when making design decisions, p. 52. 

Bu14 Although the society’s written rules discourage the Shakers from marking 
their work or their possessions, many pieces carry inscriptions giving the 
name of the craftsman, the date of manufacture, and the name of the user, p. 
53. 
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Bu15 Elder Giles Avery of Mount Lebanon called the ‘dressing’ of plain pine 
furniture ‘with the veneering of bay wood, mahogany or rosewood’ deception 
and placed it in the same category as cheating, p. 54. 

Bu16 The deliberate choice of solid figured woods [tiger maple] for the exposed 
surfaces reveals the maker’s commitment to authenticity, p. 55. 

Bu17 Given the Shaker communal style and the openness of their living 
arrangements, it may seem contradictory that many pieces of Shaker 
furniture…are fitted with locks, p. 55. 

Bu18 To the twentieth-century eye, the colors of Shaker built-in and freestanding 
furniture appear surprisingly bold, p. 55. 

Bu19 The selection of a particular color was based on its expense, availability, and 
preference, and in this respect the furniture reflected the taste of the Shakers’ 
rural neighbors, p. 56. 

Bu20 ‘What appears to distinguish Shaker painted objects is the use of quite pure, 
intense paint colors over solid surfaces, unrelieved by decorative geometric or 
floral patterns,’ p. 56. 

Bu21 In comparison with the other Shaker communities, the Maine Shakers made 
greater use of pigment, staining as well as painting their pieces, p. 57. 

Bu22 The issue of applying either a matte or glossy finish was apparently of some 
concern to the mid-nineteenth-century Believers, p. 57. 

Bu23 Virtually no written evidence exists as to how much the Shakers’ theology 
and religion influenced their understanding of color. Less still is written about 
how this understanding actually directed their use of specific pigments, p. 57. 

Bu24 In the transmission of design, geographic distance between urban high-style 
centers and rural areas often resulted in a simplification of overall forms and 
surface treatment, p. 58. 

Bu25 They are strong, lightweight, and utilitarian, providing enough support for the 
lower back yet low enough to be pushed underneath the table and out of the 
way when not in use, p. 33. 

Go1 the way a thing is made may tell us a story about why it was made and what it 
means, p. 8. 

Go2 objects change: they discolour[sic], crack, warp, fade, fox and oxidise[sic]. 
They get cropped, polished, repaired, restored and vandalised[sic] , p. 8. 

Go3 putting art objects in place can be like putting hens in a battery or links in a 
chain – a restrictive practice, p. 8. 

Go4 walking through any museum or any collection with one’s senses awake and 
with a receptive mind tells us contrarily that art objects can be unpredictable, 
intriguing, surprising, p. 9. 

Go5 the object in effect created the questions: ‘How large? How old? Is it a fake? 
Who was it made for? Why? What does it mean? What else can we do to 
understand it?’ p. 9. 
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Go6 any decent art object has the potential to send the thoughtful viewer on more 
than one mental journey: there are always many journeys to be made, p. 10. 

Go7 For some the most profitable response to looking at and experiencing the art 
object is to think in terms of history, for others it is to place the work in social 
history, and yet for others it is to search the archive for details of the 
commissioner, the receipt, and so on, p. 10. 

Go8 Writing about an artwork is a conversation with an object, p. 10. 
Go9 being told explicitly and dogmatically what one is seeing is a tyranny; but 

discussing amongst ourselves what we are seeing is liberating, p. 10. 
Go10 her dress is engraved with the greatest precision, p. 11. 
Go11 But something bothers me: if Goltzius was such a brilliant draughtsman, why 

is the head so awkwardly placed on the neck? Why such a clunky mistake by 
such a sophisticated artist? p. 11. 

Go12 But, and this is exceptional in Goltzius’ extensive oeuvre, in a subsequent 
third state he changed the head entirely, so that it was younger and faced the 
viewer more directly, p. 12. 

Go13 That he should change it so much indicates that it was unusually important to 
him – but also highly problematic….That the image therefore mattered so 
much to him, that it was of personal significance, would explain why he kept 
reworking it, p. 13. 

Go14 But as always in art the secret is in the making, and we should remember here 
that engraving, cutting directly into a sheet of copper, was hard, slow and 
exhausting process, p. 13. 

Go15 I experienced this print in my sitting room with it literally held in my hand, p. 
13. 

Go16 Where would one least expect to find a serious work of art? p. 14. 
Go17 Where we see Joseph Kosuth’s One and Three Chairs means we quite 

literally see a different thing! p. 15. 
Go18 We have to stand back, put our fascination with prices temporarily to one 

side, think of the original or ideal setting for the work, and look again, p. 17. 
Go19 He was obsessed with his paintings as experiences rather than objects; he 

wanted them to be shown in the same domestic-sized room he had painted 
them in – very unlike the grand modernist space of York Avenue, p. 18. 

Go20 The transaction of valuing and selling an art object changes it, p. 19. 
Go21 an encounter with an art object by an attentive viewer is an encounter with 

that which is strange, p. 9. 
Lu1 Granted, when examined using conventional canons, these objects are not 

easily categorized, p. 52. 
Lu2 With the exception of Frank Lloyd Wright..., artists working in the United 

States produced few modern design for useful objects in the immediate 
postwar period, p. 52. 

Lu3 In this problematic context, stylistic mergers were commonplace, p. 52. 
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Lu4 Influences from French art moderne, the Werner Werkstätte, and German 
functionalism would converge in a single object, p. 52. 

Lu5 This side table [by Kem Weber], part of a coordinated bedroom ensemble, is 
dramatically thin and vertical, and the ingeniously designed drawers swivel 
sideways to open, p. 52. 

Lu6 The elongated proportions mimic period skyscrapers, while the electric lights 
crowned by stacked metallic disks are especially evocative of modern 
technology, p. 53. 

Lu7 Weber effectively cloaked this economical form in somewhat incongruous 
luxury materials - sage-green painted wood with silvered details, and richly 
figured walnut-burl veneer, p. 53. 

Lu8 In the headlong rush to embrace the modernist aesthetic after the Paris 
exposition, designers often transformed their handmade objects into forms 
suggesting mass production, p. 53. 

Lu9 A typical example is Walter von Nessen’s Bakelite, aluminum, and brushed 
aluminum table of 1930, a spare and unornamented object composed of 
shiny, planar forms that intersect with geometric precision, p. 53. 

Lu10 Yet the table was actually made in a small artisan’s shop using rather 
traditional methods of handcraft, p. 53. 

Lu11 This exotic ensemble of teapot, creamer, and sugar bowl rests on a long 
rectangular tray, p. 53. 

Lu12 The teapot and bowl are low, capacious forms, while the creamer is more 
vertically oriented, p. 53. 

Lu13 All of the pieces have elongated handles accented by carved jade, p. 53. 
Lu14 Yet Magnussen’s forms are more geometrically simplified than those in 

Puiforcat’s teapot, with its elegantly ascending profile and decorative 
flourishes, p. 54. 

Lu15 ...contemporary Bauhaus metalwork [is] exemplified by Marianne Brandt’s 
extraordinarily spare teapot of 1924, with its squat arrangement of seemingly 
machine-tooled planes and spheres, p. 54. 

Lu16 Puiforcat’s service displays more lavish materials and more elaborate craft 
techniques, p. 54. 

Lu17 When we see beyond the surfaces, the idiosyncratic features of American 
objects - those features that look peculiar when compared with European 
examples - can be important clues in the process of interpretation, p. 55. 

Lu18 This glazed porcelain bowl with sgraffito decoration is one of several 
versions made by the Cowan Pottery Studio in 1931, p. 55. 

Lu19 Its shape is simple and classical, with a subtly curving profile culminating in 
a footed base - an appropriate foil for the intricate iconography on the 
ceramic surface, p. 55. 

Lu20 Its colors are deep blue and black, giving a nocturnal cast to Schreckengost’s 
ebullient collage of New York imagery, p. 55. 
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Lu21 Imagery interlocks and undulates around the bowl, p. 55. 
Lu22 But artists in different countries gave different inflections to the machine 

aesthetic, p. 56. 
Lu23 Bookcases took on the characteristics of the New York skyline; serving 

vessels resembled industrial machine parts, p. 56. 
Lu24 This cultural strategy of self-definition was particularly challenging and 

paradoxical for those who labored by traditional methods to make one-of-a-
kind, handcrafted objects, p. 56. 

Lu25 However, this vessel’s severe cylindrical form with bulging spherical center 
is so unlike traditional beverage containers that the viewer could easily 
mistake its function, p. 56. 

Lu26 With its gleaming polished pewter surface, it seems more like a mass-
produced component destined for a shiny new automobile rather than for the 
living room of a Manhattan apartment, p. 57. 

Lu27 The irregular silhouette of the piece reproduces the setback forms of 
skyscrapers in the 1920s, and the asymmetrical arrangement of drawers, 
cubbyholes, and cabinets creates disjunctive patterns emblematic of both 
modern art and contemporary urban life, p. 57. 

Lu28 Although such novel contributions to the home evoked associations with 
engineering rather than with craft, in reality virtually all work in the modern 
style was handmade until the early 1930s, p. 58. 

Lu29 Ironically, only objects in period-revival styles - objects that often suggested 
elaborate hand manufacture - were predominately machine-made during this 
time, p. 58. 

Lu30 When European imports ceased, foreign patterns were no longer available to 
copy, p. 59. 

Lu31 In 1931, [Saarinen] stated that ‘if the form is there, it is of minor importance 
if we use the hand of man or the machine....Both are necessary,’ p. 59. 

Lu32 In Cranbrook’s textile and ceramic workshops, artists such as Lillian Holm 
and Majlis (Maija) Grotell made unique objects never intended as prototypes 
for mass production, p. 59. 

Lu33 Here the thick, pocked glaze drips heavily down the side of the vessel in 
discernible but highly irregular organic patterns, p. 60. 

Lu34 Although the red-and-black V-shapes near the rim suggest growing flowers, 
the piece invites us to appreciate its textured surface primarily in terms of 
abstract form and innovative technique, p. 60. 

Lu35 Typical of studio ceramists of the time, Grotell no longer employed overt 
symbols of the Machine Age, p. 60. 

Lu36 Like the so-called fine arts of the postwar era, [Grotell’s] work followed the 
modernist preference for self-referentiality, highlighting materials and 
processes, not nationalistic symbols, p. 60. 
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Lu37 [Charles and Ray Eames’] 1949 design for an armchair made innovative use 
of fiberglass, p. 60. 

Lu38 But craft was reconceived and reconstituted, and moved closer to the realm of 
fine arts in terms of practices, training, and exhibition venues, p. 61. 

Ri1 In reality, there are many objects in the design field that are given over to the 
ideology of industrial mass production, objects that are purely commercial 
objects of desire, p. 239. 

Ri2 What is the nature of these features and how do they co-exist within 
functional form? p. 240. 

Ri3 In almost all craft objects, the quality of workmanship far exceeds the 
necessary requirements to make functional the object in question, p. 240. 

Ri4 The real problem: how to distinguish between aesthetic and non-aesthetic 
objects; that is to say, between art and non-art, an especially difficult problem 
given that most objects, even non-aesthetic (non-art) objects, possess 
aesthetic qualities, p. 241. 

Ri5 How can we conceptualize and define true aesthetic/art objects so as to 
separate them from objects which have aesthetic qualities but are not actually 
aesthetic/art objects? p. 241. 

Ri6 And while we may interpret the lack of features as aesthetically based...such 
an interpretation would not only be false to the object and to the maker, but 
would be like viewing the poor of London in aesthetic terms based on 
Dicken’s characters; doing this would be the aestheticize their poverty, p. 
241. 

Ri7 But are these features sufficiently expressive aesthetically to make such 
things works of art? p. 242. 

Ri8 If [fine art] were [aesthetically] pure it would ring clear in its purity for all to 
see without involving often acrimonious subjective decisions as is evident 
from the vast body of critical literature on fine art, p. 242. 

Ri9 Croce argues that there is no such thing as good art or bad art; it either is or it 
isn’t art! I would agree to the extent that works universally condemned by 
critics as bad quickly drop out of existence as works of art, p. 242. 

Ri10 This still leaves a vast number of works that are argued over, being accepted 
by some critics and rejected by others, p. 242. 

Ri11 If there are aesthetic and non-aesthetic objects, and non-aesthetic objects also 
possess aesthetic qualities, how do we distinguish between them? p. 243. 

Ri12 The adjective ‘fine’ was added to the term ‘art’ to establish fine art as a class 
apart from closely related objects that had many of the same salient features, 
p. 244. 

Ri13 Of course the assurances implied by this classification (fine) are misleading 
since art critics are constantly making subjective assessments about which 
paintings and sculptures are good enough aesthetically to be considered fine 
art, p. 244. 
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Ri14 All works painted and sculpted are not only not examples of fine art; many 
are not even intended to be fine art, p. 244. 

Ri15 Such commercial activities [advertising art, graphic art, industrial art, etc.] 
began in earnest with the Industrial Revolution on the nineteenth century, not 
surprisingly, at the same time the term ‘fine art’ began to be used, p. 246. 

Ri16 To clarify and extend the logic of this nomenclature, I propose that visual 
works that are not refined but are intended to serve commercial needs be 
called utilitarian, even though they may possess some aesthetic qualities, p. 
246. 

Ri17 I am including in this craft objects as well as design objects; both have the 
potential to be works of art if they possess the proper aesthetic qualities, p. 
249. 

Ri18 As the Industrial Revolution progressed, visual images geared to commerce 
began to proliferate, p. 249. 

Ri19 Even though they were given primarily to commercial functions, making 
these images demanded most of the same skills demanded of fine art, p. 249. 

Se1 the simplest way to make a pot is to coil a rope of clay up around the edge of 
a flat disk, p. 120. 

Se2 a small innovation is to place a cut gourd under the flat disk so that the pot 
can be turned more easily in the potter’s hands as the coil builds up around 
the sides, p. 120. 

Se3 Greek potter’s wheels from about 1000 BCE onward were heavy wood or 
stone disks that rotated on a pointed stone support, p. 121. 

Se4 a potter’s assistant steadied and turned the wheel while the potter shaped the 
clay with both hands, p. 121. 

Se5 the spinning wheel’s momentum suggested an entirely new way of building 
up form than the coil rope; now the potter could raise a wet clay lump, p. 121. 

Se6 if small, such a pot was structurally of one piece, p. 121. 
Se7 larger pots could be assembled by fitting together tubes shaped on the wheel, 

p. 121. 
Se8 Archaic and ancient pottery certainly became more complex from about 800 

BCE on, p. 121. 
Se9 All pottery can be decorated by the use of slips, p. 121. 
Se10 The Greeks, however, developed techniques for controlling firing in the kiln 

so that the surface achieved a vitreous shine, p. 121. 
Se11 The kilns were heated to 900 degrees Celsius to oxidize the clay. Then 

sawdust was thrown into the kiln to begin the process of reduction, p. 121. 
Se12 If left at this point, however, the slip would not register its distinctive color. 

The potter discovered a way to reoxidize the clay by opening the kiln’s 
damper, p. 121. 
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Se13 We can only infer that [ancient potters] were conscious of what they were 
doing because their tools and practice changed and because potters in the 
early classical era used both procedures, p. 122. 

Se14 The shift from fixed disks to turning wheels suggests a kindred command of 
attention, p. 123. 

Se15 The ancient potter dwelled in stretched-out time; after the wheel spinning on 
a pivot first appeared, centuries elapsed before the practice formed of drawing 
up clay was routinized, p. 123. 

Se16 There was by about 600 BCE great difference in the quality of pots produced 
around the Aegean, p. 123. 

Se17 In the archaic theater there was relatively little divide between spectator and 
performer, seeing and doing; people danced and spoke, then retired to a stone 
seat to watch others dance and declaim, p. 124. 

Se18 Audiences stayed offstage, and so developed their own skills of interpretation 
as spectators, p. 125. 

Se19 The craftsman, engaged in a continual dialogue with materials, does not 
suffer this divide [of observer from maker], p. 125. 

Se20 once the ancient technology of slips was worked out, for instance, pots could 
be produced with red or black backgrounds, p. 125. 

Se21 in the built environment of Britain, the village of Poundbury is a similarly 
evolved type-form, its houses composed of modern infrastructure sheathed in 
fake medieval, Elizabethan, or Georgian clothes, p. 126. 

Se22 Ancient pots incorporated other visual practices but remained pots rather than 
metamorphosing into sculptures, p. 126. 

Se23 An even more complicated type-form evolution occurs when a new material 
condition suggests the new use of a new tool: to return to ancient clay-work, 
higher kiln temperature implied a different way to operate the kiln damper, p. 
126. 

Se24 The unmitered joints of older vessels, coated with tar, eroded on these long 
sea voyages, and in the sixth century BCE ship carpenters began using the 
mortise-and-tenon joint to cope with leaky hulls, p. 127. 

Se25 Clearing the tint in medieval glass required the glassmaker to introduce 
materials like manganese and limestone that rewrote the basic  chemical 
formula for the substance; the synthesis was then tested practically by the 
glass’s clarity, p. 127. 

Se26 the ancient potter had to decide between these two procedures in mixing 
glazes, p. 127. 

Se27 There are many shades of black in ancient pots: some were produced by 
chemical compounding, other by layering, then baking one glaze over another 
to produce blackness, p. 127. 

Se28 The archaic household loom consisted simply of two upright poles across 
which lay a beam, p. 127. 
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Se29 Threads, made taut by weights below, hung from this beam; the weaver 
worked across, starting at the top, continually pushing the horizontal threads 
upward to tighten the cloth, p. 127. 

Se30 this metamorphosis proceeded into a further domain, as the locked orthogonal 
joints of both cloth and wood suggested a way to lay out streets, p. 127. 

Se31 the cloth join of warp and woof [re: weft] shifted domains to the mortise-and-
tenon joint in shipbuilding, p. 128. 

Se32 the mortise-and-tenon joint is a way of weaving wood; both weaver and 
carpenter concentrate on making tight right-angle joints, p. 128. 

Se33 So far as is known, archaic carpenters had long possessed the chisels at hand 
to make such joints but did not use them for this purpose, p. 128. 

Se34 Older grid-plans had connected individual buildings, but the Greek city of 
Selinous, for instance, founded in Sicily in 627 BCE, was pure warp and 
woof; the corner itself was emphasized as the major design element, p. 128. 

Se35 What endures, what does not decay, is the technique of focusing on the right 
angle, p. 128. 

Se36 Cooking food begets the idea of heating for other purposes; people who share 
parts of cooked deer begin to think they can share parts of a heated house; the 
abstraction “he is a warm person”...them becomes possible to think, p. 129. 

Se37 The maker leaves a personal mark of his or her presence on the object, p. 130. 
Se38 Sun-fired bricks formed in molds are cheap and quick to make but are at the 

mercy of the weather, often degrading in prolonged rain, p. 130. 
Se39 In cooking bricks, the kiln walls do work no open-air fire could. Even within 

the earliest known kilns, temperatures could rise well above 1000 degrees 
Celsius, p. 130. 

Se40 Bricks composed of 50 percent clay require from eight to fifteen hours of heat 
at this temperature and an equal time to cool slowly in order not to crack, p. 
130. 

Se41 Egyptians at least since 3000 BCE contrived arches and vaults with fired 
bricks, thus adding curves to the right-angle beam-and-lintel system of more 
primitive structures, p. 131. 

Se42 The Mesopotamians became masters of glazing and painting brick, so that 
permanent color became a feature of walls, p. 131. 

Se43 Greek contribution to clay-craft construction lay in the making of tiles laid 
horizontally, p. 131. 

Se44 Terra-cotta roof tiles began to be fabricated sometime after 2600 BCE in the 
region around Argos, from which followed three different systems for 
overlapping tiles, p. 131. 

Se45 The Romans were masters of firing brick, and this mastery permitted them to 
elaborate on one of the great feats of all built form, the voussoired arch, p. 
131. 
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Se46 In earlier arch making, the mortar joints between rectangular bricks were 
tapered so that the structure curved; tapered mortar, however, risks degrading 
endangering the structure, p. 131. 

Se47 The wedged bricks needed more complicated molds, and they could not be 
fired as mechanically as uniformly sized blocks, p. 131. 

Se48 The brickmaker had to do the equivalent of sauteing an almost-cooked brick 
to fire it evenly, p. 131. 

Se49 Sometimes brick and concrete  cooperated, as when a brick structure was 
slathered with concrete molded into forms to resemble cut stone or when 
parallel brick walls became casings for concrete poured between, p. 132. 

Se50 The building appeared to be made of something that in substance it was not; 
its materiality was disguised, p. 132. 

Se51 Still, the craftsmen found ways of leaving their mark in the work, p. 134. 
Se52 In part this was possible because in Roman building construction a gap 

existed between command and execution....a great deal of improvisation 
occurred on the ground, p. 134. 

Se53 The Greek maker’s mark appeared especially when potters were able to paint 
elaborate scenes; they then began to sign their wares, sometimes with the 
name of the place in which they lived, sometimes with their name, p. 134. 

Se54 In some Roman buildings in provincial Gaul the impressed marks...are as 
dense as in the brickwork as are the mason’s marks in the Taj Mahal, where 
the Mogul stamps create a huge decorative surface, p. 134. 

Se55 The Romans put their brick stamp everywhere they camped in Britain, p. 136. 
Se56 When the empire ended and the Romans departed, English brickmaking went 

into decline for nearly a thousand years, p. 136. 
Se57 Cottage kilns had given bricks a new aesthetic quality - color, p. 136. 
Se58 In the case of brickwork, the new genre of professions book provided 

patterns, explained procedures, and delved into the merits of bricks made in 
different provincial kilns, p. 137. 

Se59 In making fake interior columns, the stucco worker should begin with 
standard form-molds into which the stucco will be poured. Once the molds 
are removed, the stucco worker can add all manner of variations by hand, p. 
140. 

Se60 Of the large number of bricks flooding into London from genuine cottage 
kilns, Ware the connoisseur-builder severely selected only the best of breed 
as embodying his values, p. 141. 

Se61 It was already evident in the eighteenth century that objects made by machine 
could be programmed to look traditionally handmade, p. 142. 

Se62 In brickmaking, it soon became clear that machines could simulate some of 
the qualities of “honest brick” cheaply, in immense quantities, p. 142. 

Se63 A century after Ware, uniform bricks were produced that betrayed no hint of 
their local color variations, p. 142. 
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Se64 The variable color of clay was “corrected” by the addition mineral dyes 
before the raw clay was further homogenized in steam-driven grinds and 
molders, p. 142. 

Se65 The building in form is a long, undulating wall, p. 143. 
Se66 The curved walls are made of brick, and in a self-consciously “primitive” 

way, p. 143. 
Se67 When the walls were erected all bricks were approved without sorting, with 

the result that the color shifts from black to canary yellow, thought [sic] the 
predominant shade is bright red, p. 143. 
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FUNCTION STATEMENTS 
Code Statements About Objects and/or Techniques 
Bu26 The Shakers saw their homes as the closest thing to heaven on earth, which 

meant that their goal was to shape the actual physical environment of the 
village after the traditional concept of heaven as the realm of infinite space, p. 
31. 

Bu27 They created an interior structure without pillars that left the first floor and 
open area, a necessity for Shaker worship, which included dances that were 
an integral part of the religious meeting, p. 31. 

Bu28 The Shakers developed an innovative use of all available square footage 
within their structures, which they organized into distinctive patterns that 
were differentiated according to function, p. 31. 

Bu29 The Shakers further regulated their lives through an extensive classification 
system of numbers and letters to indicate the location of stored items, p. 32. 

Bu30 From a practical standpoint, it made sense to eliminate any unnecessary 
furnishings that would require funds or time to maintain, move, or clean, p. 
32. 

Bu31 Pegboard, placed about 6 feet above the floor... eliminated the need for free-
standing furniture that took up valuable floor space, p. 32. 

Bu32 From a functional standpoint, the Shaker’s communal organization also 
demanded furniture that met the needs of many brothers and sisters living 
together, p. 33. 

Bu33 The short length of this table, measuring only six feet, suggests that it may 
have been designed specifically for use of the four ministry leaders who ate 
apart from the family brothers and sisters, p. 33. 

Bu34 As the dance formations became increasingly intricate, the Shakers embedded 
cues made of wooden plugs or copper tacks in the dance floor, p. 35. 

Bu35 The Believers also controlled circulation through the village with solid 
devices such as granite walks, steps with iron railings, and stone walls, all of 
which strictly regulated the passage of people from one place to another, p. 
35. 

Bu36 Their dedication to order as a guiding principal finds physical expression in 
the design of their furniture, whose form is determined by the concepts of 
balance, pattern, hierarchy, and scale, p. 36. 

Bu37 The position of parts and their importance in terms of function, shape, or size 
relative to the overall arrangement define the hierarchy of a piece (see fig  2-
2), p. 39. 

Bu38 Because of the institutional requirements of communal living, Shaker 
furniture often grew to monumental size and proportions not seen in Worldly 
design, p. 39. 
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Bu39 The Shaker’s dedication to perfection is found in their love of patterns and 
precise measurement. The only way to create a perfect circle was to use a 
specific instrument, such as a compass, in the same way that yardsticks were 
highly regarded as accurate measuring tools, p. 40. 

Bu40 Patterns played an important part in the workshops and were developed to 
ensure uniformity in a variety of materials and products, both for sale to the 
World’s people and for home use, p. 40. 

Bu41 Bother Isaac refers to his timepiece as cheap – not in the cost or quality of 
materials – in the amount of time he spent creating it, p. 43. 

Bu42 The surface treatment is carried out in accordance with Millennial Laws, 
which strongly prohibit the use of ‘superfluously finished or flowery painted 
clocks,’ p. 43. 

Bu43 Shakers value human fulfillment highly and believe that man fulfills himself 
by being nothing more or less than himself. The objects that the Shakers 
made and used also reflect this philosophy, p. 44. 

Bu44 According to an entry in the New Lebanon Ministry Sisters’ Journal on 
Saturday, July 4, 1831, cabinetmaker ‘David Rowley has been employed for 
several days in taking out Brass knobs and putting in their stead wood knobs 
or buttons (on furniture). This is because brass ones are considered 
superfluous, thro[sic] spiritual communication,’ p. 45. 

Bu45 The resulting design is an outward expression of the Shakers’ internal 
concepts: simplicity, utility, perfection in craftsmanship, and above all 
cleanliness, p. 46. 

Bu46 To promote the ease cleaning, beds were fitted with wooden wheels to make 
them easily moved (fig. 2-15), p. 46. 

Bu47 The Shakers valued fresh air and introduced innovative ventilation systems 
into their dwelling houses and workshops, p. 47. 

Bu48 Although the Shakers were unaware of the aesthetic implications of Louis 
Sullivan’s doctrine of ‘form follows function,’ their literature contains such 
phrases as ‘beauty rests on utility. That which has in itself the highest use 
possesses the greatest beauty,’ p. 47. 

Bu49 An important motive in building a functional piece of furniture presumably 
often involved adapting old forms and developing new combinations over 
time, p. 48. 

Bu50 Everything, from their physical plant to the products the Shakers invented and 
sold to the World or made for themselves, reflects an interest in mechanical 
progress, p. 50. 

Bu51 They recognized the natural tendency for Believers to tip their straight chairs 
back on the rear posts and took pains ‘to prevent wear and tear of carpets and 
marring of floors…’ by adding tilting buttons or swivel feet to the hind legs, 
p. 52. 

Bu52 Furniture made for community use also reflects the Shakers’ attitude toward 
adaptation, improvement, and change, p. 52. 
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Bu53 Locks may have been installed at that time to protect both individual 
belongings and the community’s stores from non-covenanted members 
[particularly from the ‘winter Shakers], p. 55. 

Bu54 Thinner pigments may have satisfied the same practical and aesthetic needs 
as opaque paints and simultaneously allowed some of the wood’s grain to 
show through, p. 56. 

Bu55 The Shakers used bold colors to define both specific pieces of furniture or 
architectural spaces, p. 57. 

Bu56 The intersection of these spiritual and secular forces resulted in classic Shaker 
furniture, p. 58. 

Go22 most of what we see as art today in is in the wrong context: no-one making a 
chair or lacquer box in the seventeenth century thought they were making 
something that would end up in the Victoria and Albert or the Cooper Hewitt 
museum, p. 8. 

Go23 Raphael was making things for churches and palaces: to be worshipped and 
adored, or else admired by the members of a privileged, aristocratic and 
intellectual elite, p. 8. 

Go24 Rembrandt made objects for upper-middle class homes, things to be seen in a 
private environment, p. 8. 

Go25 Chairs were made if not to be sat on, at least to be part of a domestic interior, 
p. 8. 

Go26 a discussion that begins as an encounter with, and analysis of, an art object 
may often go deep into social history or theory, p. 9. 

Go27 the conceptual work of art…functions as a question rather than a statement, 
not assuming the viewer’s acceptance of its status as a work of art…but rather 
asking, ‘If I am an art object, what is art?’ p. 11. 

Go28 How his mother actually looked could not accord with the tropes of sixteenth-
century portraiture, p. 13. 

Go29 There was no need here for any filling in or extra ornamentation, or a further 
demonstration of his virtuosity. Do these flourishes not rather act as his 
commentary, however elliptical, on the image? p. 13. 

Go30 Nonetheless, by looking and thinking and asking questions we have arrived at 
a nexus of important issues: the meaning of gesture or ornamentation, the 
relationship of artistic process to personal emotions, the love of a son for his 
mother – or his guilt, p. 13. 

Go31 …nowadays we normally expect to experience art in the art museum, a 
context that as we have already noted can sanitise[sic] it and reduce it to the 
state of being, as it were, in quotation marks, ‘another artwork’, ‘a mannerist 
print’, ‘a post-feminist photograph,’ p. 13. 

Go32 …when we discover art in the ‘wrong’ place, we can experience a welcome 
uncertainty that allows all sorts of other questions to surge into our 
consciousness, p. 14. 
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Go33 Where one finds imagery in a public or restaurant toilet it is normally 
associated with advertising, for contraceptives, tampons, or cleaning 
products. Kurland’s images referred to advertising but advertised nothing, p. 
14. 

Go34 the meaning cannot be so easily summed up, for the meaning must be in our 
experience: our surprise and bewilderment at coming across the lightbox, the 
ideas it generates about the discomforting and somewhat squalid nature of the 
shopping centre[sic], p. 15. 

Go35 The painting by Watteau discussed by Catherine Morel and the Kabuto 
helmet discussed by James Malpas are now safely ensconced and untouchable 
in museums, but once they had ‘real’ functions as a shop sign and headwear 
respectively, p. 15. 

Go36 Where an image is meant to be shown and by whom can make it wholly 
innocent or horribly problematic, p. 15. 

Go37 An obvious example is how hard it is after years of media exposés to look at 
images of children as mere pictures of innocent charms rather than 
incitements to paedophiles[sic], p. 15. 

Go38 Even if an artwork hasn’t physically changed, its status or function often has, 
p. 15. 

Go39 Money does not change works of art but how we see them, p. 16. 
Go40 Money can, like it or not, invest an artwork with a sort of aura, p. 17. 
Lu39 As a result, American objects of the period are too often derided and 

dismissed, p. 52. 
Lu40 Combinations of material, form, and manufacture could connote both luxury 

and utility, elitism and populism, p. 52. 
Lu41 Commentators of the time considered such features a boon to apartment 

dwellers living in close quarters, p. 53. 
Lu42 This table, which is symbolic of the Machine Age in both materials and form, 

indicates the broad influence of the design theories of the Bauhaus, p. 53. 
Lu43 Its individual elements look industrially manufactured, and von Nessen 

undoubtedly intended it as a prototype for mass production, p. 53. 
Lu44 This object attests to the fact that work in the crafts survived during this era, 

but often in disguised forms, p. 53. 
Lu45 Social and aesthetic values discouraged the celebration of craft - sometimes 

even its acknowledgement, p. 53. 
Lu46 Another example that embodies the fusion of styles and associational 

significance of American work is a silver tea service made in 1930 by the 
Danish émigré Erik Magnussen, p. 53. 

Lu47 Like contemporary French examples..., the precious materials give the 
Magnussen service a fashionable modernity, p. 54. 

Lu48 The American piece in fact suggests an awareness of contemporary Bauhaus 
metalwork, p. 54. 
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Lu49 As an exercise in the rigorous reduction of forms to essential geometric 
elements, the design of Brandt’s object asserts both vanguard aesthetic 
principles and mass-production as an ideal, p. 54. 

Lu50 The Magnussen service gestures toward such avant-garde models in its 
reduced decorative embellishment and eccentric angular forms, yet it remains 
a one-of-a-kind elitist object - an elegant response to diverse modern trends in 
metalwork and quite representative of luxury silver production in America at 
the time, p. 54. 

Lu51 To those beguiled by the extravagance of the French style, the American 
piece might appear to be a shy, less prosperous provincial cousin, p. 54. 

Lu52 Alternately, to those partial to the spartan functionalism and formal 
simplification embodied in the Bauhaus teapot, the American ensemble might 
look positively decadent, with its high-style materials and more traditional 
forms, p. 54. 

Lu53 Traditional standards of connoisseurship and absolutist definitions of quality 
have obscured our understanding of the emergence of modernist trends in 
American craft, p. 54. 

Lu54 The premise of material culture study is that objects, ‘reflect, consciously or 
unconsciously, directly or indirectly, the beliefs of individuals who made, 
commissioned, purchased or used them, and by extension the beliefs of the 
larger society to which they belonged,’ p. 54. 

Lu55 The connoisseur seeks superior aesthetic quality and generally dismisses that 
considered second-rate, p. 54. 

Lu56 The student of material culture looks for the interrelatedness of object and 
context - the values, social conditions, aesthetic norms, or other features 
relating to the culture from which the object emerged, p. 54 

Lu57 Visual delight and evidence of technical skill can still be considered 
important, but only within a complex matrix of meaningful factors, p. 54. 

Lu58 What seems unnecessary is an automatic dismissal of American works when 
compared to European analogues, p. 55. 

Lu59 They reveal the specific concerns of individual makers and, by extension, the 
social groups to which their makers belonged, p. 55. 

Lu60 At first glance, the [punch bowl by Viktor Schreckengost] appears whimsical 
and perhaps somewhat frivolous; with patient study, however, it acquires 
complex meaning, p. 55. 

Lu61 The colors suggest that Manhattan is most glamorous and exciting after dark, 
p. 55. 

Lu62 The assertive forms of alcoholic beverages signify not only a festive occasion 
(undoubtedly a New Year’s celebration) but also a defiance of Prohibition, 
which was still in effect in 1931, p. 55. 

Lu63 Jazz, like the skyscraper, was a phenomenon hailed as uniquely American 
during this period, and through its imagery the bowl establishes a sense of 
nationalistic self-definition, p. 55. 
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Lu64 ...the mad, compulsive gaiety depicted on Schekengost’s bowl does not 
simply reflect contemporary New York nightlife, p. 55. 

Lu65 In thumbing its nose at laws outlawing alcohol consumption, it allies itself 
with the transgressive behavior of the social elite during America’s dry years, 
p. 56. 

Lu66 Its humor and satire undercut the traditional earnestness of Arts and Crafts 
and Art Nouveau ceramics, while its invocation of the Machine Age shuns 
the conventional preference for natural motifs, p. 56. 

Lu67 As the analysis of Schrekengost’s bowl suggests, one context for such objects 
produced in the United States during this period is the search for a national 
identity, p. 56. 

Lu68 Georgia O’Keefe’s 1927 painting Radiator Building, Night, New York 
represents one artist’s attempt at nationalistic self-definition, p. 56. 

Lu69 The soaring, illuminated skyscraper surrounded by klieg lights and neon signs 
suggest that technological transformation is the essence of urban life, p. 56. 

Lu70 In the United States, the mode was overtly representational and dramatically 
emblematic, employing motifs allied with the country’s prestige in the urban 
and industrial arenas: skyscrapers, factories, advertising, and mass-produced 
consumer products, p. 56. 

Lu71 Since alcohol consumption evoked a forbidden glamour during Prohibition, 
serving vessels such as [Russel] Wright’s were often made in modern styles, 
p. 56. 

Lu72 This object reveals Wright’s fascination with sleek industrial forms, which 
had potent symbolic appeal in the 1930s, p. 57. 

Lu73 Its simplified, impersonal appearance suggests the swiftness of the assembly 
line, as well as the streamlined vehicles of the time, sufficiently establishing 
its Machine Age credentials, p. 57. 

Lu74 Again, the contradiction of symbolic associations and means of manufacture 
underlies its production, p. 57. 

Lu75 For these and other designs [Frankl] used the image of New York’s 
modernistic urban environment to challenge the dominance of period-revival 
décor in the domestic sphere, p. 57. 

Lu76 Both period-revivalist and nascent modernist designs put forward an 
artifactual symbolism at odds with an object’s actual method of manufacture, 
but in inverted ways, p. 58. 

Lu77 For those who cared about such things...it was a mortal blow to the national 
honor that American arts (both fine and applied) were not considered equal to 
foreign competition, p. 59. 

Lu78 And the remedy of individual craft production as an alternative to shoddy 
mass-produced wares now seemed quixotic, especially during the Depression, 
when many judged luxurious, one-of-a-kind objects as socially irresponsible, 
p. 59. 
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Lu79 The identification with the Machine Age results in a specific iconography that 
underscores its national origins to a much greater extent than most analogous 
examples made in Europe, p. 59. 

Lu80 Projects such as Grotell’s vase and the Eames fiberglass chair mark the 
dramatic separation of studio crafts from industrial design after World War II, 
widening the split between craft and the machine, p. 60. 

Lu81 Drawing on areas of previously established national prestige, individuals such 
as Paul Frankl and Russel Wright evolved an eclectic repertoire of 
handcrafted objects that embodied a deep psychological investment in 
America’s Machine Age, p. 61. 

Ri20 Radical Italian designers...believed it was the responsibility of the designer 
‘to work towards humanitarian rather than economic ends, and to use their 
creative powers to improve the quality of life rather than simply assisting in 
the inevitability of the capital-accumulating process, p. 239. 

Ri21 Not all objects absent function are actually art objects, p. 239. 
Ri22 Ettore Sottass...said, ‘I just thought that if there was any point in designing 

objects, it was to be found in helping people live somehow, I mean in helping 
people to somehow recognize and free themselves,’ p. 239. 

Ri23 One can’t presume craft objects are strictly functional, that nothing about 
them exists in excess of their function - not their form, not their weight, not 
their materials, not their texture, perhaps even their color, p. 240. 

Ri24 What this means is that even if it were easy to identify things that are strictly 
nonfunctional, it is not so easy to imagine, much less identify, things that are 
purely functional, p. 240. 

Ri25 I have argued that intention tells us a great deal about an object - why it was 
made and why it has a certain physical form, p. 240. 

Ri26 If we ignore intention and base understanding on use, we could argue, for 
instance, that paintings are physically functional objects because they can be 
used as ‘stepping stones’ in a muddy garden or to cover holes in walls, p. 240. 

Ri27 Intention not only prevents us from the pitfall in which all objects end up 
being the same, but also helps explain why objects are made the way they are, 
p. 240. 

Ri28 Intention also forces us to question whether the nonfunctional features found 
in functional objects are actually intentional or features that simply have 
‘seeped’ into the object unbeknownst to the maker, p. 240. 

Ri29 This...is an extremely important question because it shifts the discussion 
away from the function/nonfunctional dichotomy as a litmus test for art and 
moves it toward the more pertinent and fruitful question: ‘What is the role of 
nonfunctional features in all objects, functional and nonfunctional alike?’ p. 
240. 

Ri30 ‘Whenever humans design and make a useful thing,’ says Pye, ‘they 
invariably expend a good deal of unnecessary and easily avoidable work on it 
which contributes nothing to its usefulness,’ p. 240. 
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Ri31 Unless we believe a Platonic world of ideal forms exists on earth, we must 
acknowledge that, in varying degrees, all functional objects possess 
nonfunctional features, p. 241. 

Ri32 And if these nonfunctional features are not accidental but intentional, they 
must be understood as being in the service of the aesthetic, p. 241. 

Ri33 This means aesthetic qualities also are available to the maker of functional 
objects to exploit in the service of artistic expression, p. 241. 

Ri34 Consider, for instance, the elaborate engraving often found on tools and 
machines; it cannot be construed as enhancing practical function so it must be 
intended to enhance appearance, how it looks aesthetically, p. 241. 

Ri35 The same conclusion must be drawn from qualities that are not ‘applied’ to 
surfaces of such objects but exist at a subtler level that includes the graceful 
shaping of tool handles and machine parts, even the careful polishing of 
exposed metal. These are surely intended to enhance the look, to be aesthetic, 
p. 241. 

Ri36 Kubler proposes such a gradient, but when he says ‘let us suppose a gradient 
between absolute utility and absolute art,’ it is clear his conception still 
reflects the traditional function versus nonfunction opposition, p. 242. 

Ri37 I don’t think, as an argument, it will do to suggest aesthetic qualities in 
functional objects are impure, tainted, even, because of their function, and 
therefore to imply the aesthetic qualities in nonfunctional (that is, in fine art) 
objects must be pure, p. 242. 

Ri38 Since polishing is not confined solely to cutting edges, it must also be seen as 
having a sign-value that goes along with its function-value (that is to say, 
tools that are well cared for connote a careful person, someone who has a 
respect for workmanship and materials; plus they look better and are more 
welcoming to use), p. 242. 

Ri39 What a gradient does is remind us that a way to distinguish between the 
aesthetic/art object and the non-aesthetic/non-art object must be found, but 
that is can’t be automatically based on function, p. 243. 

Ri40 [Kubler’s statement that ‘a work of art is as useless as a tool is useful’] leaves 
little doubt as to his attitude toward the useful, an attitude that presumably 
excludes craft craft objects because of their functional base unless they can be 
disguised as something else, something less rational in order, p. 243. 

Ri41 If we use intention as a measure, we can, at least categorically, separate those 
intended by their makers to be aesthetic/art from those not so intended, 
regardless of whether or not ‘technical and rational foundations’ are 
preeminent, p. 243. 

Ri42 Intention to the aesthetic...is just as important for understanding the object as 
art as the intention of fulfill physical function is for understanding the object 
in terms of purpose, p. 243. 
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Ri43 Now they are considered art, event though the physical objects have not 
changed. This indicates a changed perception of them, especially in relation 
to function, a changed perception that inexplicably doesn’t always extend to 
more recent craft objects, p. 243. 

Ri44 This changed perception is not based on any knowledge of the intentions of 
the non-Western makers to make aesthetic objects, but reflects in the 
imposition of Western aesthetic values onto objects, perhaps because of the 
theory of ‘aesthetic primitivism’ so prevalent in the twentieth century, p. 243. 

Ri45 For instance, in addition to being painted and sculpted, many works that are 
not intended to be fine art share with fine art the intention to communicate 
through visual means, p. 244. 

Ri46 If we consider the realm of man-made things, most can be divided into those 
whose purpose is served through physical/instrumental function and those 
whose purpose is served through a systemic vocabulary of visual signs, p. 
244. 

Ri47 Use of the term ‘fine art’ was a way to distance the tradition of so-called high 
art from these newly invented commercial activities. It was a way to separate 
a specific kind of visual image by referring to it as refined and beautiful, p. 
246. 

Ri48 [The] addition of the adjective ‘fine’ established a separate category for what 
was deemed ‘serious’ painting and sculpture, p. 246. 

Ri49 [‘Fine’] became a way to separate work made with the intention to art from 
look-alike objects, objects that had a family resemblance but were primarily 
means to commercial ends, p. 246. 

Ri50 Just as there are painted and sculpted works that are simply vehicles of 
communication, there are craft objects that are intended to do little more than 
be simply and basically functional even though they too will possess some 
aesthetic qualities, p. 246. 

Ri51 Rather it is to say that despite displaying a high degree of workmanship that 
goes beyond the needs of function, what Pye called ‘useless work done on 
useful things,’ there are craft objects that are intended only to be handy and 
useful in a simple and practical way, p. 247. 

Ri52 Such objects display a humble dignity in they way they stand ready at hand to 
serve, p. 247. 

Ri53 In this was a categorical and qualitative statement that can be made about all 
three of these kinds of objects whose social requirements are intended to be 
as important as their functional requirements, p. 247. 

Ri54 With fine craft, fine design, and fine art, this refinement is perhaps achieved 
in differing ways, but always with the idea that what the objects intends is 
always more than what the object literally is or does, p. 248. 
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Ri55 Borrowing the term ‘fine’ from fine art and using it to refer to craft and 
design objects of the highest artistic, aesthetic quality is to reserve a space for 
such objects and make it clear there are functional objects purposely intended 
to be aesthetic/expressive objects, p. 248. 

Ri56 I am talking about a functional object the aesthetic qualities of which are such 
that it is an aesthetic/expressive object in its own right; that is to say, it is an 
object intended to be a work of art, p. 249. 

Ri57 But since commerce was not considered high purpose, to separate such 
images from their noncommercial kin, adjectives such as ‘high,’ low,’ 
‘minor,’ and ‘fine’ were applied depending on the intention of the maker and 
of the nature of the work made, p. 249. 

Ri58 As this happened and function came to be viewed as little more than an 
instrument of commerce, commercial art and craft both were cast in a 
pejorative light; hence terms like ‘minor’ or ‘low’ art became commonplace, 
p. 249. 

Ri59 The ‘art for art’s sake’ attitude...with [its] insistence that art have no purpose 
other than providing an aesthetic experience (that it be art), can be seen...as 
an extreme reaction against the growth of commercial and kitsch objects and 
their effect on established political, social, and cultural values, p. 249. 

Ri60 Refinement of taste, even when dealing with craft objects, was a stance 
against commercial culture and against kitsch, p. 249. 

Ri61 The use of the function/nonfunction dichotomy to separate art from non-art 
that has come down to us today is a remnant of this. It is not solely a 
philosophical edifice, but has embedded within it social, political, cultural, 
and class values, p. 249. 

Ri62 That craft is not devalued in nonindustrialized/commercialized countries, 
even today, is not insignificant in this regard, p. 249. 

Ri63 Identifying categories of utilitarian craft and fine craft helps encourage 
examination of all objects of craft with greater sensitivity to their inherent 
values. It especially encourages appreciation of those craft objects intended 
from the outset to be of the highest artistic and aesthetic quality, p. 250. 

Ri64 We must recognize that some craft objects can be so rudimentary as to have 
few intentional nonfunctional features, p. 241. 

Ri65 It is worth noting that in Western museums many non-Western functional 
objects are displayed as aesthetic objects, including predynastic Egyptian 
pottery and African furniture. Such objects were originally viewed in the west 
as anthropological materials, p. 243. 

Se68 people invest thought in things they can change, p. 120. 
Se69 Sheer utility would not explain this logic, however, since rope building 

produced perfectly serviceable objects, and it makes pots faster than wheel 
building, p. 121. 

Se70 Nor would utility alone explain the decorative thinking that went into the 
surface of these pots, p. 121. 
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Se71 Changes in slip technique opened up expressive possibilities to the potters, p. 
122. 

Se72 The utilitarian pot used for storage and cooking, simply decorated, could now 
be painted with scenes that showed Greeks the nature of their myths and the 
significant events of their history, p. 122. 

Se73 As Greek pottery evolved, these painted images became more than sheer 
representations, finally serving as social commentaries... p. 122. 

Se74 Decoration of this sort did not lack economic value, p. 122. 
Se75 The decorated pot became a ‘pictorial objects which,” the classicist John 

Boardman remarks, “might entertain, even instruct, buyers at home or 
abroad,’ p. 122. 

Se76 In time, pottery became an important element in Mediterranean trade, p. 122. 
Se77 The ancient world associated shifts in shape...with the irrational, p. 123. 
Se78 Cooked clay provides a medium for making images that, on a pot, create a 

narrative as the pot is turned, p. 129. 
Se79 This narrative can travel, and it can be traded or sold as a cultural artifact, p. 

129. 
Se80 What Levi-Strauss insists on is that symbolic value is inseparable from 

awareness of the material condition of the object; its creators thought the two 
together, p. 129. 

Se81 In the history of craftsmanship, these maker’s marks usually carried no 
political message, as a graffito scrawled on a wall can, merely the statement 
anonymous laborers have imposed on inert materials, fecit: “I made this,” “I 
am here, in this work,” which is to say, “I exist,” p. 130. 

Se82 The invention of fired brick was inseparable from the invention of the oven; 
some evidence suggests that the same enclosures were first used for both 
cooking and constructing, p. 130. 

Se83 The brick, small and portable, radically influenced both the shape and texture 
of large buildings, p. 130. 

Se84 ...in public buildings the Greeks wanted carved stone’s plasticity, p. 131. 
Se85 The act of making a Roman place or building was deeply encoded with 

religious symbolism, p. 132. 
Se86 even the most mundane constructions, like granaries, carried a crust of 

significance referring to Rome’s origins and gods; technology was 
inseparable from religion, p. 132. 

Se87 This view, in which the educated generalist dominates the craftsman 
specialist, reflected a clear hierarchical structure in the Roman state, p. 133. 

Se88 Many formal “errors” had to be committed to get the houses, roads, and 
sewers to function, p. 134. 

Se89 Such a signature could add economic value, p. 134. 
Se90 Marks left by the Roman slave builder would attest only to his presence, p. 

134. 
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Se91 The story of these ancient bricks makes a particular connection between 
craftwork and politics, p. 134. 

Se92 Presence, in the modern way of thinking, seems self-referential, emphasizing 
the word “I”. Ancient brickwork established presence through small details 
marking “it”: the detail itself, p. 135. 

Se93 The great historian of bricks, Alec Clifton-Taylor, observes that what counts 
most about them is their small size, which just suits the human hand laying a 
brick, p. 135. 

Se94 The historian Moses Finlay wisely counsels against using a modern yardstick 
to read ancient maker’s marks as sending signals of defiance; they declare, “I 
exist,” rather than “I resist.” But “I exist” is perhaps the most urgent signal a 
slave can send, p. 135. 

Se95 [Brick] makers at a certain moment in history began to invest cooked lumps 
of clay with human qualities of an ethical sort - as in the “honesty” of brick or 
the “friendliness” of certain brick walls, p. 135. 

Se96 The resurgence of the craft became a necessity when, in 1666, the Great Fire 
of London consumed most of its wooden buildings, p. 136. 

Se97 Brickmaking was an ordinary skill of country life, p. 136. 
Se98 Anthropomorphism started here; color issued the first invitation to think of 

bricks as possessing human qualities, p. 136. 
Se99 The attribution of ethical human qualities - honesty, modesty, virtue - into 

materials does not aim at explanation; its purpose is to heighten our 
consciousness of the materials themselves and in this way to think about their 
value, p. 137. 

Se100 Ruskin believes that we are saying something about ourselves in preferring a 
vegetable whose appearance seems rough-hewn, irregular; the organic tomato 
mirrors the values of “home” for us, p. 138. 

Se101 In London [Ware] admired the “honest brick” that now marked buildings of 
the poor. But this arbiter of eighteenth-century taste also and contradictorily 
thought that brick seemed plebeian and therefore should be concealed, p. 139. 

Se102 Stucco, it should be said, was the British social climber’s material of choice. 
The material permitted quick, cheap constructions of grandeur, p. 139. 

Se103 Few clients for a backyard grotto imagined that their guests would be taken in 
[by the stucco forms]; the pleasure would come in the self-conscious artifice 
of it all, p. 140. 

Se104 In the English garden of the late eighteenth century...seemingly jumbled 
plants were in fact selected to be seen to best advantage by human eyes; the 
paths were carefully laid out to compose a narrative of surprises for the 
stroller, p. 140. 

Se105 In Ware’s time, brick seemed a building material that fit more largely in the 
search for authenticity as it appeared in the political writings of Rousseau, p. 
140. 
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Se106 Brick embodied the Enlightenment desires to live in harmony with simple 
things, a desire pictured by Chardon, and to show oneself as one really was, 
p. 140. 

Se107 In the craftsman’s hand, baked clay became an emblem of natural rectitude, 
p. 141. 

Se108 Craft skills were necessary to make these attachment and so heighten the 
conscious value of objects, p. 141. 

Se109 In [the Hoffmann] kiln, heat could be maintained at a constant temperature, 
twenty-four hours a day, a steadiness that meant that the volume of brick 
produced increased dramatically in round-the-clock operations, p. 142. 

Se110 The traditional craftsman could only defend the brickmaking sphere by 
maintaining that he or she could detect the differences between real and 
simulated, p. 143. 

Se111 Arguably the greatest modern brick building that stresses the truth of 
materials on Issac Ware’s terms is Alvar Aalto’s Baker House, a student 
residence constructed between 1946 and 1949 at the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, p. 143. 

Se112 Aalto highlights the “honesty” of his brickmaking in a mark impressed on the 
wall surface; at intervals each course of brickwork includes an overburned, 
twisted brick, p. 143. 

Se113 These blackened, twisted bricks make the viewer see the regular bricks fresh, 
p. 143. 

Se114 We could of course treat clay simply as a material that is necessary for 
cooking and for shelter. But in this utilitarian spirit we would eliminate most 
of what has made this substance culturally consequent, p. 144. 

Se115 Developments in high technology reflect an ancient model for craftsmanship, 
but the reality on the ground is that people who aspire to be good craftsman 
are depressed, ignored, or misunderstood by social institutions, p. 145. 

Se116 The social space of the workshop thus became a fragmented space; the 
meaning of authority became problematic, p. 145. 
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